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FOREWORD 

I always enjoy giving demos of Mosaic and showing people interesting places to 
go on the Internet. At tradeshows or in boardrooms, whether there's one 
person or many looking over my shoulder or watching it on a big screen, I 

watch to see when they "get" it. When do they really get the power of Mosaic? 
When do they really understand what the Internet makes possible? When do they 
realize that this is something they always wanted to do with a computer? 

One thing I usually do when Mosaic appears on the screen is to distinguish 
between the Mosaic interface and the document that is displayed. I say, "When I 
use the scrollbar, which Mosaic provides, everything that moves is in the docu
ment window, where formatted documents containing text and graphics are dis
played. The document itself contains any number of hypertext links, or 
connections to other documents anywhere on the Net. I move the mouse pointer 
over a link and click on it. Right away, Mosaic begins retrieving the document 
from a remote information server." 

Then I stop and explain that the document I just retrieved came from Geneva, 
Switzerland. Usually, someone smiles. Next I get a document from a server in Aus
tralia and yet another from a university in Texas. At that point, someone usually 
asks a question, just to be sure. This gives me the chance to stop and emphasize 
to the audience that we are traveling great distances across the Internet. Some
times there is a delay in making a long-distance connection, and then I have the 
opportunity to make the same point. But often enough the document pops up on 
the screen, just as if it were on my local system. "Did you see that?" I ask. "I just 
got that document from a World Wide Web server in Vancouver, B.C." 

Mosaic makes it easy to navigate the Internet, and the connections that it makes 
are transparent to the user. I begin to worry that the audience might not grasp the 
power behind such a simple interface. So, I explain what the World Wide Web is. 

While Mosaic manages the user interface and the display of documents-in other 
words, what is visible to the user-the World Wide Web (WWW) is invisible. The 
WWW is an information architecture, developed at CERN, a particle physics lab in 
Geneva, Switzerland. The WWW defines the components of a global information 
system and how they work together. I try to explain how clients like Mosaic are 
used to access information servers out on the network. How the clients and 
servers talk to each other is established by a WWW protocol specification known 
as HTIP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). 
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The World Wide Web specifications are public, and anyone can follow them to 
build a client; there is even code available that takes care of common functions. 
Indeed, that is how Mosaic was developed at the National Center for Supercom
puting Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois. The virtue of public speci
fications is that from the outset, the World Wide Web recognized the need to have 
clients for all platforms. This was fully realized when NCSA came out with versions 
of Mosaic for the X Window System, Microsoft Windows, and the Macintosh. 

As a graphical browser, Mosaic has managed to redefine what it means to be on 
the Internet. Instead of typing long command lines and having to remember a lot 
of arcane details, users can find the best the Net has to offer with a couple of 
mouse clicks. As if that isn't enough, when I show people that Mosaic can be 
used for multimedia, their reaction is one of disbelief, of seeing the future today. 
"Can you really find sound and video on the Net?" Yes, I answer, and although it 
may be impractical today for you to download digital sound bites or MPEG movie 
clips, the capability is there. The result can be stunning, and worth the wait. As 
the speed of network connections improve, so much more is possible. 

The emergence of Mosaic and the WWW is the most exciting computing develop
ment in a decade, supplying the infrastructure needed to usher in the Age of Net
worked Information. Already, it is changing how people think and work, from 
elementary school children to CEOs. More and more people are discovering that 
they can move through the rich landscape of the Internet, find its wealth of 
resources, and contribute to its growth by becoming information publishers them
selves. 

It is also redefining what it means to be a publisher. With the Global Network 
Navigator, O'Reilly & Associates is exploring this new territory, and learning how 
to serve a new audience of online customers. Mosaic is also changing the way 
businesses and other organizations distribute information. Companies like Digital 
and Boeing, for instance, are setting up Web servers to distribute employee hand
books, sales sheets, and policies. Users are creating their own home pages and 
listing their hobbies or favorite places to visit on the Net. 

All in all, the World Wide Web is becoming an incredible, enormous inter
connected network of information, public and private, commercial and educa
tional, free and for-pay. If you have an Internet connection, all you need is Mosaic 
to begin exploring these resources on your own. 

Well, maybe, that's not all you need. Things are not as easy as they seem in a 
demo. Knowing where to go and what to do on your own can be a lot more chal
lenging, especially given the size of the Internet. Learning how to navigate the Net 
and keeping up with all the new resources that are added every day is not easy. 
That's one reason we created GNN, so that you can find this information online 
and not have to spend your time gathering it. It is also why we developed 1be 
Mosaic Handbook. This book is more than a description of the Mosaic interface; 
it's a guide to navigating the Internet. 

Dale Dougherty 
Publisher, GNN 
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PREFACE 
What This Book Is About 

Enhanced NCSA Mosaic 

The Home Page 

Conventions 

Acknowledgments 

W elcome to Mosaic, the program that turns most folks' conception of the 
Internet on its ear. Forget about the Net being hard to use. Forget about 
command-line interfaces. Forget about UNIX commands. 

You are about to enter the World Wide Web-a strange and fascinating land of 
hypertext, color graphics, digital video, interactive maps, and other cool stuff. Fol
low its strands and you'll wind a path through underground music archives, online 
newspapers and magazines, a warehouse of scientific knowledge, up-to-the
minute weather maps and traffic reports, interactive services, and so much more. 

But Mosaic is more than just a Web browser. In fact, it's an integrated interface for 
the entire Internet. Most services on the Net~including Gopher, WAIS, FTP, news
groups, and more-can be accessed through Mosaic. 

How big is the Web? No one's really sure, since there's no central server registra
tion point, but Matthew Gray, an MIT student who is the author of a program that 
travels the Internet seeking out new forms of Web life, sums it up pretty well: 
"Wow, it's big," he says. 

But what exactly is the World Wide Web? It's a seemingly infinite system of 
servers on the Internet all tied together by hypertext links. Hypertext is a technol
ogy for linking collections of documents. On the Internet, these collections are dis
tributed among a web of information servers. Using a mouse, you can click on a 
hypertext link in one document and retrieve the linked document from an infor
mation server out on the Internet. That server could be anywhere in the world. 

The documents that you get can have a lot more than just text. Mosaic supports 
multimedia documents, and on the Web you can find graphics, video, audio, and 
other digital media. 
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The Best of the Net 
What kind o f information serve rs will you find on the We b? We'll cover tha t in 
some depth in this book, but to give you an idea of what's o ut there, he re are 
some of the servers that in 1994 were named the "Best of the Net" by the Global 
Nelwork Navigator (GNN), O'Re illy & Associates' o nline publications cente r and 
guide to Internet resources. In the images that accompany the descriptions of 
these servers, you'll see diffe rent docume nts displayed within the Mosaic interface. 
Mosa ic displays documents within the area surrounded by the scroll bars. 

This general-interest magazine is published online from Van
couve r, British Columbia, on a shareware model. According to 
its writer's guidelines, "Te letimes seeks to present informed 
o pinion and observation drawn from the experience of living 
in a pa1ticular place." Inte rnatio nal Teletimes is a collabo ration 
o f many volunteers from aro und the world, but perhaps most 
notable is the fact that its edito r-in-chief, Ian Wojtowicz, was 16 
years old 'vvhen he received the Best o f the Net award. 

~~;.~ New Zealand Information 

Pe rhaps you are traveling to New Zealand, o r teaching a class 
about it. A server at Carnegie-Mellon University will tell you 
more about New Zealand than you might want to know. Want 
to know about the climate, or locate Auckland on a map? Lis-

~~~:.:1:!!:: 1 ten to a speech in the native Maori language? Want to know 
what a tuatara is? The most a ncient o f all living reptiles, a nd 
the sole survivo r of the beak-heads family, the tuatara lives to 

~~~~~~iid be over 100 years old . What's more, while young the tuatara 
has a thi rd eye. You'll also find out that the main diffe re nce between Marmite and 
Vegemite, two types of yeast extract, is that the latte r is Austra lian and tastes awful. 

~!!!!!!l!~l!ll U.S. Bureau of the Census 

The self-proclaimed "Factfinde r for the Nation," the Census 
Bureau has created a mode l se1ver for government agencies to 

l!~~;piliffif8%ft~ follow. In sho1t, it o rganizes info rmation so that citizens can 
I; make the ir own use of it. You can get fina ncial data o n state 

~
iiiiiil ancl.local governments as well as schools. The Bureau's statisti-

cal briefs are PostScript documents describing poveny in the 
U.S. , analyzing housing changes from 1981-1991, or profiling 
people of Asian a nd Pacific Island he ritage in the American 

population. In the Census Bureau A1t Galle•y, the re is a d isplay of poste rs used to 
pro mote participation in the census. 
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Xerox PARC Map Viewer 

From the famous research lab that gave birth to the technolo
gies that would become the Apple Macintosh and Adobe 
PostScript (among others), here's one of the most interactive 
applications on the Net. MapViewer is an application that 
dynamically renders a map based on user input. Click on a 
region and MapViewer will zoom in on it. You can also use a 
geographic name server to locate a particular location by 

name. Typing in "San Jose, California," we find that it is the county seat, and had a 
population of 62,000 in 1980. Its latitude and longitude are also given, and we can 
click on this information to display a map of the U.S. and a map of Northern Cali
fornia showing where San Jose is. 

The Geographic Name Server happens to be located at the University of Buffalo, 
but that's how the Net works-one computer connects to another, just as one per
son's work connects to what other people are doing. A map of the world that is 
created dynamically seems the best way to think of our own new world, where 
the boundaries of nations and the limits of individuals can be overcome by mak
ing so many different connections possible. 

Those are just four of the thousands of servers on the Web, with new ones coming 
online every day. Of course, not all of them are absolutely riveting. Helping you 
find the ones that interest you is what this book is really all about. 

"Wherever you go, there you are," a line from the movie Tbe Adventures of Bucka
roo Bonzai Across the Eighth Dimension, sort of sums up what Mosaic and the 
Web are all about. The Web is made for browsing, for following trains of thought, 
for taking interesting detours whenever they crop up. Mosaic users have a sense of 
the explorer about them, an excitement about discovering new information, a lust 
for links. 

What This Book Is About 
7be Mosaic Handbook for the Macintosh is aimed at everyone who uses 
Mosaic-or who wants to use Mosaic-to access the Internet. Whether you're a 
rank beginner or an experienced Net-surfer who wants a guide to Web sites or 
help with customizing Mosaic, we think you'll get something out of this book. 

Chapter 1, Tbe Wide World of Internet Services, provides an overview and history 
of the Internet, including the development of the World Wide Web and Mosaic. 

Chapter 2, Getting Started with Mosaic, describes how to begin using Enhanced 
NCSA Mosaic and covers the most important aspects of the Mosaic interface. 

Chapter 3, Exploring the World Wide Web, covers how to navigate through the 
World Wide Web. It includes a tour of GNN and provides pointers to some of the 
more fascinating places on the Web. 
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Chapter 4, Exploring Other Internet Services, describes how to use Mosaic as a 
browser for Gopher, FTP, WAIS, and News. 

Chapter 5, Customizing Mosaic, explains how to make changes in Mosaic's default 
behavior. 

Chapter 6, Using Mosaic for Multimedia, gives the lowdown on using other pro
grams to play audio, video, and other multimedia files. 

Chapter 7, Creating HTML Documents, gives a tutorial in how to write your own 
Web documents. 

Chapter 8, Future Directions, discusses future development of the Web. It intro
duces the new World Wide Web Organization (W30), which is a development 
consortium founded by MIT and CERN. 

Appendix A, Mosaic Reference Guide, describes the user functions available from 
Mosaic's menus. 

Appendix B, HTML Reference Guide, describes the HTML tags used to create World 
Wide Web documents. 

Enhanced NCSA Mosaic 
Tbe Mosaic Handbook for the Macintosh includes Enhanced NCSA Mosaic on disk. 

Enhanced NCSA Mosaic is based on the original Mosaic developed at the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). However, it is not a public 
domain program, nor is it the same as the versions that can be downloaded from 
the Net. 

Spyglass, Inc. was chosen by NCSA as the master licensee of NCSA Mosaic. They 
will license Enhanced NCSA Mosaic to other vendors, who will then distribute 
copies to end users. Spyglass is committed to maintaining a single code base for 
all three Mosaic platforms and keeping a consistent interface across all platforms. 
Thus, all three versions should be consistent in their reliability and functionality, 
which has not been true in the versions on the Net. 

Enhanced NCSA Mosaic for the Macintosh features a number of improvements 
over the original NCSA version, including: 

• Dramatically faster performance 

• Reduced memory requirements-one-half to one-third the memory previously 
required 

• Easier installation 

• Support for printing 

• Simplified interface for easier browsing 
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• Support for forms, allowing for two-way communication between users and 
Web servers 

• Proxy gateway support for security in networked environments 

• Online help system. 

NCSA is now focusing on research into advanced features for the next generation 
of Mosaic, such as voice recognition, full-motion video, and intelligent agents for 
searching on the Internet. NCSA will continue to offer a public-with-copyright ver
sion of Mosaic over the Internet, which you can download for free. As part of the 
NCSA-Spyglass agreement, Spyglass will provide many of its improvements to 
NCSA, which will incorporate them into their version. 

Support and Registration 
This book includes version 1.0 of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic. New versions are 
expected to be available, and we can provide them online to registered users. Be 
sure to complete the online registration form accessible from the Mosaic Hand
book Home Page. Check the Mosaic Handbook Support Center to learn about 
updates to the program. 

If you have problems with the software, check the online Support Center. If you 
cannot solve your problem using the online resources, you can send email to sup
port@gnn.com. We generally cannot deal with the specifics of your Internet con
nection beyond what we describe in Chapter 2. Be sure to ask your system 
administrator or your Internet service provider if you are having problems using 
Mosaic to access documents on the Internet. 

The Home Page 
The disk that comes with this book also includes the Mosaic Handbook Home 
Page, which is the first document you see when you start this version of Mosaic. 

During the installation process, the Mosaic Handbook Home Page will be copied 
to your computer's hard disk. The Home Page contains links to the Global Net
work Navigator, the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist, which provides online links to all 
the Internet resources mentioned in this book, and the Mosaic Handbook Support 
Center. It also has a link to a document that allows you to register your copy of 
Enhanced NCSA Mosaic. These resources are not on the disks shipped with this 
book; they are on the Internet. If you don't have an Internet connection up and 
running, you will not be able to access these resources. 

The Home Page provides an easy way for you to start using the World Wide Web 
and the Internet. Later in the book, we will show you how to modify the Home 
Page and add links to your favorite resources. 

Throughout the book, we'll refer to the Mosaic Handbook Home Page as your 
Home Page (with initial capital letters) to distinguish it from other home pages in 
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general. Most servers have a home page, which is the first document you come to 
when connecting to a server. We'll refer to these pages by their full names, such as 
the NCSA Home Page. 

The Mosaic Handbook Hotlist 
Because filenames and server locations change with great frequency, we have cre
ated the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist. This document will be maintained on the GNN 
server (rather than included on the disks) so that it can be updated if the network 
addresses of the resources described in this book change. Online access will also 
make it more convenient for you because you don't have to type the long 
addresses yourself. 

Conventions 
The following font conventions are used in this book: 

Italic is used for file and directory names, USENET news
groups, and to emphasize new terms. 

Bold is used for commands, command-line options, hypertext 
links, and Internet names and addresses. 

Constant Width is used for HTML tags and the contents of files or the out
put of commands in examples. 

Constant Italic is used within examples for variables that the reader will 
replace with an actual value. 

Constant Bold is used within examples for text that is literally typed by 
the user. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE WIDE WORLD OF 
INTERNET SERVICES 

What Is the Internet? 
The Internet and Online Services 

The Client and the Server 
The Development of WWW and Mosaic 

Developing the Global Network Navigator 

W thout the Internet, Mosaic wouldn't make much sense. Using Mosaic on 
a computer that's not connected to the Internet is like having a car that 
sits in the driveway. Before you go to visit the many services that the 

Internet has to offer, there are a few things you should know about this global net
work. 

This chapter contains basic information about the Internet, which is useful for 
understanding how Mosaic works. It explains the client/server architecture behind 
most Internet information services. We also examine the development of the 
World Wide Web and how Mosaic came to be. If you find yourself itching to get 
started, please feel free to jump ahead to the next chapter. This chapter isn't 
"required reading" because it contains information that most people on the Inter
net already know. 

What Is the Internet? 
Not so long ago, if you asked "What is the Internet?" you'd get a technical answer. 
A longtime Internet user would usually make the following points: 

• The Internet is a network of networks, with millions of computers connected 
to one another. 

• The TCP /IP protocols at the core of the Internet describe how messages are 
addressed and sent as packets from one computer on the network to another. 
A packet may be routed through several computers to reach its destination. 

• The Internet came into being as a U.S. Defense Department network, ARPAnet, 
that was designed to withstand a nuclear bomb attack. It is a distributed net
work without a vulnerable central hub. 

• The National Science Foundation (NSF) built a network, 1'\SFNET, on the same 
model as ARPAnet to connect research and educational institutions. Because of 
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the government funding, commercial traffic was restricted by an Acceptable 
Use Policy. In the early 1990's private, commercial networks joined the Inter
net, and restrictions on commercial activity were relaxed. 

Today, the Internet has come to mean something much more than a physical net
work with historical ties to research, education, and national defense. It has 
become a cultural icon, emblazoned on the cover of Time magazine, and the sub
ject of many stories in your hometown newspaper and The Wall Street journal. 
The Internet has come to represent what the future looks like today, and to sug
gest what is possible when people can communicate with each other around the 
world. 

The Internet has been variously characterized as the Information Superhighway, 
the Infobahn, and Cyberspace. It has been called the best reason to have a per
sonal computer at home. John Markoff of The New York Times has written that the 
PC, not the set-top box, will rule the consumer market and that services such as 
those provided on the Internet will be available sooner and prove more valuable 
than video-on-demand and 500-channel cable systems. 

So, what do people do on the Internet? They exchange email, follow newsgroups, 
and download files. They also find information and other people. These are things 
that many people have done for years on traditional online services such as Com
puServe and America Online. What's so fascinating about the Internet? How does 
it differ from these online services? 

The Internet Is Distributed 
You could say that CompuServe is a big computer and hard disk in Columbus, 
Ohio. CompuServe users dial in via modems to access that computer and its data. 
It is a centralized network, completely owned and operated by CompuServe. 

The Internet, in contrast, is completely distributed. Your computer connects to 
another computer that is connected to another computer. The TCP /IP protocol 
ties it all together invisibly, so you don't need to know exactly how your data gets 
from one computer to another halfway around the world. You are accessing not 
one computer, but many. You connect to your Internet service provider and from 
that point you can access any computer on the network. 

The Internet Is International 
Perhaps the most exciting thing about the Internet is its sheer size. While the Inter
net has its origins in America and most Internet traffic originates here, it is a global 
network. The fact that we can retrieve a document from Switzerland, Germany, 
Japan, or New Zealand demonstrates that we live in an interconnected global com
munity. 
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The Internet Is Wide Open 
Nobody really runs the Internet-at least not yet. Some have compared the !mer
net to the Wild West, with argumenrs escalating into flame wars instead of gun
fights . There are few rules, at least written ones, but there is a culture that te nds to 
support and enforce its wishes. 

The Imernet is wide open in a technical sense. Nobody owns the Internet, and 
there is little proprieta1y technology involved in its operation. This means that 
people have lots of choices. 

The Internet and Online Services 
One of the most interesting developments on the Internet is its potential to rede
fine how we obtain online services via a public network. The Internet effectively 
unbundles the services that a traditional online se1v ice provides; that is, the charge 
for network access is separated from the charge for content. For instance, a cus
tomer of Mead Data, which provides Lexis and Nexis online services, uses a pri
vate network, a software interface, and a delivery system, all built and maintained 
by Mead Data in order to supply the content to their users. Users pay high hourly 
rates for the amount of time they are on Lexis or Nexis accessing content. 

Content 

Converters 

Carriers 

Figure 1- 1. Layers of the Internet 

Information 

Client (Interface) Layer 

Servers 

IP Layer 

Wire/Fiber/Cable/Spectrum 

Figure 1-1 shows the layers of the Internet. Each layer may be supplied by a differ
ent vendor. At the bottom is the carrier, the wire ove r which the bits are transmit
ted. These are typically phone lines leased from the local and national phone 
companies, but the carrier can also be a cable company. 

The next layer up from the bottom is the IP (Internet Protoco{) layer. Each Inte r
net service provider has a net\vork of computers that it serves, and it routes Inter
net traffic to and from those machines. At the next layer, you have client and 
server software. In sha n , the server software distributes information on the Net, 
while users run client softwa re to access and display that info rmation. 
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A traditional online service often supplies a single interface program-usable only 
with that service. On the Internet, you have lots of tools to choose from, including 
programs to exchange email, participate in newsgroups, and search and gather 
information. In many cases, there are shareware or public domain versions of 
these programs as well as more fully featured, commercially supported programs. 
The point is that there are many sources that can supply you with an Internet con
nection and the kinds of tools that you use while connected. 

Because the Internet is a general-purpose network that has many uses, a company 
might install an Internet connection just as it does a phone system. It allows users 
within the company to communicate with the rest of the world. The general
purpose network serves those who want access to information as well as those 
who want to provide information to others. In fact, with this information infras
tructure in place, it becomes easier and cheaper to become an information 
provider, so more people can do it. That has great potential for revolutionizing the 
business of online information services. 

The Client and the Server 
A key to making Internet information services more accessible is making them eas
ier to use. For many users, their first experience with the Internet was a UNIX 
command-line prompt: 

unix% 

At this prompt, the user would type in various commands such as "who am i" or 
"ftp" or "rlogin." 

Until recently, UNIX was the interface of the Internet and you had to learn some
thing about the UNIX command set to navigate successfully. UNIX is a very pow
erful operating system (and the Internet, as well as O'Reilly & Associates, owes a 
lot to UNIX), and networking is part of its basic design. From the very beginning 
UNIX computers were networked to each other, and programmers found useful 
ways to take advantage of the benefits. On UNIX systems, many programs were 
designed with a client/server architecture, which means that a program was 
divided into two parts that could run on different computers. 

Take a word processing program as an example. Imagine that all the file handling 
routines are executed on a computer dedicated to that task. This software is the 
server. On your personal computer, meanwhile, a program controls the user inter
face and responds to your interactions. This is the client. When you ask for a file, 
the client program sends a message to the server to send that file. The server com
plies with the request, and the client then interprets and displays the file. 

In other words, the server software on one computer manages the information and 
access to it, and the client program on another computer manages the user's inter
actions with the information. 
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One exciting aspect of client/server design is that multiple clients can interact with 
a single server or with many different servers. In addition, clients can fit into the 
user's environment and assume the likeness of other locally run programs. 

In short, this means that Macintosh users can run a Macintosh client that interacts 
with servers on powerful UNIX machines. As a user, you get the benefit of using a 
client that fits into your computing environment, while accessing a central file 
server that can handle lots of requests at once. 

Mosaic is client software, and there are Mosaic clients for the Macintosh, \Vindows, 
and X Window System environments. All three programs receive the same infor
mation from the server, but they may display it differently. -"losaic is specifically 
designed to access World Wide Web servers, but it can also access other types of 
information servers. 

Information Servers 
An Internet-based information server is a computer that runs a program to handle 
incoming requests for information. There are actually many different types of 
information servers on the Internet. In this section, we will survey FTP, Gopher, 
and WAIS. Each provides a different way to access information, and user interac
tions range from the simple to the arcane. When we get to the World Wide Web in 
the next section, you will better understand how information access can be even 
easier. 

FIP 

If you nm an FTP (File Transfer Protocol) server, you allow users on other com
puters to log on to your computer and retrieve files that you have put in a public 
area. Since giving each user an account would be a problem, an FTP server is set 
up to accept anonymous logins. 

When O'Reilly & Associates first published our computer books, we made sample 
source code available on our FTP server. One server that we use for this is 
ftp.ora.com. We told our readers how to come in using the Internet to retrieve the 
files. Below you can see a sample FTP session, in which, after logging in, we 
change directory (cd) and then use the get command to retrieve the file named 
bookcat.txt. 

dale % ftp ftp. ora. can 
Connected to ruby .ora.cam. 
220 rtiQy FTP server (Version wu-2.4(1) Fri Apr 15 14:14:30 EDT 1994) ready. 
Name (ftp.ora.com:dale): anonymous 
331 Guest login ok, send your complete e-mail address as password. 
Password: 
230-Welcorne to O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. FI'P Archive. 
230-
230-If your ftp client chokes on this message, log in with a '-' as the 
230-first character of your password to disable it. 
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230-
230-If you have problems with or questions about this service, send mail to 
230-ftp-manager@ora.can; we'll t:cy to fix the problem or answer the 
230-question. 
230-
230-CUrrent local time is Man Aug 1 00:02:24 1994 
230-
230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply. 
ftp> cd /pub 

250-'Ihis directo:cy includes ... 
250-
250-book_covers Image files of the covers of O'Reilly's books 
250-book* Book catalog in four different fonnats 
250-errata/ Errata and updates for various O'Reilly titles 
250-examples/ Example files and programs from O'Reilly publications 
250-
250-"Index" files in this directo:cy and subdirectories have Irore infonnation. 
250-
250-Please read the file Index 
250- it was last Irodified on Thu Jul 21 08:44:06 1994 - 11 days ago 
250 CWD ccmnand 
successful. 
ftp> get bookcat. txt 

200 PORT camnand successful. 
150 Opening ASCII m:xie data connection for bookcat. txt (124651 cyt:es) • 
226 Transfer complete. 
local: bookcat. txt raoote: bookcat. txt 
127533 cytes received in 31 seconds (4 I<l::ytes/s) 
ftp> quit 

The advantage of FTP is that any kind of file can be made available, whether 
ASCII text, PostScript, or various graphics formats. Almost anyone on the Internet 
can access a file via FTP, although the commands make it feel like a lot of hard 
work. If you know what you want and where it is located, then FTP works reason
ably well. 

Gopher 

Gopher originated at the University of Minnesota, where the varsity is known as 
the Golden Gophers. Gopher made things easy for users looking for information, 
as well as for organizations wanting to provide information. From the user's point 
of view, information on a Gopher server is organized as a series of hierarchical 
menus. Using a Gopher client, you choose a particular item on a menu and 
receive either a submenu or a text file. 

Putting up a Gopher server requires not much more effort than running an FTP 
server. You arrange files in a set of directories, with each directory corresponding 
to a menu of choices presented to the user. At O'Reilly & Associates, we set up a 
Gopher server to provide information about our books. You can access this server 
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by mnning the Gopher client on your local machine. The UNIX command for this 
is: 

unix% gopher gopher. ora. can 

There are different Gopher clients available, including several commercial clients 
for Windows and the Macintosh. Here is the opening screen from our server: 

Internet Gopher Information Client v2.0.12 

Root gopher server: gopher. ora. can 

--> 1. About O'Reilly & Associates 
2. News Flash! -- New Products & Projects/ 
3. Detailed Product Descriptions/ 
4. Ordering Info/ 
5. Complete Listing of Titles 
6. FI'P Archive & Email Information/ 
7. Feature Articles/ 
8. Errata for "Learning Perl"/ 
9. Bibliographies/ 

Press ? for Help, q to Quit Page: 1/1 

Gopher was responsible for the first big surge in Internet traffic as people began 
exploring what was available on servers throughout the world. Anyone can 
quickly understand how to move through the network of Gopher servers. 

Unfortunately, what Gopher gained in ease of use, it lost in flexibility. Users felt as 
though they were always moving from one menu list to another, and when you 
finally got somewhere, you ended up with a ASCII document that wasn't very 
enjoyable to read. 

WAIS 

WAfS (Wide Area Information Server~1 was developed by a consortium of four 
companies interested in designing an easy-to-use searching system. The consor
tium, consisting of Thinking Machines Corp., Apple Computer, Dow jones, and 
KPMG Peat Marwick, was led by Brewster Kahle, then at Thinking Machines in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Brewster saw that there was so much information avail
able on the Internet that anyone would have trouble locating the most relevant 
documents. 

Each WAIS server contains a full-text index of all the documents on the server. A 
user of a WAIS client submits a simple query, such as a keyword or phrase, and 
the WAIS server returns a list of the documents that contain those words. If you 
select one of the documents from the list, it will be displayed on your computer. 

Although WAIS was originally developed for use with a graphical client on the 
Apple Macintosh, in practice most people do not use a WAIS client. They access a 
WAIS server using either a Gopher client or a 'W'WW client. Therefore, searching 
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for a document has become an alternative to browsing. For instance, on the 
O'Reilly Gopher server, you can access a WAIS server to perform a keyword 
search of the book descriptions online. This is what a WAIS query looks like: 

+------------------------Keyword search on Descriptions------------------------+ 
I I 
I Words to search for 

I ------------------------------------------------------------
1 I 

I I 
I [Help: A_] [Cancel: AG] I 
+------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

If we enter the keyword "Internet" in the search field, WAIS will return a list of 
books whose descriptions contain that word. The result looks like this: 

Keyword search on Descriptions: Internet 

--> 1. ! %@: : A Directozy of Electronic Mail Addressing & Networks 
2. Conputer Security Basics 
3. Connecting to the Internet: An O'Reilly Buyer's Guide 
4. ms and BDID 
5. European Networking 
6. Global Network Operations 
7. Leanling the UNIX Operating System 
8. Mobile IP Networking 
9. Networked Infonnation and Online Libraries 
10. Notable Speeches of the Infonnation Age, Jolm Pen:y Barlow: USENIX 

Conference. 
11. Security and Networks 
12 . 'l'CP /IP Network Administration 
13. The Future of the Internet Protocol 
14. The Whole Internet User's Guide & catalog 
15. Volume 6A: Motif Programning Manual 

Selecting any book by number will display the book's description. Note that WAIS 
tries to rank the list in order of importance, but you usually have to scan the list 
and select the most appropriate choice. For instance, the book that is most clearly 
about the Internet, The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog, shows up 14th 
on the list. 

WAIS is a valuable tool for indexing large bodies of information and helping users 
locate specific documents in a collection. However, most users do not find search
ing alone to be an intuitive way to work. Therefore, WAIS servers typically run 
alongside other servers. 

For more information about information servers and how to set them up, see Man
aging Internet Information Seroices, by Cricket Liu, Jerry Peek, Bryan Buus, Russ 
Jones, and Adrian Nye, published by O'Reilly & Associates. 
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The Development of WWW and Mosaic 
The World Wide Web is very similar in design to the Internet-based information 
servers we examined in the last section. However, WWW offers several advances, 
including a document-oriented view of computing that offers formatted text and 
graphics instead of menu lists. 

The World Wide Web at CERN 
The World Wide Web originated at the European Particle Physics Laboratory 
(CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland. Tim Berners-Lee, an Oxford University graduate 
who came to CERN with a background in text processing and real-time communi
cations, wanted to create a new kind of information system in which researchers 
could collaborate and exchange information during the course of a project. For 
most scientists, a publication presents a record of what a project accomplished; 
that is, you read it after the project is long over. Tim saw the need for physicists 
to collaborate in real time, and not just on one project, but on many. 

Tim used hypertext technology to link together a web of documents that could be 
traversed in any manner to seek out information. The web does not imply a hier
archical tree, the structure of most books, or a simple ordered list. In essence, it 
allows many possible relations between any individual document and others. Tim 
implemented hypertext as a navigational system, allowing users to move freely 
from one document to another on the Net, regardless of where the documents are 
located. 

The term "hypertext" was coined in the 1960's by Ted Nelson, who defined it as 
"non-sequential writing." He wanted to emphasize that hypertext applied not only 
to locating and reading information, but also to creating it. Nelson popularized the 
idea in his books and his vision of a global hypertext system called Xanadu. This 
was a project designed to remain incomplete, rather like building a library to con
tain all the world's information. Surprisingly, the World Wide Web comes as close 
to realizing Xanadu as anything Nelson and his associates have achieved, although 
Nelson has argued that WWW lacks several key aspects of his system. 

While the WWW does present a navigational model that is much easier for users, it 
also presents some problems for information providers. It requires authoring docu
ments in a particular format defined by the system. Specifying a document format 
is necessary if hypertext links are to be embedded in the document. 

There were many implementations of hypertext systems before the World Wide 
Web. What Tim did, in cooperation with others at CERN, such as Robert Caillau, 
was to define an Internet-based architecture using open, public specifications and 
free, sample implementations for both client.c;; and servers. Because the specifica
tions are public, anyone can build a client or a server. Because there are sample 
implementations and the code can be obtained for free, developers can choose to 
build or refine parts of the system. Both factors encourage other people to con
tribute to the project, and as is true of many things on the Internet, the WWW 
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effo11 has turned into a collaborative project involving people and organizations 
from around the world. 

WWW specifications 

Let's look briefly at the WWW specifications. While this is not necessary for you to 
become a Mosaic user, it will help you understand how Mosaic works. 

The World Wide Web is a set of public specifications and a library of code for 
building clients and servers. There are three key specifications: 

• URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 

• HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) 

• HTML (HyperText Mm·kup Language) 

HTTP is the 
protocol that 
allows clients 
and servers to 
communicate 
across the 
network 

URL identifies 
protocol, server 
and filename of 
document 

• . • • 
••• 

••• 

Hypertext link contains URL 
of linked document. · 

Figure 1-2. How Mosaic retrieves a document 
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Figure 1-2 illustrates how these specifications work together. A URL is the address 
of a document on a network server. If a user clicks on a link in a document that 
contains a URL, the client interprets the URL and then initiates a session with the 
specified server. HTTP is the protocol, a fixed set of messages and replies, that 
both the client and server understand. Thus, the client sends a message to the 
server requesting a document and the server returns it. The document itself is 
coded in HTML, and the browser interprets the HTML to identify the elements of 
the document and to render it. The use of HTML allows documents to be format
ted for presentation using fonts and line justification appropriate for the system on 
which it is displayed. 

The format of a URL is discussed in Chapter 2, Getting Started with Mosaic. The 
HTTP protocol is not discussed further in this book. The basics of HTML are cov
ered in Chapter 7, Creating HTML Documents. 

Early Browser Development 
The team at CERN implemented a line-mode browser, which is the lowest com
mon denominator among browsers, and can be used from almost any kind of ter
minal. 

Welcome to the World-Wide Web 
THE IDRLD-WIDE WEB 

This is just one of many access points to the web, the universe of 
infonnation available over networks. To follow references, just type the 
munber then hit the return (enter) key. 

The features you have by connecting to this telnet server are very primitive 
corrpared to the features you have when you run a W3 "clientg program on your 
own computer. If you possibly can, please pick up a client for your platfonn 
to reduce the load on this service and experience the web in its full 
splendor. 

For more information, select by number: 

A list of available W3 client programs[!] 
Everything about the W3 project [2] 
Places to start exploring[3) 
The First International WWW Conference[4] 

This telnet service is provided by the WWW team at the European Particle 
Physics Laboratory known as CERN[5] 
[End] 

1-5, up, Quit, or Help: q 

The example above shows the initial login session with the line-mode browser, 
using TELNET to access the CERN server (info.cern.ch). As you can see, the screen 
is formatted ASCII text. Links are numbered and appear inside brackets. To follow 
a link, you enter the number of the link at the prompt at the bottom of the screen. 
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Another browser with a better interface was developed for Steven Jobs' NeXT 
computer. However, it did not receive wide usage outside CERN. Lynx, a browser 
with a full-screen interface, was developed at the University of Kansas by Lou 
Montulli. 

In some ways, when the first versions of Mosaic became available in the spring of 
1993, WWW had reached proof-of-concept stage but it had not achieved 
widespread use. While multiple clients existed, none of them suggested the poten
tial of combining text and graphics in a graphical Web client. With an easy-to-use 
interface that lets you click on a link to navigate the Web, as well as the ability to 
display graphics, Mosaic made the Internet accessible to a broader group of users. 

The Development of Mosaic at NCSA 
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), located at the Uni
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), was funded by the National Sci
ence Foundation to provide supercomputing resources to the research community. 
NCSA was part of a wider effort by Congress to fund a national infrastructure for 
high-performance computing and communications. 

It would be nice to write that such government funding directly resulted in the 
development of Mosaic. However, Mosaic came about rather unexpectedly. Marc 
Andreessen was an undergraduate student at UIUC, who had a part-time job at 
NCSA, building tools for scientific visualization. He began working on Mosaic as 
one of those tools, but pretty soon he knew he was onto something bigger. From 
that point on, Marc was racking up far more hours than his part-time status 
required. Eventually, Eric Bina joined Marc in developing Mosaic. 

To Marc's credit, when he ·started building Mosaic, he looked around on the Inter
net and discovered that he didn't have to start from scratch. He found the WWW 
and saw that it was intended to serve a community similar to the one served by 
NCSA. Having an existing code base available from CERN meant his work could 
progress very quickly, even if he had to re-write some of the code to make it 
usable. 

It is hard to point out any single new feature that Mosaic introduced, either as a 
hypertext browser or a WWW client. Rather, Marc made available a solid program 
with the right number of features for users to feel amazed and empowered by 
their ability to navigate the riches of the Internet. Figure 1-3 shows Mosaic view
ing the GNN Home page. 

Marc was not only the developer of Mosaic, he was also its champion. He spent 
lots of time on the Web developer mailing list, talking about various development 
issues. He introduced minor improvements, and sometimes major changes, 
overnight, and sent out new versions for immediate distribution on the Net. While 
many people anxiously awaited the updates, NCSA wasn't sure what Marc had cre
ated, and where it fit inside their organization. Nonetheless, the excitement of 
government supporters, the press, and the Internet user community was 
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Welcome to GNN, the Global Network N aviga to•. To find out what's new and cool in GNN, look at :#.~;,;J!.dlpj)). 
GN.N.. If you' •e new to GNN and would like to know more about us, take a minute to check out Y,~Jsorne_!_q_QNJY,. 
And don't forget to become a suhmiber (it's bee!). 

·· ··· · ··::·:··::· · ·· -~:~t~.f/P...!~ .. ~~!!. ................................. .l, 

Navigating the Net 
Use GNN to help you find yow way through the Internet. GNN' s '\ollhole Ir.temet Ca ial•)g is yow best sowce of 
information about Internet resowces; if you're looking for businesses an the Net, checkout GNN's Busi"Mss Page.J.. 

The Whole Internet catalog I The GNN Business Pages 

Figure 1-3. Sample Mosaic screen 

overwhelming. NCSA expanded its Mosaic development efforts, hiring students to 
develop Windows and Mac versions. 

With the April 1993 release of Mosaic 1.0 for the X Window System, Mosaic began 
to drive the explosive growth of the World Wide Web. By that fall, Version 2.0 of 
Mosaic for X came out, and the first beta versions of WinMosaic and Mac Mosaic 
were released. 

Commercialization and Future Developments 
NCSA is not a commercial software development organization; it was chartered to 
create software for scientific researchers and place it in the public domain. NCSA 
made Mosaic freely available on the Internet "for academic, research, and internal 
business purposes only." No doubt these terms have helped make Mosaic popular. 
Anyone can get a copy, try it out, and realize how useful it is. Naturally, commer
cial software developers have taken notice of Mosaic. Many of them are interested 
in taking its development further. 
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Because Mosaic is copyrighted, anyone wanting to modify the source code or dis
tribute binaries of Mosaic must obtain a license to do so from NCSA. Initially, 
NCSA handled the licensing of Mosaic. In August 1994, NCSA announced that it 
had reached an agreement with Spyglass, Inc., to have them serve as the licensing 
agent for Mosaic. 

As a result of the various licensing deals by companies that will continue develop
ment of Mosaic, we may wind up with many different versions of Mosaic. The 
Mosaic Handbook for the Macintosh comes with Enhanced NCSA Mosaic, devel
oped by Spyglass, which we chose because it is likely to define the core feature 
set for Mosaic. 

In the long run, NCSA Mosaic may be viewed as the application that made the 
Internet important, just as Lotus 1-2-3 created a market for IBM personal comput
ers. Others are at work on products that will compete with Mosaic, including 
Marc Andreessen himself. Marc left NCSA in December 1993 and eventually 
founded a company with James Clark, one of the founders of Silicon Graphics, 
Inc. Mosaic Communications Corp. has hired many of the original Mosaic develop
ers from NCSA, and it will be interesting to see what they create in light of such 
high expectations. 

Developing the Global Network Navigator 
At O'Reilly & Associates, we had been looking at various methods of publishing 
online. After all, we wrote books about computers, and it seemed to make sense 
to deliver books about computers on computers. We had developed a number of 
requirements for online publishing and as we began learning about the World 
Wide \Veb, we got very excited. At the time, we were just about to publish Ed 
Krol's The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog, which would become a best
seller. 

We began to explore the Web and wonder what uses a publisher could make of it. 
One of our first efforts was an online demo of the resource catalog in the Krol 
book. It was so well received that we began to think of making it into a product, 
and that led to the development of the Global Network Navigator. · Using a Web 
server to put the resource catalog online was the obvious part of it; we also saw 
the opportunity to create online magazines. The magazine format could be used 
to portray what people were doing on the Internet, what they were interested in. 

As Mosaic became available in the summer of 1993, we began doing demos and 
showing people just what was possible with the new technology. In fact, we had 
to take great pains to make people understand where Mosaic ended and GNN 
began-that Mosaic was intended to retrieve documents from network servers and 
that we ran a network server ready to deliver our documents upon request to 
Mosaic users. 

We launched GNN in August 1993 at the Interop tradeshow in San Francisco, and 
it officially went online October 1. We made GNN available for free, but asked that 
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users register and become subscribers. As of September 1, 1994, we have over 
50,000 subscribers. 

GNN introduced advertising in our online publications. We make it possible for 
advertisers to deliver a message in an editorial context that we have created for 
users. We also think, perhaps ambitiously, that we can change the nature of 
advertising by asking advertisers to take advantage of this new medium and pro
vide users with only as much information as they are interested in receiving. We 
call it "content-driven'' advertising. 

That is all said to give you some flavor of GMV as a pioneering effort in online 
publishing, an ongoing experiment in creating online audiences. As it grows, GNN 
will continue to change, making it difficult to describe on paper, especially using 
black-and-white screenshots. The real thing is online and in living color. Online, 
GNN may differ some from what you see in this book, but it is a good way to 
show off the capabilities of Mosaic and to help you explore the World Wide Web. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

GETTING STARTED 
WITH MOSAIC 

The Right Kind of Internet Connection 

Installing and Starting Mosaic 

Connecting to GNN 
Mosaic's Navigation Tools 

Document-based Features 
W'ben Things Go Wrong 

N ow that you understand something about how Mosaic, the World Wide 
Web, and the Internet all fit together, we can start using Mosaic to explore 
the \Veb. This chapter will show you how to navigate the Web using 

hypertext, Mosaic's controls, and Internet path names (called URLs). Once you 
understand the basic navigation techniques, you can traverse the Web to visit an 
incredibly wide variety of information sources all over the world. 

We assume that you are familiar with the Macintosh environment, so we don't 
cover the basic Mac commands and operations. Before starting, however, we must 
make sure you are on the Internet and have the right kind of connection to use 
Mosaic. You can't get started without it. 

The Right Kind of Internet Connection 
Perhaps the most difficult part of using Mosaic for the new user is understanding 
how to obtain the right kind of Internet connection. Fortunately, it is getting a lot 
easier to get an Internet connection these days, especially if you know which 
applications you want to use, such as email and Mosaic. 

In this section, we give an overview of your options for getting on the Internet. If 
you want more detail, consult Susan Estrada's Connecting to the Internet: A Buyer's 
Guide, also from O'Reilly & Associates. 

First of all, you need to find a local Internet Service Provider (ISP). The ISP essen
tially maintains a computer network of customers who are connected to the Inter
net through their computer. There are two major lists of Internet service 
providers-the Public Dialup Internet Access List, or PDIAL, maintained by Peter 
Kaminski, and Susan Estrada's Internet Access Provider List, or DUST. To get a 
copy of PDIAL, send an email message to info-deli-server@netcom.com with the 
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text "Send PDIAL" in the body of the message. For information about getting the 
DUST, send email to dlist@ora.com. 

Before you contact an ISP, you should decide which type of connection is best for 
you. You need to make an assessment of your needs and what you can afford. (It 
is similar to buying a computer in that regard.) 

There are basically three kinds of Internet connections: dialup shell, PPP /SLIP, and 
dedicated lines. 

Dialup Shell Account 
A dialup shell account is usually the cheapest and easiest type of con
nection you can get. Unfortunately, you can't use Mosaic over that con
nection. (You have to run a browser such as Lynx on your Internet 
host computer.) 

PPP /SLIP Account 
A PPP/SLIP account usually runs over a high-speed modem (14,400 or 
28,000 bits per second, or bps) that connects to your ISP. The main dif
ference between a shell account and a PPP/SLIP account is that the lat
ter puts your computer on the network. Both operate over standard 
phone lines, and both require you to dial up and connect to an ISP. 
However, to use a shell account, you typically use a telecommunica
tions program to dial the Internet host and log in. If you have PPP or 
SLIP, these programs establish the connection and you can then route 
Internet traffic to and from your machine. 

PPP /SLIP also provides an important piece of the connection 
puzzle-TCP/IP, the protocols that allows data to traverse multiple net
works on the way to its final destination. As part of your PPP /SLIP 
account! your ISP will provide MacTCP, an extension that lets your Mac 
communicate via TCP/IP. With PPP/SLIP or a dedicated line connec
tion you will be able to use Mosaic just fine. 

While PPP /SLIP connections over fast modems offer reasonable speed, 
they are still quite a bit slower than dedicated lines, so it's best to get 
as fast a modem as possible. \Vhile you can use a 9600 bps modem 
with Mosaic, it will seem rather slow. Anything less than 9600 baud is 
unacceptable. 

Dedicated Line 
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Many organizations connect to the Internet via a dedicated line, which 
is a separate telecommunications line that connects you to your ISP. 
Both of you have a piece of equipment known as a router that routes 
the traffic between your local area network and the computer network 
maintained by your ISP. Dedicated lines come in various speeds; the 
slowest is a 56K line, which is four times faster than a 14.4K bps 
modem. 
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If your office has a Macintosh setver on the Internet and you have installed 
MacTCP on your Mac at home, you can also use AppleTalk Remote Access to 
access the Internet from home. 

Peak Performance 
When you use Mosaic to retrieve a document from the Internet, there are a num
ber of factors that affect performance. You may click on a link and not get an 
immediate result. If you understand that your computer is responsible for only a 
portion of the final result, then you may be more patient. Here are some of the 
factors affecting performance: 

• The speed of your Internet connection 

• The amount of traffic on the Internet, which includes all points between you 
and your destination 

• The load on the setver from which you are retrieving the document, perhaps 
along with thousands of other users at the same time 

• The size of the document, which often depends on whether or not you are 
retrieving documents with graphics, or even larger data objects, such as sound 
or video files 

Of these factors, only the first one is really within your control. You may be able 
to get a higher speed connection by obtaining a faster modem, using ISDN if avail
able, or making arrangements for a dedicated phone line into your business. 

Installing and Starting Mosaic 
If you have your connection worked out, you're ready to install Mosaic. To do so, 
insert the enclosed disk in your floppy drive and drag the Enhanced NCSA Mosaic 
folder to your hard drive. Be sure· not to put the Mosaic folder inside of any other 
folders. 

Now you're ready to use Mosaic to start navigating the Web. Launch Mosaic by 
double-clicking on its icon in the Finder. Mosaic starts by opening a home page, 
or start-up document. Your version of Mosaic comes with a special home page 
created just for this book. You copied this document, the Mosaic Handbook Home 
Page, from the floppy disk to your hard disk when you installed Mosaic. If you 
are not connected to the Internet, Mosaic will still display the Home Page, but not 
before displaying a message saying that the network did not initialize properly. If 
you are using a modem, make sure that PPP or SLIP is able to connect to your 
Internet Service Provider. PPP and SLIP can be difficult to configure correctly, so 
talk to your ISP if you're having a problem. 

If your organization has an Internet connection and multiple local area networks 
(LANs) but you can't reach the Internet, you may be on a LAN that isn't configured 
for TCP/IP. If this is the case, you may need to gateway from your LAN to the 
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TCP/ IP LAN, so you can access the Internet. Talk to your nerwork administrator 
about how to accomplish this. 

If things are working correctly, you won't see the nerwork error message. You w ill 
see the home page banner, some introductory text, and several graphics that pro
vide links to Registration, GJ\W, the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist, and Mosaic Support. 
We'll begin our introduction to Mosaic by clicking on these links and exploring 
some of the resources on GNN. 

The Mosaic Interface 
Before we get started, let's take a minute to get familiar with the Mosaic interface. 
Some of these will be discussed in more depth later in the chapter, so at this point 
we'll move quickly through the interface. 

It is important to mak e a distinction between Mosaic itself and the document it is 
displaying. In Figure 2-1, Mosaic is displaying the Home Page in the document 
window, but the Home Page is not part of Mosaic. Mosaic displays the title of the 

Welcome to the Mosaic Handbookfol Macintosh Home Page. This page is yow stalling point fol eMplolingthe 
Wodd Wide Web and the Intemet. 

. .. .. ". 

~~~ GNN 
~--.AI TM 

The Global NetwotkNavigatot is O' Reilly&Associa.tes' online publications centel, fea.twingnavigational 
guides, news and special intetest publica lions. 

The Mosaic Handbook for Macintosh 

J?~:·t~zyow copy of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic. 

Mosai.: Handbook Hotli' t 
The Mosaic Handbook Hotlist contains links to a ll of the se~ISmentioned in the book. 

Fig m·e 2-1 . Mosaic Handbook Home Page 
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active document in the title bar. In this example, the title is "Mosaic Handbook 
Home Page." 

Beneath the menu bar is the toolbar. The two arrows at the left let you navigate 
back and forth among recently viewed documents. The field labeled "URL" dis
plays the Internet address of the current document. The S-shaped icon at the right 
activates when Mosaic is busy retrieving a file. 

Below the Back and Forward buttons is the progress indicator bar, that shows 
(roughly) Mosaic's progress in downloading documents. Next to this bar is a status 
message area, that displays messages about what Mosaic is doing. 

The uses of these elements will become clear as we start using the program. 

Connecting to GNN 
To get started with Mosaic, let's visit GNN. You'll notice that the GNN icon on the 
Home Page is surrounded by a heavy border, as are the other icons. That tells you 
that it's a hypertext link. Click on it to go to GNN. Mosaic then goes out on the 
Internet and downloads the GNN Home page. When it's finished, it displays the 
formatted page-complete with graphics-on your screen, as shown in Figure 
2-2. Each of the graphics on the GNN Home page is surrounded by a border, so 
you know that they're hypertext links. Try clicking on the What's Up in GNN bar 
near the top of the page. After a little while, the What's Up in GNN page will dis
play. 

ALookatGNN 
Congratulations, you've just mastered the most important navigation skill for using 
Mosaic and the World Wide Web. Clicking on hypertext links is also the easiest 
and most enjoyable way to navigate the Web. By just clicking on links, you can 
explore the Web by following subjects and ideas that interest you, discovering new 
areas of interest in the process. Hypertext links one document to another, which is 
linked to another, and so on, through literally thousands of documents. This sys
tem of links gives the World Wide Web its name; the links are like threads in a spi
der's web, connecting all the different servers together into a single system. Some 
serv~rs, like the NCSA and CERN servers, have huge numbers of links pointing to 
them; others have relatively few. 

Now that you have hypertext down, let's throw in one of Mosaic's navigation 
tools. From the What's Up page, click on the Back arrow (the one pointing to the 
left) to go back to the GNN Home page. Clicking on the Back arrow tells Mosaic to 
display the last document you were looking at. 

Let's take a more in-depth look at the GNN Home page. Under the GNN banner are 
icons for centers- What's Up in GNN, Tbe Whole Internet Catalog, GNN Business 
Pages, and NetNews-as well as GNN's special-interest publications, the Travelers' 
Center, the Personal Finance Center, and the Digital Drive-In. 
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Back 

Progress Indicator 

Status Message Area 

Document Window 

Document Address 
Document Title 

Activity Indicator 

Navigating the Net 
Use GNN to help }'OU find your woy through the Internet. GNN's Wholeln(emet C.talog is 
your best source oftnfonna.tion ebout Internet resources; if you're looking forbusine:::ses on 
the Not, check out GNN's lll.ulnw..&gtt. 

• The Whole Internet catalog The GNN Business Pages 

Continue your ex-ploration of Net resources with GNN's Brst of the Net our pick of the best 
Internet sites. tnd ~our •ompilolion of[i.rronal home pages.lfyou're new to tho Net 
end nffilo little guidonoe, consult Tbtlntemet lp.j2WI. 

News 
Come to GNN for e..ll the news about the Net. We provide in-depth reponing on Net events in 
GNN's~. 

lcNN NetNewsl 

Figure 2-2. Elements ofMosaic's inte1j'ace 

At the top o f the page is a graphic labeled Subscribe to GNN. You can click here 
to fill out a subscription form, which helps us lea rn who is using GNN and what 
parts of the service are most useful. Let's get started by going to NetNews, shown 
in Figure 2-3. Click on the NetNews graphic, and Mosaic gets and displays the 
NetNews home page. 
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"t' FEATURES 

The U-:0..-It Intemc.-t Estimatoor 
How big do J•'Ptllhink the In ternet is? Shatpenyoux pencils--Pat! Two of this fealuxe on Internet 
demogtaphics gives you a handy, back-of-the-envelope, Do-It-Youxself Internet Estimalot. 

WJn Initiat:Ne UPDATE 
D.C. Denison's intetviewwith Michael L. Detlow:os Ob'lveils the initial focus the MIT/ CERN effollwill 
take to develop and slandudi~e the Wolld Wide Web. This is the latest in GNN'scontinuingcoveuge 
of the W30 initiative . 

"t' ANNOUNCEMENT:':>: What's New on the Net 

Figure 2 - 3. GNN NetNews 

Multimedia in Mosaic 

The GNN pages integrate text and graphics in one document. These graphics are 
called inline graphics because they are displayed in the document. You can also 
view full-size images and photographs, animations and video, and listen to sound 
files. Mosaic cannot display these files directly but relies on "viewer" programs to 

display them. 

Often you'll see a postage stamp-size graphic that is also a link. This image may 
be linked to a full-size version of the image, which can be displayed in a graphics 
viewer program. Other links may take you to video, audio, PostScript files, and 
many other kinds of files. We'll discuss multimedia in more depth in Chapter 6, 
Using Mosaic for Multimedia. 
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Getting Your Page 
How does hypertext work? Basically, when you click on hypertext-whether it's 
text or graphics-you are telling Mosaic that you want to see the document that is 
linked to the hypertext. When you clicked on the NetNews graphic, you told 
Mosaic that you wanted to see the NetNews page. 

But how does Mosaic know, of all the millions of documents on the Internet, 
which page is the NetNews home page, where it is, or how to get it? It knows 
because every hypertext link has embedded in it a URL that gives the name of the 
computer where the document is stored, the path and name of the document, and 
the protocol for transferring the document. Every computer on the Internet has a 
unique name and every document has a unique URL. 

When you click on the NetNews graphic, for instance, a number of things happen: 

• Mosaic looks up the URL for that link, in this case, http://gnn.com/news 
/index.html. 

• Mosaic opens an HTTP (the Web protocol) connection to the GNN server. 

• Mosaic sends the URL to the server to request the NetNews home page. 

• The GNN server sends the NetNews home page, which is an HTML (HyperText 
Markup Language) document. HTML is a simple tagging language that tells 
Mosaic how to format the document on your computer. 

Often, as with this page, the HTML document includes instructions for graphics 
files to be displayed at certain positions on the page. Mosaic contacts the 
server again to download the graphics files. 

• When all the related files have been received, Mosaic interprets the HTML tags 
and displays the document on your computer. 

If this all seems complicated, you can be grateful that Mosaic shields you from so 
much of it. As a Mosaic user, you don't need to know which document you're ask
ing for, what computer it lives on, where that computer is, what the protocol is, or 
any of the many other things Internet users used to have to know. All you need to 
be able to do is click on a hypertext link and wait for the document to be deliv
ered. 

Mosaic's Navigation Tools 
As you link your way around the Web, you'll make the online equivalent of a 
wrong turn and you'll want to go back where you came from. Other times, you'll 
find some pages you really like and want to return to often. And you'll probably 
forget many of the places you've been, but you may want to revisit some of them. 

Mosaic provides tools to deal with each of those situations, to give you more con
trol over your Mosaic session than you could possibly have just by following links. 
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The major tools are: 

• Back and Forward buttons (found on the Toolbar) 

• History (found in the Navigate menu) 

• Hotlist (found in the Navigate menu) 

• The GNN menu 

Using Back and Forward is like walking around your neighborhood-it's the 
quickest way to get to your neighbor's house. History is like driving your car on 
the interstate-you have to start it up and pay attention to the exit signs, but it's 
the best way to cover distance. Finally, the Hotlist is like taking a plane to your 
destination-you have to make arrangements first but once you do, you'll get 
where you're going in a flash. 

The GNN menu lets you quickly move to specific centers in GNN. To go to The 
Whole Internet Catalog, for instance, just select that option from the GNN menu. 

Back and Forward 
To check out these tools, let's return to NetNews. You can get there by choosing 
NetNews from the GNN menu. At the top of the page are two news story head
lines. (NetNews is a constantly changing section, so the version you see when you 
connect will be different than the version printed here.) Click on the second head
line, W30 Initiative Update, to read that story. The article, which is reprinted in 
Chapter 8, Future Directions, is shown in Figure 2-4. After you read this article, 
you may want to go back to the NetNews page. To do so, click on the Back arrow 
in the top left corner of the toolbar. Now click on the second headline, Internet 
Movie of the Week, and Mosaic will display that article. Again, clicking on the Back 
button takes you to back to NetNews. But if you click on the Back button again, 
you'll return to the W30 article. That's because you're moving back in the order 
that you viewed different documents. You were looking at the pages in this order: 

1. NetNews 

2. W30 article 

3. NetNews 

4. Internet Movie of the Week 

So, starting from "Internet Movie of the Week," clicking Back takes you to Net News, 
then to the W30 article, then back to NetNews again, and then back to GNN Home. 

The Forward button works in the same way. From GNN Home, clicking the For
ward button takes you to NetNews, "W30 Initiative Update," NetNews, and "Inter
net Movie of the Week." 
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A se"etayYgives the visiting reporter a simple way to knowwhen Michael L. Dertouzos has anived a H.UT' s 
l.abora toyYfor Computer Science. 

"He's the biggest man who will walk through the door,'' she says, pointing to the main enhance. 

Figure 2-4. W30 Initiative Update 

Hotlist 
A hotlist is Mosaic's way of letting you save a list of your favorite Web sites. Once 
you've added a page to your hotlist you can go right to it by selecting the entry in 
your hotlist. Let's take a look at how this works. 

Using the Back and Forward buttons, return to the W30 article. This is a fairly 
long article, so you might want to return to read it later. To make it easily accessi
ble, you can add the article to your hotlist. Under the Navigate menu , you'll see 
the option Add Current Document to Hotlist. Choosing this option adds the article 
to your hotlist. 

Now let's take a look at the hotlist. As you ca n see in Figure 2-5, the only docu
ment in the hotlist is the one we just added. When you select that document, the 
URL appears at the bottom of the Hotlist dialog box. As you add more documents 
to your hotlist, they will appear in the list window. To go to a document on your 
hotlist, select the title and click on Go To. 
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File Edit Nau ate GNN Windows 

I dertouzos Add Current 

Delete 

I ( ,,.::::,. .. I 
t ..__EH...;_:

0
-o:-:-···----J: 

:::~:~!~ 

~----------------------~~=; U~[~o=o=ne~~D 

A sec~etuygiws thevisiting~epoztez a. simplevvaytoknowwhen Michael L. Deztow:os has a.niwd at MIT' s 
Labozatozyfoz Computez Science. 

"He's the biggestmanwhowill walk thzough the dooz," she says, pointing to the main enhance. 

Figure 2 -5. Hotlist 

The Hotlist dialog also has several options for managing your hotlist. Add Current 
does the same thing as Add Current Document to Hotlist. Delete removes docu
ments from the list. 

Hotlist also has something unusual-a powerful command called Scan Current. 
When you click on this button, Mosaic takes all the URLs from your current docu
ment, finds their titles, and adds them to your hotlist. Then you can go right to any 
of those documents by double-clicking (or using the Go To button) on their titles. 
Since we're looking at the W30 article, clicking on Scan Current takes all the links 
within that page and adds them to the hotlist. Figure 2-6 shows what the hotlist 
looks like after doing this. This has two advantages. First of all , after you've 
moved on to another page, you won't have to go back to the original and click o n 
the hypertext to get to the document; just go to Hotlist and choose it from the list. 
Secondly, you'll be able to see the title and URL of the document in the Hotlist 
window, which may give you more information than the hypertext does. 
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dertouzos @j 
MIT and CERN Join Forces to Deuelop the World Wide ... % 
MIT/ CERN Plans Start to Tal<e Shape r:::: 

Add Current 

Delete 

A seuetarygives thevisiting>epo>te> a simple way to knowwhen Michael L. DeJ!ou::os has anived at MIT' s 
LaboJatoryfoJ Compute> Science. 

"He's the biggest man who will walk thtough the doo>," she says, pointing to the main enhance. 

Figure 2-6. Hotlist witb Scan Current list 

You can also edit the selected entry, using the Edit command. With W30 selected , 
click on the Edit button. Another dialog box will appear with fields for the Title 
and for the URL. If you want, you can change the title of the document here. 

You could also edit the UHL here. The only reason you would want to is if a docu
ment's UHL changes. Usually the se1ver will maintain a document at the old UHL, 
which points to the new document. In this case, add the new document to your 
hotlist and delete the old one. 

Next is the Export bunon. This lets you create a Web document on your computer 
that contains hypertext links to all the documents in your hotlist. Export lets you 
keep multiple hotlists. For instance, t1y this: 

1. With W30 as your active document, choose Hotlist from the Navigate menu. 

2. Choose Scan Current to add all the links from that page to the hotlist. 

3. Now go back to Hotlist and export the hotlist to a document on your hard 
disk. Give the file a name with an .html extension , such as W30.html. 
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MIT and CERN Join foyo::as to Deov-elop. the Wodd Wide 'Web 

MJJ/.~.~~t&O!.:l~~!!~-~!!:~;~h~P-! 

Figure 2- 7. Hotlist exported to document 

Getting Started with Mosaic 

4. Your new hotlist page will display, as shown in Figure 2-7. 

5. Choose Add Current to Hotlist. You cari now open your hotlist page from the 
Hotlist dialog. 

History 
By the time you've read some of the articles in NetNews and visited some of GNN's 
metacenters, you've been to quite a few places. You probably didn't add to your 
hotlist all of the documents you might want to look at again. But you don't have 
to retrace your steps from scratch in order to find those documents. You can use 
the History feature to revisit places you've been. 

If you want to go back to the W30 article, for instance, just choose the History 
option from the Navigate menu. Select W30 and click on Go To. Mosaic displays 
that document. The History dialog box, shown in Figure 2-8, contains all the docu
ments you've ever visited, not just the ones you visited in the current session. That 
makes it quite a powerful tool because you don't have to worry about how to get 
back to a document you saw a week ago. 

On the other hand, it won't take long before your history list is quite unwieldy. To 
trim it down, use the Delete button to remove unwanted documents. All the other 
buttons in History are identical to the ones in Hotlist. 
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Rll Topics 
Rll Catalog Entries 
What 's New 
What's New 
The Whole Internet Catalog 
The Whole Internet Catalog 
The Whole Internet Catalog 

lh1t1 [ urn~n t 

Delete 

!:di1 

http: //gnn.com/ news/ feature/ mit.cern/ dertouzos.html 

·: . :· : : 

Figure 2- 8. 1be HistOIJI dialog box 

Entering URis 

When you know the URL of a documem you want to see, you can ente r it directly. 
For instance, to get to GNN Home, you can ente r the URL hllp:llgnn .com 
IGNNhome.html, as shown in Figure 2-9. This has the same effect as clicking on a 
link to that document or choosing it from a hotlist or history window. All the navi
gation techniques do essentially the same thing-use a URL to identi fy a docu
ment. 

Finding Text 

If you're looking for some specific information in a long document, you can use 
Mosaic's Find command to search for a text string. Choose Find from the Edit 
menu , which brings up a window with a text fie ld and two checkboxes, one to 
match case and one to search from the top of the page. To search, ente r the text 
string in the field and click OK. 
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URL Identifier: 

I http://gnn.com/GNNhome.html 

( Cancel ) ([ OK 

Figure 2-9. Entering a URL 

Saving and Printing 

Mosaic not only lets you navigate around the Net to view documents, it also lets 
you print documents and save them on your own computer. Both are simple oper
ations. 

If you want to print a Web document, just select Print from the File menu. Mosaic 
will print the page, with graphics in place. Regardless of the dimensions of the 
application window, Mosaic will print your page so that if fits neatly on letter-size 
paper. Mosaic is set to print with .75" margins on all sides, so it will print the page 
at a width of seven inches. For information about changing the margins, see 
Chapter 5, Customizing Mosaic. 

If you're switching between printers or need to make other changes in your print
ing setup, use the Page Setup option under the File menu. 

You can save a text version of the document by using the Save As option from the 
File menu. For instance, if you really like the "W30 Initiative" article, you can 
save it to your hard disk so you can read it offline. If you want plain text, select 
the Plain Text button. To save the HTML coding, click on the HTML button. You 
should save HTML documents with a file extension of .html. If you don't, Mosaic 
will display HTML files as text files. The Save As dialog box is shown in Figure 
2-10. 

You can also preview HTML documents by using the View Source option from the 
Edit menu. For more information about HTML, see Chapter 7, Creating HFML Doc
uments. 

There is no easy way of saving inline graphics on your Mac. If you are intent on 
doing so, you can write down the URL of the graphic as Mosaic downloaded it, 
then enter that URL using the Open URL command. You can then save the file to 
your disk. Another option would be to take a screenshot of your Mosaic window 
and cut and paste the graphics into separate documents. 
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The fact that you can download text and graphics brings up the subject of copy
right. Remember that, even though this information is on the Net, it is someone's 
inte llectual property and may be protected by copyright laws. If you're building 
your own Web documents and want to include someone else's work, it's a simple 
maner to include a hypertext link to the work, as described in Chapter 7. 

In general, you should feel free to save o r print a Web documenr for your own 
personal use. Copyright issues tend to arise when you distribute a copy of the 
document or make additional copies. 

<;\ !:ntmru:t~d NCSH Mosoie B' = GE RENTS 
D hNNil:orL~Jif 
D ini tio!.h tml 
l'.l UHNHl.ierL~Jif 
D UJ!NHO~LI.lif 
D UJ!NSPit:rL9if 

Saue file as: 

l w30.html 

® Plain TeHt 
0 HTML Source 

[Desktop ] 

n Saue JJ 

[ Cancel ] 

A seueta:rygives thevisitinglepoltel a simple way to knowwhen Michael L. Dellow:os has anived at MIT's 
I.abo!ato:ryfol Compute! Science. 

Figure 2-10. 77Je Save As dialog box 

Document-based Features 
Many Web servers offer features beyond simply viewing text and graphics. Two 
common features are the ability to search a database and to fill out and send a 
form back to the server. 
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Searching 
As we discussed earlier, you can search an individual document using Mosaic's 
Find command. But some servers offer a much more sophisticated searching func
tion that lets you search the full text of all documents on the server. These servers 
use the Wide Area Information Se1vers (WAIS) system to provide this searching 
capability. 

GNN offers the ability to search all the documents in GNN using this system. On 
certain pages of GNN, you will see the message, "This is a searchable index. Enter 
keyword(s):" followed by a blank fie ld. To search GNN, you type the words you 
are looking for in the field and press Return, as shown in Figure 2-11. 

TechnologY.. 

Figure 2-11. Searching the contents of GNN 

Let's say you're searching for articles about insurance. Type "insurance" into the 
field and in a few seconds you 'll receive a list of documents that have something 
to do with insurance. Each item in this "hitlist," shown in Figure 2-12, is a hyper
text link that you can click on to retrieve the document. The server considers this 
list to be in descending order of relevance. Depending on the results you get, you 
may beg to differ. One important concept to remember about this kind of search
ing is that you are searching the full text of every document-not just descriptions 
of documents. Also remember that you are searching all of GNN, not just the cen
ter you are in at the time, and only the contents of GNN For information about 
servers that search the Web, see Chapter 3, Exploring the World Wide Web. 
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Figure 2-12. Search results are returned as a list of hypertext items 

Filling Out Forms 
Some Web documents are actually forms that you can fill out and return to the 
server. The GNN Registration Form is one of these. As you go through it, you'll 
notice that sometimes there are blank fields for you to fill out and sometimes 
you're asked to pick one of several items. Filling out forms is a fairly intuitive pro
cess, as you can see from Figure 2-13. Using your mouse to move from one field 
to another, fill in the appropriate text. Before you go on to Chapter 3, take the 
time to register your copy of Mosaic and become a subscriber to GNN. To get to 
the registration page, go to your Home Page and click on the Register link. 

Understanding URLs 
As we discussed earlier, Mo,saic uses URLs to get the documents you ask for, 
whether you click on a link, enter a URL, or use Mosaic's tools like Hotlist and His
tory. URLs are the lingua franca of the Web. When you find a great new server, 
you can tell your friends about it by passing along the URL. In fact, there are sev
eral mailing lists devoted to announcements about new services. When we talk 
about Web servers and documents, we talk about their URLs. Although you can 
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Registration Fonn 

I HELP I 
First name r------------------------. 
Last name 

Primary email address 

Other email addresses you "USe (p.l~M::.<i' ::.<i'~Z"/jtli' DJ" cctJUN.:is) 

What is your age group? 
0-20 () 21-30 () 31-40 () 41-50 () 

51-60 () 61-?0 () ?1-80 () 81+ () 

Company :=============: 
Title :=============: 

Type of b"USiness '------------------------~ 

Figure 2-13. GNN Registration Form 

get to the servers mentioned in this book by clicking on the links in the Mosaic 
Handbook Hotlist, we also provide the URLs so you can enter them directly. 

A URL consists of three main parts: the protocol, the hostname (which is not 
required in all URLs, although it is for HTIP), and the document's pathname. To 
use a driving metaphor, the protocol tells Mosaic what kind of road to take, the 
hostname tells it what exits to take, and the pathname gives directions for getting 
to a specific location. The URL for the GNN Travelers' Center is http://gnn.com 
/meta/traveVindex.html. This follows the syntax for URLs: 

protocol://server/directo~/filename 

Table 2-1 shows the parts of the URL and the corresponding parts of the GNN 
What's up page. 
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Table 2-1: Anatomy of a URL 

URL 
Protocol 
Host Indicator 
Server 
Pathname 

http://gnn.com/meta!traveVindex.html 
http: 
II 
gnn.com 
!meta/travel 

-------·-·----------------

You'll notice that this URL starts with http. This is the protocol for the World Wide 
Web. Whenever you contact a Web server, the URL will start with http. But Mosaic 
also works with other Internet applications, so sometimes you'll see a URL that 
starts with gophe1; wais, or ftp. In those cases, Mosaic is contacting one of those 
non-Web services and presenting the results to you in Web format. (See Chapter 4, 
Accessing Other Internet Services, for more about these information services.) 

A colon appears right after the protocol name. It signals the end of the protocol 
name. Next come two slashes, which indicate that a hostname will follow. (When 
sharing Web URLs in conversation, it's customary to spell out this part of the URL: 
"h-t-t-p-colon-slash-slash," unwieldy as that is. GNN writer D.C. Denison has sug
gested that this URL prefix should be abbreviated to "hittip" in conversation, but 
that shorthand doesn't appear to have caught on.) 

The next part of the URL is the server name, in this case gnn.com. On the Internet, 
most computers end in .com for commercial sites, .edu for educational institutions, 
.gov for government agencies, or .net for network providers. By checking the 
server's extension, you can get an idea of what kind of server you're contacting. 

The server name is followed by a directory path, which uses slashes to separate 
directories; in this case, the pathname is /meta/travel. 

Note that the URL ends with .html. This is the file extension for Web documents. It 
stands for HyperText Markup Language, a tagging scheme that lets authors create 
hypertext documents. When you see this file extension, you know you're receiving 
a Web page and not a directory or some other kind of file. Documents in other 
applications may have other file extensions. 

When Things Go Wrong 
Sometimes when you try to open a connection, things don't go quite right. For 
instance, it might take a really long time to connect to the server. It may be that 
you're connecting to a distant server and it's just going to take a long time. Or you 
may be dealing with a slow or overburdened network. If the server is actually 
down, you'll eventually get an error message from Mosaic that the connection 
failed. 

People often change the locations or names of their documents, which means, of 
course, that the URL has also changed. The more polite folks out there will leave a 
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document that points to the new URL. If not, however, you '11 simply get an error 
message that the URL couldn't be found. 

You'll also get an error message if you make a mistake when entering a URL in the 
Open URL field. If this happens, check the URL and try again. Remember you can 
use Macintosh's copy-and-paste functions to avoid typing out URLs. Then, if it still 
doesn't work, you can go back to the person who gave it to you and give him or 
her what-for. 

The thing to remember about Mosaic and the Web is that when things don't work 
out, it's hardly ever your fault. Just accept the fact that you can't get access right 
now and try again later. 

If you make a mistake, change your mind, or simply decide you don't want to wait 
for the page to download, you can cancel your request by pressing Command
Period. Mosaic will display a message that the request failed. Sometimes there are 
bugs on the server side that can cause Mosaic to freeze or crash. If it crashes, just 
restart the program. If it freezes, try the force-quit command, Command-Escape. If 
your computer is still frozen, you'll have to restart it. If you think you've encoun
tered a bug in Mosaic, send email to support@gnn.com. 

Now you know the basics of using Mosaic to navigate the Web. In the upcoming 
chapters, we'll talk more about customizing Mosaic, using other Internet services 
with Mosaic, and taking advantages of Mosaic's multimedia capabilities. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

EXPLORING THE 
WORLD WIDE WEB 

The Ages-old Problem of Navigation 

The Global Network Navigator 

Mosaic Handbook Hotlist 

Other Lists and Resource Guides 

Searching the Web 

Coming to the Internet for a new user is like arriving in a new country with
out a map or a guidebook. Mosaic makes it easy to get almost anywhere 
you want to go on the Net. However, the more difficult part is knowing 

what places are worth visiting and where they are located. This is especially true 
on the World Wide Web. Each information server has its own interface or naviga
tional system. Some are highly structured, and others are very loosely organized. 
That there is such variety as you move from one server to another is one of the 
fascinating aspects of the Web. But navigation can be confusing and you can get 
lost. 

To explore the Web, you have to know where to look, and the Global Network 
Navigator is a good place to start. GNN provides several useful navigational guides 
for Mosaic users, such as The Whole Internet Catalog. There's also the NCSA 
Mosaic What's New page. We will start by using these guides to discover public 
resources that are available. 

In Chapter 2, Getting Started with Mosaic, we used GNN to demonstrate how the 
Mosaic interface works. In this chapter, we are going to demonstrate how to use 
GNN itself. We have also organized a tour of the Internet, using selections from 
GNN's Best of the Net award-winning sites to introduce different forms of servers. 
We will show examples of servers organized as online exhibits, magazines, and 
kiosks. 

As you get more experience using Mosaic to explore the Internet, you will no 
doubt find your own ways to locate information sources, and you will discover 
how you best like to navigate from one server to another. As you get out on your 
own, you'll want to investigate the numerous search facilities described in this 
chapter that index information on the Web. 
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The Ages-old Problem of Navigation 
On the Internet, information is everywhere. Knowing where to look to find the 
right information is a challenge. There are thousands and thousands of servers 
worldwide, with hundreds being added every month. How do you find the servers 
that have the information you are most interested in? How do you learn more 
about them and where they are located? How do you know when a new server 
comes online that might interest you? These are the basic problems of Internet 
navigation. 

Navigation is an ages-old challenge that people must face as they enter unfamiliar 
territory by land or water. The problem is one that can be solved if you have 
good information, and, throughout the ages, navigational guides for all kinds of 
people and every form of travel have been published. One of the first books pub
lished in the American West, when Pittsburgh was on the frontier, was called 7be 
Navigator, by Zadok Cramer. The first edition was published in 1802, and it 
described how to make the journey from Pittsburgh down the Ohio River. It 
pointed out significant features used to measure distances between places, 
explained how to avoid numerous hazards, and described what to look for when 
buying a boat. 

7be Navigator was written for immigrants and traders, people new to the frontier 
who had never made the journey down the Ohio River. 7be Navigator brought 
together the experiences of those who made their living on the river, and orga
nized them in a compact form for use by newcomers. 

Just as 7be Navigator helped settlers navigate the American frontier, GNN is help
ing people find their way across the termin of the Internet. The writers and edi
tors of GNN have spent a lot of time on the Internet, probably more time than you 
want to spend yourself. We know where to look and we try to keep up with the 
dynamic growth of information services on the Internet. GNN organizes access to 
the Internet by creating a variety of publications that will help you pursue your 
interests and spend your time more productively. 

If you'd like to know more about significant trends and the interesting people on 
the Net, read GNN NetNews, which contains new feature stories and commentary 
each week. In Chapter 8, Future Directions, you can read a story from GNN Net
News that explains the new WWW organization, W30, and has an interview with 
one of its organizers. 

GNN's special interest areas have publications aimed at specific audiences, those 
who enjoy travel or want to learn more about personal finance, for example. In 
the GNN Travelers' Center, you will find articles by real-world explorers who send 
in their dispatches to us. 

The Internet is a new communications medium, which is one reason for all the 
excitement about it. What is so exciting to us, as creators of GNN, is that the infor
mation you need to navigate the Internet successfully can be effectively presented 
to you via the Internet. 
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What's Up in GNN -----
Availablenowin the GNN Tra·.-,led Center, the penultimate dispatch h am ow globeh otting 
conespondent Jeff Greenwald . :rug Wcnld xvn-Both SidP.., N.,...is a gem of discove:ry as Jeff leaves 
thiswodd for thewodd lb'lderwater. 

We hope you l ike ow new look; we've reorgani~ed GNN to make it easier for you to find yow way 
arolb'ld, Be swe to checkout thenewGNN Bu.<in<H P&g»,!. a service that will help you became better 
informed about cammercialresowces on the Internet, 

Ever wonder where the Wall Sheet terms J)tt//and .lksrcame bam? Find out in Calvin Wolfe's column 
OfBullsandlk>A:tsin the GNN P~~so-roa l Fin&ro.:e Con!er. 

Pizza Hut h as gone online with a trial Pi.......tl~>t in Santa Cr~, CA, where hlb'lgty residents can now 
order th eir favorite pizza via the Internet. Read about it in the Am1oo.mcem;,n!s section of Gl'iN 
N~tNe~"n . 

An all new l'lanetTo.llc. the official newsletter of guidebook publisher Lanelyl'lanet. is now online in 
the 'l'~c.velers' Center, It contains updates from LP authors in the field, articles on aidine safety, AIDS, 
and a selection of Reader's Letters, which are informative and often hwnorous updates bam users of LP 
guidebooks . 

• . All original text and graphics copyright (c) 1994 O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. 

Figure 3.,.1. The What 's Up in GNN page 

The Global Network Navigator 
Let's get started by going to GNN. As shown in Chapter 2, you can access GNN by 
any of the following methods: 

• From the GNN menu, select GNN Home. 

From the Home Page, click on the link to GNN. 

• From the File menu, choose Open URL and type in the URL fo r GNN. 

http: //gnn. com/GNNhome.html 

You are retrieving the GNN Hom e page from one of GNN's information servers on 
the Internet. Oust to be clear, this page is not on the disk shipped with this book, 
nor is it on your own hard disk. It is out on the network, and if you can't reach 
the network, you will get an error message.) The time that it takes to retrieve this 
page will vary depending on the speed of your connection and other factors. 
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When Mosaic re trieves the GNN Home page, you will have a document that serves 
as a direct01y to GNN's publications and special-interest areas. When you choose 
any of the links on this page, you will download another document from the GNN 
information server. If you choose a publication, you will go to its front page. 

NOTE 

The figures that we use in this book may differ from what you actually see 
online in GNN This is because GNN is dynamic, and there is always new 
information. We also restructure GNN periodically to accommodate new 
ideas or services. 

One of the links on the GNN Home page is to the What's Up in GNN page. If you 
click on this link, you can find an itemized summary of new things that are hap
pening in GNN. An example of that page is shown in Figure 3-1. On the What 's 
Up page, each item describes a feature to be found somewhere in GNN. You can 
select any of the links and go directly to a publication, for instance, or to a docu
ment in any of the publications. For now, just scroll to the bottom of the page. 
On the bottom, you will see a colorful icon labeled "GNN Home," as shown in 
Figure 3-2. This is a navigational icon that will take you back to the GNN Home 
page, where we started. Click on it now to return to our directory of publications. 
(Of course, you could also use the Back button to return to the previous docu
ment.) 

I 
Figure 3-2. GNN Home navigational icon 

Navigational icons are but one example of how an information server can provide 
a system of navigation for its users. For instance, if you get lost in GNN, look for 
the navigational icons at the bottom of a page. They can take you to major sec
tions of GNN or back to the home page. Similarly, if you don't see any of GNNs 
navigational icons, then it is probable that you have retrieved a document from 
another setver. In GNN, we have explicitly labeled links that take you out of GNN 
to other servers. These are called "GO" links, and there is a GO button or label 
that you click on to traverse the link. When you link to a server outside of GNN, 
you go to another information space, and you have to figure out what the rules of 
navigation are for that server. You can always get back to GNN by using the Back 
button. You will see more examples of navigational choices as we explore The 
Whole Internet Catalog 

Before beginning the next section, click on the link for The Whole Internet on the 
GNN Home page and open this publication. 
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The Whole Internet Catalog 
The Whole Internet Catalog is organized by subject. It is selective rather than 
exhaustive in its listings of resources. We don't list absolutely every resource on 
the Net; instead we list the ones that we believe are the best. Ovr editors check 
out resources and evaluate them for inclusion in the Catalog. (We provide some 
pointers later in this chapter to listings that attempt to be exhaustive.) 

The Whole Internet Catalog began as a sampler of Internet resources that appeared 
first in print in The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog by Eel Krol, published 
by O'Reilly & Associates. We put this catalog online and expanded it, keeping it 
more up-to-date than any print listing could be. Each entry in the Catalog 
describes an Internet resource, and provides a link to the resource that allows you 
to go there directly. 

Arts & Humanities 

Ani.h:Mpr;f"J:]c.- Axhuf?f'.f.>g;c_-A:d- Clu.<.<iral .lsr>gt.J§~< .1~.l.Jtt>rsiiiM- H£<!<'-y&<}~"'Jlics k m 
&:ctro;N:i~'i<ic.,}('e-- .lfi.rn~ml.J;~..._f - r.re~ota~--~ .. -Mif•·ie.c- Mt.v'r~-'..~ .... rJonre-JYu:'o'tff'-)11!J:_-.JS""e.ligim
.. .;.,dri(~O:..-Irf~·"'J:•~rn 

Business 

Figure 3-3. 77Je \Vhole Internet Catalog 

Let's look at a few examples. The front page of the Catalog, as shown in Figure 
3-3, has a distinctive masthead fol lowed by several links, which we'll discuss later, 
that gives you alternative views of the catalog. The main view is a listing of subject 
categories. You may need to scroll clown the list to see all the subject categories. 
You can navigate from the main subject listings o r more detailed , second-level 
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subject categories. If you are interested in Art, click on that link. You will go to a 
list of information servers that specialize in Art. Here is a sample list: 

Art 

Ansel Adams Photographs 
Architecture, etc. 
Art History in Australia 
ASCII Clipart Collection 
Black Artists at the National Museum of American Art 
Bodleian Library MSS 
The California Museum of Photography 
<:arputer Images & Art 
Japanese Art 
Kaleidospace 
Strange Interactions 
Krarmert Art Museum 
The Ohio State university at Newark, Art Gallery 
CYI'IS 
A Raoan Palace in ex-Yugoslavia 
Smithsonian Institution 
Vatican Library MSS Exhibit 

Each name in this list is a link to a catalog entry that describes the server and what 
it offers. These entries are like cards in a library's card catalog system, describing 
an online information service. Now, we will select three different servers from the 
Catalog and visit them. 

The Palace of Diocletian at Split 

Each entry contains a description of the server, as well as links that take you to it. 
If you choose "A Roman Palace in ex-Yugoslavia," then you go to the entry for 
that server, as shown in Figure 3-4. The entry for the Palace at Split shows two 
links because the information is found on two different servers. Choose the sec
ond GO link (the first one is to a more experimental version) and you'll go to this 
server to retrieve the document shown in Figure 3-5. Let's make sure you under
stand what happened. You used 1be Whole Internet Catalog to choose an informa
tion service and traverse a link that takes you directly to that server. The 
document in Figure 3-5 is not part of GNN; it is a separate resource. This docu
ment contains lots of links to additional information, but it does not contain a link 
back to GNN 
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A Roman Palace in ex-Yugoslavia 
An expeziment in on-line azt histozypzesentation technique, this exhibit was cons h ue ted by Michael Cheenhalgh, 
Depazlment of Azt Histozy, Aushalian National Univeuity. 

"Split---oz Spalato---is one of the most exhaozdinazyplaces of the latez Romanwodd, beingno less than the 
palace w hich the Empezoz Diocletian began building in A.D. 293 in zeadiness foz his zetizement hom politics in 
305. On the Dalma I ian coast, adjacent to the Roman city of Salonae, i I takes the dUAl fozm of a l egionazy camp 
similaz to those still to be seen on the hontieu of Syzia (appzopriatelyso, foz Dioclet ianwas ofnecessitya 
militazyempuoz)but also, with its splendid loggias, of an Italian house." 

EXPO also offeu a veuion of thismatezial. 

GO I using the Web towww.ncsa .uiuc.edu. 

GO I using the Web to s\0'\site,\0'\c,edu (EXPO). 

&!tum to Art 

Figure 3 - 4. 7be \'flbole Intemet Catalog entry f or tbe Palace of Diocfetian at Split 

The "Palace" of Diocletian at Split 
A Unique Structure from the Later Roman Empire 

The city of Spala to, which means" li tile palace", was foLO'lded by the empetot Diocletian; h e made i I his own 
dwelling-place, and built within i I a cowl and a palace, most pat I of which has been deshoyed. But a few thin~:$ 
temain to this day, e.g. the episcopal tesidence of the city and the chwch of St Domnus, in which St Domnus 
himself lies, and which was the testing-place of the same empetox Diocletian. Beneath it ate auhingvaults, and 
to covetovezlhe and to build his and all the livingquuteu of thecityon top of those 
vaul Is, which which he the saints w hom he tozmented. The defence-wall of 

Figure 3-5. 77Je home page for the Palace exhibition 
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The Palace of Diocletian at Split is an online interactive exhibit. After you have 
read the introducto1y text in Figure 3-5, follow the link at the bottom of the page 

Welcome to the Palace 

Youa1enowin the Enhance Hall of this eKhibit. In bont of you thexe is a beautifulxeconshuction of the Palace of 
Diocletian at Split. You can use thismaxble model to e•ploxe the Palace: simply click on one of the coloxed 
building:;. The buildingyouchoosewilllight up in blue, and the appxopiate infornationwill be shown. 
You can also pxess one of the fowbuttons to ~t additional infoxmation. Whenevexyouclickoutside one the 'hot' 
items,ypuwillxetwn to this enhance hall twhexeyouaxe xightnow) 

On two of the eight pilaxs in this hall, you can see a panel. These have the following titles: 
• ll!• Bibliog;! P-~Y. 

The tech;;ology:used 
Ne•t to the enhance doox, thexe is the £~7llul.L!tinBoardwhich you can use to make comments about this 
eKhibit. 
The £!1'!:7Siwttle llusiswalm>~outsJlae, 

ovex the tenain, it 

Figure 3-6. Tbe Entrance Hall document 

to the palace. The document, shown in Figure 3-6, is the main navigational docu
ment for this exhibit. An image at the top of the page comains buttons that you 
can click on to visit different areas of the exhibition. 

You may notice a difference between the buttons found on the graphic and other 
buttons that you find on a page. These buttons are mapped as specific hot regions 
on the graphic, and when you click on one of them, the Mosaic browser sends a 
message to the server giving the coordinates of the region in which you clicked. It 
then returns a document whose URL has been mapped to that region. You may 
also notice that when you move from one button to the next on this graphic, the 
destination URL that is displayed in the Status box does not change. 

If you click on the button labeled Introduction, you can begin the exhibit. At the 
end of the page for each document in the exhibit, you will find the same graphic 
and you can use it to explore other topics. 
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When you are done, use the Back button to get back to GNN. Of course, if you 
have gone very far into the exhibit, you may find it easier to get back to GNN 
using the GNN menu. 

If you do back up all the way to the last document you saw in GNN, you will 
return to the listing of Art resources. At this point, you can choose to visit other 
servers on the list. One that is very different, and definitely not classical, is OTIS, 
which stands for Operative Term Is Stimulate. See what today's artists are creating 
using all kinds of computer-based tools. 

Or, if you want to choose a different subject, scroll to the bottom of the Art listings 
and find the navigational icon for The Whole Internet Catalog. If you click on it, 
you will go back to the Catalog's front page, where the subject listings are found. 

US. Department of Education 

Let's choose another subject area-Government. Select the link for Government, 
then find the list for U.S. Government Agencies. On that list, you will find the U.S. 
Depattment of Education; click on that link. 

As the description says, this is an information server that provides all kinds of doc
uments generated by the U.S. Department of Education (ed.gov). This entry also 
includes GO links to their Web, Gopher, and FfP servers. We will explain how to 
use Gopher and FfP in Chapter 4, Accessing Other Internet Services; however, 
when given the choke among servers (presuming that you are using Mosaic), 
always choose the Web server. If you do so, you will go to this Web server's home 
page, as shown in Figure 3-7. This server is fairly straightforward; it contains a 
listing of its contents, most of which are presented on this same page. In other 
words, if you click on the link near the beginning of the Contents list, you will go 
to a location further down in the same document. (Mosaic doesn't retrieve the 
document again off the Net.) This is a form of "outlining" the contents of a docu
ment using links. In long documents, it is useful to have an outline with links to 
the various parts of the document below. Such a list is often labeled "Contents," 
but another way to identify one is that the links will be displayed as though you 
had visited them (typically, dashed underline instead of a solid underline) because 
their destinations appear in the same document. 

Continue, if you wish, to explore the contents of this server. Otherwise, back up to 
Tbe Whole Internet Catalog. 

The Paleontology Server 

Let's find one more resource in a different subject area-Science. Click on the 
link for Science and you will see a list of additional categories, one for each 
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U.S. Department of Education <ED> 

Our Mission Is to Ensure 
Equal Access to Education 

and to Promote 
Educational Excellence 
throughout the Nation. 

SeCieta:ry: Rich~ld W. Rill!)~ 

Welcome to the U.S. Department of Education·s World Wide Web Serter 
sponsored by the Departmenrs Office of Educational Research and Improvement 
(OERI) 

(NOIE: This is an eocpeDmsrlal service C11D81tlyuncler deftlopment. The ~cnahsa>ce of infmmation items 
on this seNe% in hJpe:rtect foJmat bynomeans mflects onthm impo:dance.} 

We have pla ced fwthel technical information &.bQ"! !hi s sexvex hue fol those wh o wish to knowvrh oVI'I! axe and 
wha tVI'I! a xe txyingto do. We will also t:ry to keep up with wh&.t 1sn•w on this sexvel. 

Figure 3-7. Department of Education Web server 

discipline. Use the scroll bar to move down through the list and find Paleontol
ogy. If you select this link, you w ill see a list of servers on Paleontology, such as: 

Honolul u Community College Dinosaur Exhibit 
u . C. Berkel ey Museum of Paleontology Gopher 
u .c . Berkeley Museum of Paleontology Public Exhibits 
Paleontological Society Gopher 
Palynology & Palaeoclimatology (ANU Bioinforrnatics Hypermedia Service) 

Choosing the U.C. Berkeley Museum of Paleontology Public Exhibits link will take 
you to an ent1y for this server; select the GO link to visit it. This particular server 
has a well-defi ned but rather large graphic interface. 

Once again, you have ventured to a new server and you can explore it as you 
wish. If you find the Paleontology server interesting, you may wam to add it to 
your hotlist, so that you can go back to it easily. A good way to use the Catalog is 
to find servers and then compile your own list o f those you'd like to visit on a reg
ular basis. 
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Alternative views of the Catalog 

If you return to The Whole Internet Catalog front page, you will find several alter
native ways to find information in the Catalog. You can look at the following: 

Top 50 This document is a list of the entries most frequently accessed in The 
Whole Internet Catalog. It represents what users find most interesting 
in the Catalog. 

For instance, you might use the list to check out some of the most 
popular servers. One server that tends to stay high up on the charts 
is the Web server for Recipe Archives. You can search the recipe 
archives when you are at work and you can't consult 1be joy of 
Cooking. 

What's New This document describes the most recent updates to the Catalog, 
listing new information servers or ones that have been removed for 

Searching 

some reason. 

As of this edition, the searching is somewhat limited. (We are work
ing on improving it.) You can search using the search dialog box at 
the bottom of each document; however, that currently searches all of 
GNN; not just the Catalog. Searching does not currently work on all 
GNN servers. 

An alternative is to browse a list of servers by name. Click on the link for All Cata
log Entries and you will get an alphabetical listing of all the information servers 
indexed in the Catalog. If you select Find from the Edit menu, you can search this 
document, and perhaps find a server of interest. 

Mosaic Handbook Hotlist 
We have created a special list of additional resources that you can use to explore 
the Net and organized them as the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist. This Hotlist is on the 
GNN server, and there is a link to it on the Home Page. Choose the link Chapter 
3, Exploring the World Wide Web, to get a list of pointers to the servers that we 
describe in the rest of this chapter. (This will save you having to type in the URLs 
to access them.) Many of the services can be found in 1be Whole Internet Catalog 
as well. 

It is always possible that these URLs may change, so be sure to check the links on 
the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist. 

NCSA Mosaic What's New 
The NCSA Mosaic What's New page is the best place on the Internet to find out 
about new information servers. This page is updated several times a week, and 
checking it regularly will help you keep up with development<; on the Web. Its 
URL is http:l!www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software!Mosaic/Docs!whats-new.html. A 
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sample entry from this page is shown below: 

Labyrinth Electronic Publishing Project 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 

The Honors Division at Indiana University is proud to announce the 
unveiling of the Labyrinth Electronic Publishing Project, including: collec
tions of poetry from IU faculty and students, and collections of visual art. 
Take a look and leave some comments on the art and poetry, or if you are 
feeling creative yourself, leave some noise on the Graffiti Wall. 

What's New announcements are organized by date and presented as short descrip
tions of new resources or Net happenings. Each announcement contains links to 
the sites being described. 

There is also a What's New archive going back to June 1993. Of course, some of 
this information can be dated and not as useful, but you can often use it to check 
for a particular site. 

The What's New page is often good reading simply because of the variety in the 
announcements from educational, government, and commercial sites. 

FAQ Directory 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) are lists of questions that new users often ask, 
in particular, users of USENET newsgroups. As new users visit a newsgroup, they 
begin asking questions, and many of these questions have been asked by others 
before them. Eventually, someone realizes that he or she has answered "newbie" 
questions often enough and sets about creating a document that compiles these 
questions and their answers. 

Don't get the idea that FAQs are simply answers to obvious questions; they repre
sent the collective wisdom of the Net, and their authors take their work very seri
ously. You can almost regard the collection of FAQs as an online encyclopedia, 
they are that broad. By no means are they limited to computer or Internet-related 
topics. Are you interested in Games or Greek culture, Hockey or Hong Kong, 
Magic, Model Railroads, or Mexico? All have FAQs. There's another reason that the 
FAQ Directory is like an encyclopedia. You might go there looking for one thing 
and find yourself browsing any number of subjects that you may know nothing 
about. That's probably true of a lot of Web servers, which is what makes exploring 
the Web so enjoyable. Figure 3-8 shows the opening page for USENET FAQs, 
found on the Ohio State University server and compiled by Thomas Fine. Its URL 
is http:llwww.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/FAQ-List.html. You might use 
this directory of FAQs to find subjects that interest you and learn about a news
group where people discuss that subject. 

The first thing you should do is scroll down the page, where you will begin to see 
the long alphabetical list of FAQ subjects. When you select an item on the list, 
you get one of the following: 
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List of USENET FAQs 

URL: jhttp://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/FAQ- List.html 

USENET FAQs 

This docwnent contains a list of all USENET F AQs fo.md innevv5 .answeu. The docwnent is al phabetited by topic 
(more or less). Many of the FAQs in this list are presented in the same format as they appear in thenewsgxoup, 
while othets haw been further processed and split into additional docwnents. For more information on all aspects 
of this project, see the technical notes. 

A few of the docwnents are provided in hyperle•t by the F AQ maintaineu, ra !her than in conwrted plainte•t. 
Those docwnents are shown with titles in i talics. 

Please send comments and complaints to fine @cis.ohio-state.edu. 

New! 

There is now a very limited search capability. This is not a full leN I search; only the nevv5gxoup names, archiw 
names, subjects, and keywords are searched. Click here to try it. (If your browser doesn' I support forms, it might 
support inde• searches. Click here to try that method.) 

New! 

There is now a lishng!zy:nevv5g!OUP.· If you tried it and it was broken, I think I've fiNed i t. 

3 

386bsdFAQ 
• 3b1FAQ 
• 3b2FAQ 

Figure 3-8. USENET FAQs 

• a full FAQ in ASCII text 

• a list of questions, shown as hypertext links that you ca n follow to get the 
answer 

• a list containing several FAQs on a subject, o r parts of a single FAQ 

For example, if you select '·European Union" from the list, you will get a single 
ASCII document that explains the charte r of the European Union and answers 
basic questions about its objectives. 

If you select the Dogs FAQ, you get a list of FAQs on subjects ranging from obedi
ence training to health. There are even more FAQs available on the next level, 
covering different breeds. 

The FAQ se1ver is beginning to offer different ways to access its documents. A 
new search facility is in the experimental stages so that you can st:arch for an FAQ 
without knowing its main subject title . 
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Netizens 
Getting to know others like yourself who are exploring the Internet can be fun. 
You may know people from email or from their postings in newsgroups. However, 
the Web has encouraged new forms of expression and users are taking advantage 
of it by creating their own home pages and putting them on the Net. 

GNN has a publication called Netizens in which users list their home pages for oth
ers to view. Visit Netizens and see who else is out there on the Internet. Its URL is 
http:!/gnn.com/gnn/meta!internet!netizens/. From the Netizens front page, shown 
in Figure 3-9, you can browse an alphabetical listing of names or a listing of the 
most recent additions. 

We1le pleased to blingyou N etizens, a diledo:ry of home pagesVI'li lien byGNN uselS. These home pages tell you a 
lot about the folks who use GNN: theil interests, theil Cleativity, and the types of lesouxces t.he;.-enjoyon the 
Internet. 

Because we wanted to plesent these home pages as theil CleatolS intended, we haven't edited them in anyway. Fol 
that leason, youmigh t sometimes find a broken link or some othel ploblem; in addition, we cannot conhol what 
someone chooses to link to on the Net. On the tM!ikely chance that you lead something in these home pages that 
you find offensive, please let us know. . 

We hopeyouenjoylookingat these home pages; who know.; --maybe you'll be inspired to <leateyoux own. If you 
do, be suxe to let GNN know about it. 

Send comments, suggestions, and diledo:ryche.nges to neticro..•~''J'?I?.Ctm. 
• Blow.;e Netizens e.l:ehe.beticallY. 

Blowse Netizens !IY.lecent en hies 
Add youx own home PA~ toN etizens 
Home Page Conshudion Kit 

• Se.m:ele Home Pag~: Field Guide to actual home pages on the Web. 
You can al so sealCh all of the Netizens en hies fol specific wOlds and phuses byusingyoux blow.;er's search 
ftMction. 

Figure 3-9. Netizens page 

; : 

For each user, you will find an email address, a location, and a mention of their 
interests. Most have supplied a link to a home page on their own server. 

After you've read Chapter 7, Creating HTML Documents, which describes how to 
create your own home page in HTML, come back and add your name and 
become a Netizen. 
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Commercial Sites on the Web 
If you'd like to know if a particular business has information available on the 
World Wide Web, the Commercial Sites on the Web server at MIT is a good place 
to look. This student -run server offers an alphabetical listing of companies by 
name, which are linked directly to their sites. Its URL is http:lltns
www.lcs.mit.edu/commerce.html. The current document lists over 300 commercial 
sites, which is one sign of the increasing business activity on the Net. For instance, 
if you'd like to find out if your favorite computer company is on the Net and offers 
support, look them up on this server. Remember that this server is essentially just 
a listing of links to other servers. 

If you can't find a particular company, you may know its domain name by 
exchanging email with someone in that organization. The domain name for 
O'Reilly & Associates is orn.com; for IBM, it is ibm.com. If a company has a Web 
server, it often can be reached by composing an HITP URL that prefixes "www" to 
the domain name. For instance, http://www.ibm.com/. It may also work without 
the "www" prefix. Either way, we are guessing at the URL based on conventional 
practice, but this syntax is not enforced by any software. It produces an error if the 
company does not have a server or if the server resides at a different address. 

GNN also provides several ways for you to find companies that want to deliver 
information about products and services to Mosaic users. The GNN Business List
ings are advertiser-paid listings that describe in brief what a company does and 
what information it provides online. This information is provided in a consistent 
format for users. You can search companies by product or service category as well 
as by name. 

Discovering Information Services 
This section gives an overview of different kinds of Web-based information ser
vices. We look at online exhibits, magazines, international kiosks, and interactive 
media centers. 

The servers listed in this section can be accessed directly from the Mosaic Hand
book Hotlist, but their URLs are also listed here. 

Exhibits 

An online exhibit organizes a collection of materials for easy access. Usually, an 
exhibit integrates text and graphics as a series of documents. Exhibits are usually 
created by universities or museums, and the number is increasing daily. 

• Artserve 
http://rnbens.anu.edu.au/ 

Artseroe from Professor Michael Greenhalgh of Australian National University is a 
collection of digitized art organized as an art history database. Professor Green
halgh is also responsible for the Palace at Split that we demonstrated earlier. 
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Space Telescope Electronic Information Service 

This is the World Wide Web intedace to the Spaa! Telescope~ Instill* (STSci). STSci is 1esponsible fo1 the 
scientific ope1ations of the · (HST). STSci is opeu ted by Associated Univeui ties fo1 
Resea1ch in con b act to and is located on the campus of the Johns Hop_kins 

Figure 3-10. Home page for tbe Space Telescope Science Institute 

• Vatican Exhibit 
http:llsunsite.unc.edu/expo/vatican.exhibit/Vatican.e.:r:hibit.html 

The Vatican Libra~y MSS Exhibit, which can be found in the Art section of the Cat
alog, is a guided tour through the collections of the Vatican Library, as they were 
showcased at the Library of Congress. This exhibit includes some exceptionally 
beautiful illuminated manuscripts, which are presented as postage-stamp sized 
images that you can click on to retrieve an enlarged image in a separate window. 

• Dead Sea Scrolls 
http:l/sunsite.unc.edu/expo/deadsea.scrolls.exhibitl intro.html 

Another interesting exhibition from the Library of Congress is the Scrolls from the 
Dead Sea. This exhibit can be found in Archaeology section of the Catalog. 
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• Hubble Space Telescope 
http://stsci.edu/top.html 

A fascinating scientific exhibit is sponsored by the Space Telescope Science Institute 
at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. This resource can be found in 
the Astronomy section of the Catalog. Its home page is shown in Figure 3-10. It 
includes information about the Hubble Space Telescope as well as a collection of 
images, including some from the Shoemaker-Levy comet that impacted Jupiter in 
July of 1994. There are a number of collections of interest to educators and the 
naturally curious, including a digitized sky survey. 

Magazines 

When GNN premiered in the fall of 1993, we were the first to create a commercial 
Web-based magazine. Our first issue of GNN Magazine was about the U.S. Gov
ernment's role in developing the Internet and its involvement in making more 
information available to the public. Our second issue was on education, and we 
showed many examples of how teachers are using the Internet in the classroom. 
Now, GNN has developed special-interest magazines on Travel and Personal 
Finance, with more to come soon. 

Creating a magazine can involve more than putting the text of an article online 
(the most common approach used for a magazine that originates in print). Of par
ticular interest are online magazines that utilize the medium most effectively to 
create and present content. The Web will be a fascinating place for large and small 
publishers to create all kinds of magazines, perhaps reaching even more special
ized audiences. In a few years the Internet will have more magazines than your 
local newstand. Here are some examples you can find today. 

• International Teletimes 
http://www.wimsey.com/teletimes.root/teletimes_home_page.html 

International Teletimes is published in Vancouver, British Columbia, as a general
interest magazine. It is representative of many new magazines that are original to 
the Internet and have no print counterpart. Some are more sophisticated than oth
ers, and you'll also find that many of the online magazines or 'zines are very per
sonal in nature, and can be narrowly focused or broadly defined. 

• Zines 
http:l/www.ora.com:8080/johnlle-zine-list/ 

GNNTechnical Services Manager John Labovitz maintains a 'zines list. This is a rea
sonably comprehensive list of electronic magazines published on the Net. Many 
of the 'zines are text only, but there are a wide range of formats. Editorially, they 
are usually idiosyncratic, rather like fanzines and underground newspapers. 
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• Wired 
http://www.wired.com/ 

Wired is a magazine oriented toward technology and culture, with an attitude. Its 
Web server contains sample articles and other information. If you enjoy Wired, but 
find its page layout distracting, reading it online can be a much more pleasant 
experience. They have announced plans to create a HotWired online service 
based on Web technology. 

• Mother jones 
http://www. mojones.com/motherjones.html 

Mother jones, the mother of investigative reporting, has a Web server at 
mojones.com. You will find a cover image and articles for its bimonthly issues. A 
sample article from the July/ August 1994 issue is "The Cry of the Ocean," by Peter 
Steinhart, which leads off a special report on how the world fish population is 
depleted and the consequences not only for the fishing industry but for all of us. 
The special report ends with an article, "Fishing in the Net," that suggests a few 
places on the Internet where you can find related information. 

International kiosks 

International kiosks provide information about individual countries or states. The 
Regional and Cultural Interest section of The Whole Internet Catalog contains 
pointers to most countries. Some of these servers use only the native language of 
the country (i.e., the Norway server is in Norwegian), while others have materials 
in English as well. For more information on particular countries, check the listing 
of servers by country described later in this chapter. 

• New Zealand 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/People/mjw/NZ/MainPage.html 

The New Zealand Information server, by Michael Witbrock, is a Best of the Net 
selection. This server is not located in New Zealand, though, but at Carnegie
Mellon University. Even so, it has a lot of depth in its information, and many 
unusual items. 

• Japan 
http://www. ntt .jpljapanl 

You can learn more about Japan on a japanese Information Web server sponsored 
by Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTI) and produced by Takada Toshihiro. 
You can find japanese-language documents as well as a traveler's guide to speak
ing Japanese, which includes audio samples. You can hear the Japanese national 
anthem, Kimigayo, played on a recorder. You can also find a map of Japan, as 
well as a lot of political and cultural information. 
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• Iceland 
http://www. rfisk. is/english/iceland/rest_ of_iceland.html 

You can take a tour of Iceland; if you click on a map of Iceland you'll get pho
tographs from a specific city or region. 

• Germany 
http:!/www.chemiefu-berlin.de/adressen/brd.html 

Get more familiar with Germany online. This server contains geopolitical informa
tion, as well as a map of Germany. It also provides access to a GeQTian language 
news service. 

Interactive media centers 

All Web servers can be considered interactive because of the nature of hypertext. 
You choose what interests you and go in that direction, almost instantly. How
ever, a number of servers have created special interactive interfaces. 

• Xerox PARC Map Viewer 
http://pubweb.parc.xerox.com/map 

The Xerox PARC Map Viewer is a Best of the Net selection that allows you to gen
erate maps of specific areas that you select. 

• United States Map 
http://ageninfo.tamu.edu/apl-usl 

The Digital Relief Map of the United States is a color relief map composed of cells. 
If you click on a cell, Mosaic retrieves a full-blown image of that cell. The map 
was created by Ray Sterner of the Applied Physics Laboratory at johns Hopkins 
University, and distributed on the Web by Hal Mueller of Texas A&M University. 
This server can be accessed from the Geography section of the Catalog. 

• The Geometry Center 
http://www.geom. umn.edulwelcome.html 

The Geometry Center at the University of Minnesota, which is dedicated to "the 
computation and visualization of geometric structures," says that part of its mission 
is to help mathematicians reach the public. You will find an interesting picture 
archive, forums, and software, some of which only run on workstations. Be sure 
to check out "A Gallery of Interactive On-Line Geometry." 

• Exploratorium 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/ 

San Francisco's innovative Exploratorium has a Web server called ExploraNet that 
is worth looking at. This hands-on science museum is taking advantage of the Net 
to create an interactive learning center for kids and adults. 
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Other Lists and Resource Guides 
In addition to GNN's The Whole Internet Catalog, there are many subject-oriented 
lists and resource guides. These lists vary in completeness and timeliness. Some 
are organized well; others require you to scroll doggedly down a long screen (or 
screen after screen) of alphabetized entries. 

In this section, we describe a sampling of lists and guides that you might find use
ful. 

CERN's General Overview of the Web 
Overview: http://info.eern .ch/bypertext!WWW/LineMode/Defaults!default.btm/ 
Virtual Library: http://info.cern.chlhypertext!DataSources/bySubject/Overview.html 
Servers by Country: http:llinfo.cern.chlhypertext/DataSources!WWW/Geographical.html 

The General Overview of the Web at CERN is a comprehensive, though less user
friendly, picture of what's available on the Web. On its "Overview" home page, it 
says that there is no "top" to the Web. This becomes immediately apparent when 
you link to the Virtual Library, which is a distributed subject catalog arranged 
alphabetically. There is no description of any of the resources in the list; instead, 
there is just a straight link out to the resource, so it's hard to know what to expect 
until you get there. 

What this listing lacks in descriptiveness it makes up for in comprehensiveness. 
From Aeronautics and Aeronautical Engineering to Sports, pick a subject you're 
interested in and click on the link. What you'll get is another list of resources that 
relate to that subject. These lists are not arranged alphabetically; sometimes there's 
a brief description of the resource, sometimes there isn't. 

If you're looking for information on a specific subject, you'll have to sift through a 
number of entries on this page before you find a link to what you're looking 
far-and you may not find such a link! 

As with NCSA Mosaic's What's New page, the Virtual Library page gets a lot of its 
information on new resources from readers who submit pointers to these 
resources. The Virtual Library' encourages readers to submit these pointers to 
maintainers, each of whom is responsible for a particular subject area. Updates 
appear to be fairly frequent. 

Also available on the General Overoiew of the Web page is a list of servers, which 
lists all registered Web servers by country. When you click on this link, you'll see 
links to registered \Y/WW servers organized by continent, country, and state. It is a 
long, exhaustive list, and it does contain some explanatory text for some of the 
entries. It's a great resource if you want to know more about a particular country, 
especially if you wish to find information in a foreign language. 

Figure 3-11 shows the page that lists Web servers by country. Scroll down the list 
until you see South America (doing so will demonstrate that North America is most 
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W3 servers 

This is a list of registered \f\MVv servers alphabetically by continent country and state. < Abr)ut 
this list) 

New. A summarv of the list is available 

See also: data available by other protocols , data by subject, how to rnake a nevll' sei'Ver, test 
seNe,r:;, automatically coiiE!(:ted list of Home Pages, What's New, and the ·~lickahle world map. 
If servers are marked "experimental", you should not expect anything. Please see how to send 
announcements ot' ne\¥ servers (or modify' your server's description). 

Africa 

South Africa 

EMILY (Electronic Membrane-Information Library) 
EMILY was conceived to become the electronic repository of information on membranes 
and membrane processes. Essentially an ftp site, it now has limited VWWV capabilities. 
EMILY is maintained by Quentin Hurt (hurtq@aqua.ccwr.ac.za) as part of a Water 
Research Commission project. 

Poiiution Research Group 
The Pollution Research Group (PRG) conducts research in a range of environmental 
engineering approaches, problems and processes. The PRG is based at the University 
of Natal, Durban. These pages are maintained by members of the PRG. 

Rhcrdes Universitv' 

Figure 3-11. Web sewers listed by country 

heavily represented). Click on the link for Peru. You will go to a brief description 
of Red Cientifica Peruana, the Internet Network of Peru. You can follow a link to 
their server in Peru. Offered in Spanish and (some) English, this server gives basic 
information about the country, and links to Latin American and Caribbean Gopher 
servers. 

Because this list is so extensive, you might want to use the Find feature in Mosaic 
to locate a particular country or state rather than scroll through the list. 

To give you an example of how you can use this list as a point of departure for 
what can be a fascinating trip to almost anywhere in the world, follow the 
sequence of links below: 

1. Find Malaysia on the list of Web servers by country and follow that link. 

2. On the next document, follow the link to the University Sains Malaysia (USM) 
at Penang server. 
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3. On the USM server, follow the link to Penang Island. 

This document is a tourist information guide, describing the geography, history, 
and climate of the area. It lists its contents as links at the top. If you select the 
Local Food link you can read about various local dishes, including murtabak: "An 
Indian styled pizza filled with all the goodness of minced meat and onions and 
fried over a hot plate. It is eaten with a vegetarian curry." 

CERN's list of servers gives you an appreciation of how big the Web really is. 

Special Internet Connections 
bttp:l/info.cern.cb/bypertext/DataSources/Yanoff.btml 

Scott Yanoff offers a standard list of Internet services, which he began compiling 
in 1991. This exhaustive list, which is organized under broad categories such as 
Aviation, Law, and Travel (arranged alphabetically), contains entries and links to 
any kind of Internet service you can think of, from Gopher to TELNET, and every
thing in between. Though lengthy, the list is made up of terse entries that are not 
particularly descriptive of the resources they are pointing to. It is not updated on a 
regular schedule. 

CyberSight 
bttp:llcybersigbt.com!cgi-bin/cs!s?main.gmml 

Terse is not the word to describe CyberSight, however. Billed as the central online 
"jumping off' point for alternative information seekers, CyberSight offers links to 
off-beat resources in a lively format. Don't approach this server with any precon
ceptions; just go to "The What You Want List (nutritious too!)" and choose from a 
few of the eclectic categories (Hot Stuff, Kitsch, Cybversive). For example, if you 
go to the Funky category, you'll see pointers to such unusual resources as "Coke 
Machines," a site that helps you track the status of Coke and other vending 
machines around the world. Another site, "Roadkill R Us" ("a cornucopia of car
casses"), will give you access to more information on the tn1ly tasteless than you 
ever dreamed of finding. 

Searching the Web 
After you've used these lists, you might decide to set out on your own to find 
things on the Web. You'll find several useful databases (or automated indexes), 
with new ones appearing all the time. Not all the searching interfaces are easy to 
use, and some searches will result in dead-ends or direct you to more information 
than you want. 

The first thing to know about searching on the Web is that you are not really 
searching the documents on the Web itself. Rather, you are searching databases of 
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information that have been collected from documents on the Web. These 
databases may include information for each document such as: 

• Title 

• Location (the URL) 

• Documents that are linked to and from this document 

• Keywords, abstracts, or brief descriptions of document contents 

All this data is gathered off the Net and organized into a database, with links 
pointing back to the original documents. When you search for a word or phrase, 
you are really running a program on a remote computer that knows how to query 
and extract information from these databases. If your search is successful (i.e., 
your search words match up with words in the database), the program on the 
remote computer returns a Web document that contains links to the original docu
ments. 

Many of the searching databases are constructed and updated by programs called 
"robots" or "spiders" that continually "travel" the Net finding documents. As they 
encounter documents, they record information about each document, which is 
then used to update the database of documents. 

Although robots sound like the perfect way to search the Web, there are a few 
problems. First, it takes a long time to search the Web, and so databases generated 
by robots may become out of date as documents are deleted or moved. Second, 
robots are generally indiscriminate about what databases they search, and a search 
in a robot-generated database may result in a huge number of "successful" 
searches, but a small number of really useful documents. 

NOTE 

For information on the general design of robots, and technical descriptions 
of robot programs on the Web, see "World Wide Web Wanderers, Spiders 
and Robots" (bttp:llweb.nexor.co.uk/mak/doc/robots/robots.btml). 

Most searching interfaces have a single text entry field for entering simple queries. 
Some interfaces are more complex, allowing you to reduce the scope of your 
search. Unless otherwise specified, most searchers will find any instance of a 
word, whether full or partial, upper- or lowercase. For example, entering "zine" 
will match "magazine" as well as "zine." Below we introduce a number of these 
search servers for the Web. 

The Wanderer 
http://www.mit.edu:BOO 1/people/mkgray/comprehensive.btml 

If at this point you're asking the question, "How big is the Web?'' go to The World 
Wide Web Wanderer, a Perl script automaton created by Matthew Grey. The 
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Wanderer travels the Web searching for Web sites. It does a breadth-first search of 
the Web, looking for and including in a queue all the URLs contained in every 
document it encounters. At last count Qune 1994), the Wanderer had found more 
than 3000 sites on the Web. These are all listed (by numerical IP addresses, host 
sites, or by country); check out part or all of the list to see just how big your 
search can be when you search the Web. 

CUSI 
http://web. nexor.co. uk/susi/cusi.html 

CUSI, part of the Web at Nexor (a UK-based technology company) is a forms
based interface to many of the searchable indexes listed below, as well as other 
databases including catalogs, phone books, dictionaries, and technical documents. 
It's relatively easy to use, and you'll find it helpful to have so many of these 
searchers available in one document. 

ALIWEB 

http://web. nexor.co. uk/ ali web/ doc/ aliweb.html 

ALIWEB (Archie-Like Indexing for the Web) is a distributed indexing system. 
Because it is modeled after Archie, a program that maintains a database of soft
ware programs listed in public archives on the Net, you ask it where to find a par
ticular program. ALIWEB's index database is generated from descriptions stored as 
files on the servers that contain the document" being indexed. This means that as 
long as publishers keep their own local descriptions up to date, ALIWEB has the 
potential to be of high quality. However, because it doesn't index every document 
on the Web, it's not a good place to look for instances of specific words or 
phrases. 

CUI W3 Catalog 
http:l/cui_www.unige.ch/w3catalog 

The CUI searcher is a database of indexes to several popular lists and resource 
guides, including: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
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NCSA's What's New 

NCSA's Starting Points 

CERN's W3 Virtual Library Subject Catalog and selected sub-lists 

Martijn Koster's ALIWEB-Archie-like Indexing for the Web 

Scott Yanoff's Internet Services List 

Simon Gibbs' list of Multimedia Information Sources 



Exploring the World Wide Web 

• john December's list of Computer-Mediated Communication Information 
Sources and Internet Tools Summary 

Most of these resources are manually maintained subject-oriented lists (some of 
which are described earlier in this chapter), making the CUI catalog a good place 
to start if you know the topic of a search ("agriculture," for instance). Also, if a 
search is successful, it will return not just a list of documents, but the entry that 
contains the word or phrase. 

WebCrawler 
http:llwww.biotech.washington.edu/WebCraw/er!WebQuery.html 

WebCrawler is a robot that keeps an index of the contents of all the documents it 
comes across. Its interface is surprisingly simple-you type the words you're look
ing for into a single text entry box and click Search. A checkbox controls whether 
the words you are looking for must all be present in a document being searched 
(logical "AND") or whether only a subset may be present (logical "OR"). 

BINet Galaxy 
http:/ lwww.einet. netlgalaxy.html 

EINet Galaxy is a combination hierarchical subject catalog and searchable 
database. This server, unlike the others, grabs all the documents it can find (not 
just HTML) and indexes them in a WAIS server. Thus you are searching the con
tent of the Web and you get back as many hits as you ask for. It has a confusing 
interface, however, and searches often result in a large number of items returned. 

The World Wide Web Worm 
http://www. cs. colorado.edu/homelmcbryan/WWWw. btml 

The World Wide Web Worm is a database of Web document titles, URLs, and 
cross-references. Its power lies in the detailed level of searching that can be done: 
in addition to searching for words or phrases in a document title, you can search 
for specific URLs or patterns within URLs. For instance, you can find documents at 
a particular host by searching for the hostname in 'the URL database. You can even 
search for particular types of files-searching for ".mpg" might find all the MPEG 
moving-image files in the database. Because WWWW keeps track of links between 
documents, you can supply a URL and find all the documents that link to that URL. 
The WWWW home page describes many such powerful search examples, 
although it doesn't say how often the Worm does its work. 

Before concluding this tour of the Web, we should add that you are exploring an 
ever-expanding online universe. Things change every day, at every hour. This is 
especially important to remember if you can't find what you are looking for, or if 
the subject area of key interest does not have a strong set of resources on the Net. 
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Someone may notice the deficiency one day and begin putting up a lot of useful 
information the next day. You may even be the person who makes that contribu
tion! 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ACCESSING OTHER 
INTERNET SERVICES 

Mosaic and Gopher 

WAfS 

Mosaic and FrP 

S
o far, we have used Mosaic to access Web servers. However, Mosaic can also 
access other types of Internet servers, such as Gopher, WAIS, and FTP. In 
Chapter 1, The Wide World of Internet Services, we explained that these ser

vices were available on the Internet before Web servers existed. Each service has 
its own distinct way of providing information to users, just as the Web does. How
ever, Mosaic can be used not only as a Web client, but also as a Gopher client. It 
can be used as a client to access WAIS servers and FTP archives. Because Mosaic 
is such a multipurpose browser, it has become the Swiss Army knife of the Inter
net. 

In exploring the Internet, you may be surprised when you traverse a link and you 
don't end up in a Web document. Instead, you'll see a list of topics, each one 
appearing as a link, and, if you look at the URL, you will be able to identify it as a 
Gopher server. Similarly, you may see a list of filenames and directories. If you 
check the URL, you'll find that you have accessed an FTP server. In both cases, it 
is pretty obvious that you are not viewing a Web document. 

In this chapter, we demonstrate how to use Mosaic to access these different types 
of servers. You don't have to learn too much about navigating to these servers. 
Rather, you will come to recognize the differences in the way they organize infor
mation. Knowing that a link points to a Gopher server tells you something about 
how the information will be presented. 

Below is a list of the services covered in this chapter, along with a short descrip
tion of each. 

Gopher 

WAIS 

Gopher is a menu-based information system that allows users to 
browse through a hierarchical organization and select items from 
menus. Each item on the menu represents either a file or a 
directory. 

WAIS, which stands for Wide Area Information Servers, is a 
search-and-retrieval system that lets users search a full-text index 
of all documents in a database. 
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FTP FfP, which stands for File Transfer Protocol, is an application that 
lets you download files from remote servers. 

If you are interested in learning more about the Internet services discussed in this 
chapter and comparing other client interfaces, see 7be Whole Internet User's Guide 
and Catalog by Ed Krol. 

Mosaic and Gopher 
Not too long ago there were a lot more Gopher ~erver~ un the Net than Web 
servers. There are still a lot of Gopher servers around because they are an easy 
way to provide information to a broad audie nce. What is distinctive about Gopher 
is that you navigate through menus, and each item on the menu is either a file or 
another menu with additional selections. In Mosaic, these choices are links, and 
you select the item you want by clicking on the link. Figure 4-1 shows the Library 
of Congress Gopher as viewed in Mosaic. We begin at the top-level menu of this 
Gopher. If you click on Government Information, Mosaic retrieves the contents of 
that menu, as shown in Figure 4-2. This menu contains four links, each of which 
takes you to another menu as you navigate to the next level of detail in the hierar
chy. Clicking on Federal Information Resources takes you to a menu with more 
directories. On you go, tunneling through directories until you come to a menu 
that contains some files. Clicking on a filename displays the contents of the file. 
Most Gopher servers deliver ASCII files that Mosaic displays in a fixed font. An 
example of such a file is shown in Figure 4-3. 

Select one of: 
About l.C MARVEL 
EV<mts, Facilities, PYo~ams, and Services 
Reseauh and Refetence (Public Services). 
Libtuies and Publishets (Technical Services). 
~P.Y.tigh...! 
Libuzy: of Congtess Online ~terns 
Empl_~e lnfotma lion 
U.S. Con~ess 
Government Information 
Global Elech onic Lilnazy:.(l!y:S~ect). 
Internet Resow ces 
What's New on l..C MARVEL 
Seuch l.C MARVEL Menus 

Figure 4-1. Librmy of Congress Gopber 
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Select one of: 
Federal Informatian Resowces 
State and Local Government Information (U.S.). 
Foreil?l.! Government Information (Non-U.S.). 
International Govenm~ent Information 

Figu.re 4-2. Government Information menu 

Declaration of Independence 

(Adopted in Congress 4 July 1776) 

The Unanimous Declaration of the Thirteen United States of America 

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people 
to dissolve the political bonds which have connected them with another, 
and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal 
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a 
decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should 
declare the causes which impel them to the separation. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, 
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, 
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness . That to 
secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving 
their just powers form the consent of the governed . That whenever any 
form of government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of 
the people to alter or to abolish it , and to institute new government, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in 
such form , as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and 
happiness . Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments l ong 
established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and 
accordingly all experience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to 
suffer, whil e evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by 

· the forms to which are accustomed. But when a long train 

Figu.re 4-3. Mosaic displays an ASC/1 file 

Besides letting users browse through categories of information, Gopher can trans
parently access information from other Gopher servers. In addition, most Gopher 
servers contain pointers to all the other Gopher servers in the world, so it is truly a 
global system. 

There are some disadvantages, however. In our example, we didn't go through all 
the layers of menus that it took to get to a text file, but there were more than a 
dozen. Sometimes Gopher seems like a case study in the limitations of hierarchical 
filing systems. The problem is that it becomes absurd (not to mention boring) to 
keep selecting menu items, only to be confromed by another menu list. After 
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padding through a dozen or so of these menus, you may lose interest in whatever 
you were looking for. 

Given the choice, most people would rather use a Web server than a Gopher 
server. However, you don't always have a choice, as some organizations may not 
yet be able to provide information in HTML on a Web server. You also see inter
esting Web/Gopher hybrids. For example, if a business already has a Gopher 
server, they might create a Web server with only a few original documents that 
serve as a high-level interface to the Gopher server. In other words, after the home 
page, their Web server points to information managed on the Gopher server. 

That said, however, remember that lots of good information can be found in 
Gopher servers. GNN's The Whole Internet Catalog contains pointers to quite a 
few good Gopher servers, including: 

• African National Congress Gopher 

• The Bible 

• Envirogopher 

• CIA World Factbook 

• Project Gutenberg 

• The California Museum of Photography 

Using the Hotlist to Manage Gophers 
Since the good stuff (the documents) may be buried several layers deep in a 
Gopher, you'll want to use all the tools at your disposal to manage them. You can 
use your hotlist to create bookmarks in the Gophers you use regularly. Each 
menu level in Gopher can be identified by a URL. Thus, when you get to the 
menu level that you want, you can just choose Add This Document from the Navi
gate menu to add that Gopher menu to your hotlist. Of course, you can still travel 
up and down the menus once you're in the Gopher. 

Getting Gophers with URLs 
A Gopher URL is a lot like a Web URL, except that the service protocol is different, 
of course. Instead of http, you use the Gopher protocol. So to contact the Library 
of Congress Gopher, select Open URL from the File menu and type: 

gopher://marvel.loc.gov 
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This takes you to the main menu of the server. As discussed above, it becomes 
pure drudgery to have to navigate through all those menus. Mosaic can help you 
avoid some of this awkwardness by allowing you to connect directly to a particu
lar menu level. For instance, you can get directly to the Federal Information 
Resources menu in the Library of Congress Gopher by typing the URL: 

gopher://marvel.loc.gov/11/federal/fedinfo 

Searching Through Gopherspace 
Since tunneling through menus can be a time-consuming way to find information, 
especially if you're looking for specific information, there are several applications 
for searching "gopherspace." On a Gopher menu you may see an option for 
searching. If you select this option, you will go to another document where you 
are prompted to enter a search keyword. The Gopher server then returns a menu 
of items matching the search criteria. Many Gopher servers also have a gateway to 
a WAIS server that contains a full-text index of the contents of the Gopher. We'll 
talk more about WAIS servers in the next section. 

There are also several tools that index all of gopherspace, not just a single server. 
You can specify a search string that will be matched against an index of words in 
Gopher titles or text files. Because they are modeled after an Internet search tool 
called Archie, these search tools were named after characters from the Archie 
comic books. 

Veronica 

Veronica searches all of the menu items on all Gopher servers for a string of words 
or characters that you enter. Follow these steps to use Veronica: 

1. Log on to the Gopher server at the University of Texas at Austin by entering 
the following URL: 

gopher://bango.cc.utexas.edu 

Figure 4-4 shows the top-level menu of this Gopher server. 

2. Select Veronica: Search Gopher Menus Worldwide. This leads you to a menu 
where you can select a Veronica server, shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Select one of: 
About this GoP.het 
UT-Austin 
Libtazy: 
Texas 
Wotld 
v;;;;;;;-Search the contents of files a I UT Austin 
J~ead: Seuch ~p,het menus at UT Austin 
Vetonica: Seatch g<?p,hetmenus wot!dwide 
Atchie: Search FTPsiteswot!dwide 

Figure 4-4. Top-level menu of the Gopher server at the UT-Austin 

Select one of: 
How to Comp,ose Vetonica Queties-June 23, 1994 
F AQ: Fte!juentlY.-Asked Questions about vetonica (1994-07-29), 
Aboulvetonica: Documents, Softwate, 
~p,nimental vetonica !juezy:intedace: chooses setvet fotY.QU! 
Search Gop,hnSp,acel!y:Titleword(!)_(via FSIN'et), 
Seuch Gop,hetSp,ace !?Y.Title wotd(!)Jvia UnivetSi!Y.of Pi sa.). 
Seuch Gop,huSp,ace l!y:Title wotd(!)_(via U. of Manitoba), 
Seauh Gop,hetSP.acellY.Titlewotd(!)Jvia SUN:ET). 
Seauh Gop,herSJlacel!y:Titlewotd(!)_(via Univeui!Y.of Koeln), 
Seauh Gop,hetSP.acel!y:Title word(!)_(via UN'IN'ETT,IU. of Bet~). 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIESl!y: Title wotd(!)Jvia FS!Net). 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIESl!y: Title wotd(!)_(via Univeui!Y.of Pis a), 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIESl!y:Titleword(!)Jvia U. of Manitoba). 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIES l!y: Ti tie wotd(!)_(via SUN'ET). 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIESl!y:Title wotd(!)Jvia UnivetSi!Y.of Koeln). 
Find ONLY DIRECTORIESl!y: Title wotd(!)_(via UN'INETT,IU. of Bet~). 

Figure 4- 5. Choosing a Veronica server 
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As you can see, there are actually two types of Veronica searches-you can 
search the titles of all Gopher items, or you can search only for directories. If 
you do the first kind of search, you're likely to get a rather long list of results, 
so doing a directory search is usually more effective. 

There arc a number of different servers to choose from. As a general ru le, ny 
the server that's closest to you first. Veronica servers tend to be quite busy; you 
may not be able to access the first se1ver you try. In fact, don't be surprised if 
you have to go to Europe before you find a server you can access. 
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3. Assuming you are able ro connect, you will then be presented with a screen 
that contains a text field , shown in Figure 4-6. Simply enter the text you are 
searching for in the field and press Return. 

gopher://info.psi.net:2347/7-t1 %20%20 index 

This is a searchable indeN. Enter keyword(s): ILt1o..:..s:...a....:i....:c ______ -....J 

This is a searchable Gopher indeN. Please enter keywords to search for. 

Fig11re 4-6. Searching Veronica for a strill8 of text 

4. The Veronica server will then search for that text and return a list of responses, 
as shown in Figure 4-7. Each response is a hypertext link, and clicking on one 
brings up either a menu or the contents of a file. 

Untitled 

URL. lgopher://i nfo.psi .net:234717-t I %20%20?Mosaic 

Select one of: 
Mosaic 
Mosaic 
mosatc 
~saic-WWW Bramer for the Mac 
NCSA PC Mosaic- WWW client for Windows 
X-Mosaic- WWW Browser for X-Windows- Binaries 
X-Mosaic- VvWW Browser for X-Windows- Source Code 
NCSA Mosaic 1.03 
Mosaic 
Mosaic 
~--Windows Mosaic client 
mosaic-- NCSA Mosaic Internet browser 
mosaic-- NCSA Mosaic Internet browser 
Mosaic-- Windows Mosaic client 
mosaic -- NCSA Mosaic Internet browser 
mosaic-- NCSA Mosaic Internet browser 
mosaic 
Moss.ic 
Mosaic 
Mosaic Resources 
Mosaic 

Fig11re 4-7. Veronica search response 
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Veronica searches accept "Boolean operators," words that specify conditions that 
must he met in order for Veronica to consider an item as matching the search. 
Boolean operators separate two or more strings. Veronica understands the follow
ing operators: 

• AND tells Veronica that both parts of the query must be present. For instance, 
searching for "Apple AND Macintosh" tells Veronica that only items that contain 
both "Apple" and "Macintosh" are matches. If no Boolean operators are speci
fied, Veronica assumes there to be an AND between words. 

• OR tells Veronica that either part of the query is acceptable as a match. If the 
query is "Apple OR Macintosh," any items that contain either one of those 
words is considered a match. 

• NOT tells Veronica to search for items containing the first string but not the 
second. For instance, searching for "Apple NOT Macintosh" searches for items 
containing "Apple" but excludes items that refer to "Macintosh." 

You can combine Boolean operators. Veronica evaluates them from right to left, so 
"Apple AND Macintosh OR Newton" searches for items with "Newton" or "Apple 
Macintosh." Veronica also accepts an asterisk as a wildcard character, which repre
sents any combination of characters to the end of the word. For example, "Mac•" 
would match Mac, Macs, Macintosh, macadamia, and so on. 

jug head 

Sometimes you don't want to search the menus of every Gopher server in the 
world. If you are looking for regional or specialized information, you can use Jug
head to search menu titles of Gophers at a single institution. Many colleges and 
universities use Gopher servers as campus-wide information systems, so students 
at the University of Texas at Austin can use Jughead to search for information 
about UTA. Or a medical researcher might use Jughead to search only the Gopher 
servers at Johns Hopkins University. 

In most cases, you use Jughead without knowing it. While UTA's Gopher clearly 
identifies one menu item as Jughead: Search Gopher menus at UT Austin, most oth
ers simply say something like Search Gopher menus at ... 

As with Veronica, jughead lets you use the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT 
and the asterisk wildcard. Searches are not case-sensitive. However, Jughead only 
lets you search for two words at a time and doesn't support the ability to search 
for specific Gopher resource types. 

WAfS 
There are approximately 600 WAIS servers on the Internet which let you search 
the full text of all the documents in a database. You can access WAIS servers 
through either the Web or Gopher. 
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To use WAIS within Gopher, you can pick a WAJS server and search for a string of 
words. Most WAIS servers aren't terribly sophisticated when it comes to advanced 
searching techniques, so Boolean operators probably won't work. One good thing 
about WAIS, however, is that you can ask it questions in plain English, like "What 
information is the re about Silicon Graphics, Inc.?" 

Here's how to try it out: 

1. Connect to the University of Minnesota Gopher at gopher.//gopher.micro. 
umn.edu 

2. Choose Other Gopher and Information Servers. 

3. Choose WAIS-Based Information. 

4. Choose WAIS Databases by Letter. 

5. At this point, you can either search the directory of WAIS servers or choose 
from an alphabetical list of servers. Since the names of WAIS databases can be 
a little strange, it's usually better to search the directory. To do that, choose 
Directory of WAIS Databases and enter your quety in the search fie ld. For our 
example, we'll use the query "health insurance," shown in Figure 4-8. 

gopher://gopher-gw.micro.umn.edunwaissrc'L3aiWAISeslbyletter/dire 
index 

This is a searchabl e index. Enter keyword(s): !health insurance 

This i s a sea~ehable Gopher inde><. Please enter keywords to search for . 

I 1 l 
: !·: .. ; 

Figure 4-8. Searching the 1\'!AIS direct01y 

6. After a linle while, Mosaic will display a list of WAJS servers that say they have 
information about health or insurance, as shown in Figure 4-9. 

7. At the top of the list is Health-Security-Act.src, which is a database of docu
ments related to the health reform bill proposed by President Clinton in 1994. 
Click on tl1at link to search the database. Enter your query in the search field, 
and the server will respond with a ranked list of headlines of documents that 
contain your search words. 
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Select one of: 
Health-Secwi!y:-Acl.m 
ANU-SSDA-Aushalian-Census.m 
ANU-SSDA-Aushalian-OJ!inion.src 
ANU-SSDA-Aushalian-Studies.src 
USHOUSE house bill teKI 103rd.src 
ANU-Demogr_!J!hic-L.s-;z---
ANU-Demogr_!p_hy:-Publications.src 
EH-Publications.src 
OSHA-Act.src 
OSHA-~eamble.src 
OSHA-Tech-Manual.src 
USDACRIS.src 

Figure 4-9. Results of 117A/S directory search 

8. To see any of these documents, click on the headline, and Mosaic will display 
the document. If you want to save it, use the Save As command. 

You can also use WAIS within certain Web servers. for instance, 7be Whole Inter
net Catalog includes a field for searching a WAIS index of all the documems in 
CNN To find documents about insurance, you can s imply enter "insurance" in the 
search fie ld, and Mosaic w ill return a list of descriptio n files comaining that word, 
as shown in figure 4-10. Clicking on one of these files will display the page that 
contains the link. As of this writing, this feature is only available on CNN's NEAR
net se1ve r, http:l/ nearnet.gnn.comlgnn/wic! 

Mosaic and FTP 
Some Web documents, such as CNN's 7be Whole Internet Catalog, w ill link you to 
FTP servers. FTP is the original Internet application protocol for moving files 
between computers. 

FfP servers generally manage large collections of data-software source code, 
images, o r o ther data-that is specifically made available for downloading rather 
than viewing. As a result, files are often stored or compressed in many different 
formats. This can make FTP a complicated program. 

There are two transfer modes available in FTP-one for bina1y files and one for 
ASCII (text) files. Binary transfer mode preserves the bit sequence of the file, so 
that the copy is identical to the original. ASCII mode treats the file as sets of char
acters so that the document will be readable on the compute r receiving the fi le. 
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Figure 4-10. Results ofsearching the WIC 

So, using FTP you would have to specify whether you want a binary or an ASCII 
transfer. 

In addition, files are compressed using many different programs, so it's important 
to identify which files you can decompress and use on your Mac. You can usually 
determine this by looking at file extensions. 

Fortunately, using Mosaic to perform FTP transfers simplifies matters quite a bit. 
This is because Mosaic determines whether a file should be transferred using 
ASCII or binary transfer mode. 

One important limitation of using Mosaic as an FTP client is that it only supports 
anonymous FTP, a service that lets you access a public directory via an anony
mous login. If you want to transfer files from a computer on which you have an 
account, you'll need to use another FTP utility. 

Downloading Files with FTP 
Now let's take a look at using Mosaic to transfer files from an FTP site. We'll start 
at 7be Whole Inter1let Catalog. In the Art category, the \flJC has a link to the 
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Smithsonian Institution's image server photol.si.edu, shown in Figure 4-11. Click
ing on the GO button will connect you via anonymous FTP to this server. 

·----------.--

Smithsonian Institution 

The Smithscmian Instituticm's Office of !"tinting and Photogxaphic Services in Washingtcm, D.C.,makes 
available a selecticm of photogxaphs hom the Smi thscmian' s uchives, The images cover topics unging hom air 
and space to sciomce, technology, history, and cunomt events, 

GO I wingFTPtoph otol.si.edu. 

Return toArl 
Return to HistQ!Y. &Civi.l.ir.ation 
Return to HwY>P-pJ!Y. 

This is a searchable indew. Enter keyword(s): L-----------J 

Figure 4-11. W/C description qf Smithsonian image server 

·l 

'. 
I 

When you click that button, Mosaic takes care of opening rhe connection to 
photo 1 .si.edu and logging you in as an anonymous user. Once connected, Mosaic 
displays the top-level directories of rhe server, as shown in Figure 4-12. 

Now take a look at rhe URL for this server. The syntax should be familiar to you 
by now. It starts with the service protocol ftp: , followed by the separator // and the 
name of the server. Directories and filenames can be included in rhe URL, just as 
with other services. The URL for the Smithsonian image server, then, is 
ftp://photo1.si.edu Unlike in Gopher, FTP directory names are not particularly help
ful. Remember that you are looking at a UNIX fi le server meant fo r transferring 
files, not browsing, so hints about content are few and far between. Since this is 
an image server, though, the images directory looks promising. 
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ALOT -Chapman.txt 
!P.P.! 
bin 
etc 
image...! 
Mote .Smithsonian .Stuff 
pub 
shlib 
~sonian.photo.info.M 
SMITHSONIAN .RUUS.TXT 

Figure 4-12. Top-level directories of photol .si.edu 

Accessing Other Internet Services 

As you can see, each directory is a hypertext link. Clicking on images will d isplay 
the contents of that directory, as shown in Figure 4-13. 

images 

llp..!2£ 
catalo~ 
elechonic.times.pdf 
gif89a 
jfif .uuencode 
jp~g 
P.teview-text 
smithsonian.photo.info.M 

Figure 4-13. The images directory 

Of the seven items here, two are files and five are subdirectories. The files are the 
ones with file extensions. Looking at file exte nsions is pretry much the only way to 
te ll what format a file is in. In this directory, electronic.times.pdfis an Adobe Acro
bat fi le , and smithsonian.pboto.info.txt is a plain text file. 

The other items are subdirectories. Three of these-gif89a, jfif-uuencode, and 
)peg-look most promising as photo archives since their names contain image fi le 
formats. 
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Before we dive imo the image directories, let's take a look at the tel\.'1: file smithso
nian.photo.info.txt to see what it tells us. To read the file, click on the filename. 
The file is shown in Figure 4-14. 

Welcome to '"photo!. si . edu"" located in the Smithsonian 
Institution"s Office of Printing & Photographic Services in 
Washington , D.C. '" Photo!'" is designed to make a variety of 
Smithsonian photographs available as electronic image files . 

Photo! is available through the Internet as a result of Project 
Chapman, a joint effort between this office and the Apple Library 
of Tomorrow program . See below and [ALOT-Chapman. txt] . 

Photo! i s a Macintosh Quadra 700 computer running A/ UX software . 
File names are case sensitive . 

Anonymous users *t1AY NOT* upload ( PtJT ) files on to this FTP 
server . 

We request that you always provide a working E-mail address when 
answering our FTP server"s password prompt . All accesses to and 
file transfers from this FTP server are logged with your host 
name and E-mail address . Guests abusing the few r\lles that we 
have will be denied access . See PHOTO! RULES below. 

These images cover topi cs ranging from air and space to science, 
technology , history, and even current events . They are designed 
to give the user who cannot come to Washington, the opportunity 
to see and learn about many of the Smithsonian"s most pop\llar and 
i mportant objects and exhibits. 

Fig11 re 4-14. Clicking on a text file displays its contents 

The information fi le explains the file and compression formats of the various files 
and tells us how to download appropriate software for viewing the images. To 
save this documem for furure reference, choose Save As from the File menu and 
choose a fi lename and location on your hard disk. 

ow let's see what files are available. Click on the Back button to return to the 
d irectory listing and then click on gif89a to see the contents o f that directory, as 
shown in Figure 4-15. The directory comains several subdirectories, which orga
nize the images by category. Let's try the air-space directo1y, shown in Figure 4-16. 
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llP. to image..1 
aii·SP.ace 
a1t 
~P.hoto·UP.loads 
P~P.le-P.laces 
science-na twe 
tech-historY. 

Figure 4-15. Contents of gij89a 

air-space 

Figure 4-16. Contents oftbe a ir-space d irectory 

Accessing Other In ternet Services 

Finally, we've found the images. Notice that these fi les all end with the extension 
.gif. That tells us that they're images in the GIF format. Remember, now that you 
know where you're going, you can get right to this directory by entering the URL: 

ftp: //photol . si.edu/ images/gif89a/air-space 

Now we're ready to download a file. Let's try APOLLO.GIF. Clicking on the file
name brings up the Save As dialog box, which, of course, lets you specify where 
to save the document. 

Mosaic asks you to save the document, rather than just display it, because graphics 
fi les must be downloaded in binary mode. Mosaic automatica lly determines 
whether to transfer in binary or ASCII mode. Table 4-1 shows which mode is used 
for d iffe rent file types. 
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Table 4-1: Common File Types and Modes 

File 

Text file 
Spreadsheet 
Database file 
Word processor file 
Program source code 
Electronic mail messages 
UNIX shell archive 
UNIX tar file 
Backup file 
Compressed file 
Uuencoded or binhexed file 
Executable file 
PostScript (laser printer) file 
Hypertext (HTML) document 
Picture files (GIF, ]PEG, MPEG) 

Mode 

ASCII, by definition 
Probably binary 
Probably binary, possibly ASCII 
Probably binary, possibly ASCII 
ASCII 
ASCII 
ASCII 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
ASCII 
Binary 
ASCII 
ASCII 
Binary 

Downloading a Program via Hypertext 
When the transfer is complete, you can view the image in any program that can 
display GIF files. (In Chapter 6, Using Mosaic for Multimedia, we'll show you how 
to view GIF and ]PEG images with a program called JPEGView.) Mosaic is already 
configured to use JPEGView to display GIF and ]PEG images. Let's download it 
now, so you can view the Apollo image. See Chapter 6 for a detailed discussion 
of using external viewers with Mosaic. 

The program's author, Aaron Giles, maintains the ]PEGView Page at Cornell Uni
versity Medical College, where he works. You can get there by using the Mosaic 
Handbook Hotlist or by entering the URL http://www.med.cornell.edu 
ljpegview.html. As shown in Figure 4-17, the page has hypertext links for down
loading 68K, PowerPC and "fat binary" (software that run on both 68K and Pow
erPC-based Macs) versions of the software. Notice that the description mentions 
that the files are "BinHexed." BinHex is a format that converts binary files to ASCII 
text. After you receive the file, you'll need to convert it back to binary format; 
we'll show you how to do that shortly. The file extension .hqx tells you that the 
file has been BinHexed. To download, just click on the link for the version you 
want. A Save As dialog box will then appear. Keep the filename and specify a loca
tion on your hard disk. At least it seems that the process is that simple. Clicking 
on that link actually starts an ITP session, in which you download the file from a 
remote FTP server. Here's what happens when you click on the link for JPEGView 
3.3 for 680x0 Macs: 

1. Mosaic connects to ftp.med.cornell.edu. 

2. Mosaic logs you in as an anonymous user. 
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.PEGView 

Welcome to the.JPEGViewpage at the Co:m~ll Uni'1."1!Ui!y,:Medir.al Coll~ge....:. 

jPEGViewis a fast, powedul, easy-to-use imageviewex fo:r both 680x0 and Powe:rPC Macintoshes. The cunent 
incamation of .JPEGViewcan :read jPEG, PICT, GIF, TIFF, BMP, MacPaint, and Staztup Sczeen files . 

.JPEGViewwas"A'!itten by Aaxcn Giles. He is also involved in seve:ral oth~x p,Loj~ in caseyou1re interested. 
Amar:ing as it may seem, he wodu fo:r the medical center, but is not a medical student by arry stxetch of the 
imagination, 

You can find thxee versions of the latest ]PEGView :release here 1 

.)'fl;GView3.3 fo:r680x0 Madntoshes [54Dk. binhe~~~ed] 
The latestveuion ofjPEGViewthat :runs on the ••standard" 680x0 Macintoshes, or slowlyunde:r 
emulation on the new PowerPC Macintoshes, 

~GViEr1'1 3.3 foz PowexPC Ma(intoshes [602k. binhexed] 
The latest version of jPEGView that :runs -- o:r should I say sc:reams --natively on the new PowexPC 
Macintoshes. This version does not woxk at all on 680x0 Macintoshes. 

]f!;GVievv3.3 fox680x0 and Powe:cPC Macintoshes [7?4k. binhexed] 
A 11 fat binaxy11 version of the latestjPEGViewwhich :runs at full th:rottle on both types of Macintoshes. 

Figure 4-17. ]PEGView home page 

3. Mosaic sends an FTP request to transfer jpegview33.sit.hqx in binary mode. 

4. The server downloads the requested file to your computer. 

5. Mosaic closes the connection. 

When the download is complete, the file will appear as a generic document. You'll 
need to convert the BinHexed file to a binary file. You can do this in any one of 
several freeware or shareware programs, such as S~uftlt or Compactor Pro. 

When the file is converted, it will appear as a Stufflt document. This is because the 
application was stuffed before it was BinHexed. Chances are you probably already 
have a copy of Stufflt on your computer. If so, just double-click on the icon to 
unstuff the file. It will then appear as the JPEGView application. If you don't have 
Stufflt, you can download it from the Net via the Macintosh Archive, a hypertext 
version of the Mac software archive at the University of Michigan. We'll work more 
with the Macintosh Archive in Chapter 6. To access the Mac Archive, click on the 
link in the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist or open the following URL: 
http://web.nexor.co.uk lmac-archive/welcome.btml. 
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As you explo re me Inte rnet, you'll encounter several diffe rent compression 
schemes. You'll want to make sure you have a p rogram that can uncompress spe
cific files. In me case of applications, you'll want to be sure you're downloading 
Mac files and not PC o r UNIX files. The way to tell is by looking at file extensions. 
Table 4-2 gives information about common compression extensio ns and the asso
ciated programs. 

Table 4-2: Common Compression Programs 

Compression 
Program 

compress 
gzip 
Stuffit 
Pack It 
PKZIP 

Decompression 
Program 

uncompress 
gunzip 
unsit 
unpit 
unzip41 

File 
Suffix 

.z 
.zor .gz 

.Sit 

.pit 
.ZIP 

Typical :zH 
Filename Platform 

rfc J 1 18.txt.Z UNIX 
text.file.gz UNIX 
p rogram .Sit Macintosh 
report.p it Macintosh 
package.ZJP PC 

ow that you've downloaded JPEGView, you can finally look at APOLLO.GIF. j ust 
double-click o n the icon o r open it directly in JPEGView. Figure 4-18 shows what 
APOLLO.GIF looks like. 

Figure 4-78. APOLLO.GIF 
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This version of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic does not support Network News, the sys
tem of bulletin board discussion groups. Future versions will include the ability to 
use Mosaic as a newsreader. Check the Mosaic Supp011 Center on GNN for infor
mation about upgrades to Enhanced NCSA Mosaic. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CUSTOMIZING MOSAIC 
Changing Your Home Page 

Changing Preferences 

M osaic is a powerful tool that allows you to explore information and the 
connections between information in a multimedia environment. But, as 
we'll see in this chapter, Mosaic is also a flexible environment that can be 

customized and extended in many different ways. The combination is what makes 
Mosaic such an exciting tool: Mosaic not only lets you view information, but also 
gives you control over how the information will be presented. 

The most obvious aspect that you can control is type formatting. As a Macintosh 
client, Mosaic can take advantage of the fonts loaded on your system to format 
many different elements of text in many different ways and to combine them 
within a document. You can customize several other parts of the interface as well. 

In the current version of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic, only a few customization 
options are accessible through the Preferences dialog box. Future versions will 
include more customization options. 

Changing Your Home Page 
The home page is a wonderful navigational device that does double duty as map 
and safe port. Your home page-the document Mosaic retrieves and displays 
when you launch the program-serves first as your personal navigational map of 
the Web. 

When you're roaming the Net, freely following links and sailing from one server to 
another, it is not uncommon to find yourself someplace you don't particularly 
want to be and with no apparent means of getting back out again. When this hap
pens, your home page is your safe haven, a return to your familiar map. When 
you get to a point where you'd like to start fresh, just return to your home page. 

The Home Page that comes with this book has links to GNN and the Mosaic 
Handbook Hotlist. While this is an excellent starting point, after you've used 
Mosaic for a while, you may want to change your home page. 

There are a number of reasons you may want to specify a different document as 
your home page. If you use, say, the GNN Personal Finance Center frequently, you 
may want to use the Personal Finance Home Page as your home page. If you have 
certain areas of specific interest, you may want to have a more narrowly focused 
home page. For example, if you're particularly interested in astrology and space, 
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you may want to select "NASA Information Services Via the WWW" as your home 
page. 

Or if you have discovered a number of servers you return to regularly, you may 
want to create your own custom map of the Web, which you can keep on your 
local system and update as needed. You might include URLs to your favorite 
sports, music, and travel servers, if those are your interests. On the other hand, 
you might prefer to use your hotlist to navigate to your favorite servers and keep a 
remote server as your home page. 

Using Another Document as Your Home Page 
To change your home page, simply enter the URL of the new home page in the 
Home Page field of the Preferences dialog. But how do you find the URL? The best 
way is to go there-using your hotlist if you have saved it there; using History or 
hypertext links if you haven't. For instance, if you wanted to use GNN's The Whole 
Internet Catalog as your home page, you would go to the W7C, select and copy 
the URL from the display in the toolbar, and paste it into the field in the Prefer
ences dialog. 

Creating Your Own Home Page 
Creating your own HTML document to use as your home page is a little more 
involved, but if you want to use your hotlist as your home page, Mosaic's Export 
command (found in the Hotlist and History dialogs) makes it a snap. Export cre
ates an HTML page consisting of all the documents in your hotlist. Every docu
ment title is a hypertext link to the actual page on the Net. Here's how to use 
Export to create your own home page: 

1. Choose Hotlist from the Navigate menu. 

2. Add and delete items from your hotlist as desired. 

3. Click on the Export button to export the hotlist to an HTML page. 

4. Save this document as a file on your hard disk with the extension .html for 
example, hotlist.html. Mosaic then automatically displays this page. Figure 5-l 
gives an example. 

5. If you want to rearrange the list or add subject headers, open your home page 
file in a text editor. The file is coded in HTML and will look something like 
this: 
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<TITLE>HotList</TITLE> 
<Hl>HotList Page</Hl> 
<A HREF="http:/ /www.spb.su/"> 
St. Petersburg web 
<lA> 
<A HREF=nhttp://gnn.cam/meta/travel/travelwatch2.html•> 
World Travel Watch 



</A> 
<A HREF="http: //gnn.com/meta/travel/readingroam.html"> 
Travelers • Reading Roam 
</A> 
<A HREF="http://hypatia.gsfc.nasa.gov/~omepage.html"> 
NASA Information Services via World Wide Web 
</A> 
<A HREF="http: //sd-www.jsc .nasa.gov/jscover.html"> 
Johnson Space Center 
</A> 
<A HREF="http://images.jsc .nasa .gov/html/home.htm"> 
Image Sciences Division 
<lA> 
<A HREF='http: //tommy .jsc .nasa.gov/"> 
Automation and Robotics Division 
</A> 
<A HREF="http://gnn.com/news/sports/strike/strike-intro.html"> 
Balance of Power 
<lA> 
<A HREF="http: //gnn .com/news/sports/draft/draft-94.html"> 
NBA Draft 
</A> 
<A HREF="http: I /gnn.ccrn/news/sports/draft/index.html" > 
Usenet Mock NBA Draft 
<lA> 
<A HREF="http://www.nando .net/baseball/bbserv.html"> 
The Naru:lo X Baseball Server 
</A> 

HotList Page 

St. P.>tmbu:rg Web 

Wotld Travel Watch 

TtaV»leu' Reading Room 

N.8?.ldrolo!!!!f'Ji-.'l'll~n~i~.~'-~~-~ . .1N.l'.!t<!.:W.il!.!!.Yi.~k. 
Johnson Sp.ac~ Cente: 

Ima~ Sciences Division 

Automation and R6bo!ics Divisian 

NBADraft 

Usenet lvlockNBA D:aft 

The Nando XBaseh~ll Serw.r 

Figure 5-1. Expm1ed hot list file viewed in Mosaic 

Customizing Mosaic 
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6. Ignoring the coding for now, you should be able to see that each paragraph is 
the URL and name of a document in the hotlist. Using the cut and paste func
tions, you can rearrange the paragraphs to group documents by subject or by 
title. In this case, we might group the documents into Sporls, Travel, and Space. 

7. You can try a simple bit of tagging to change the title and main heading and 
add subject headings to the list: 
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• Change the title by changing the first line to: 

<TITLE>My Home Page</TITLE> 

• Change the main heading by changing the second line to: 

<Hl>My Home Page</Hl> 

• Insert subject headings by adding new paragraphs using this form: 

<H2>Sports</H2> 

• Your edited file will look something like this: 

<TITLE>My Home Page</TITLE> 
<Hl>My Horne Page</Hl> 
<H2>Travel</H2> 
<A HREF=•http://www.spb.su/a> 
St. Petersburg Web 
<!A> 
<A HREF="http://gnn.com/meta/travel/travelwatch2.html"> 
World Travel Watch 
<!A> 
<A HREF=•http://gnn.com/meta/travel/readingroam.html•> 
Travelers' Reading Roam 

<lA> 
<H2>Space</H2> 
<A HREF=•http://hypatia.gsfc.nasa.gov/~hamepage.html•> 
NASA Information Services via World Wide Web 
</A> 
<A HREF="http://sd-www.jsc.nasa.gov/jscover.html"> 
Johnson Space Center 
</A> 
<A HREF="http://images.jsc.nasa.gov/html/home.htm"> 
Image Sciences Division 
</A> 
<A HREF=•http://tammy.jsc.nasa.gov/"> 
Automation and Robotics Division 
<!A> 
<H2>Sports</H2> 
<A HREF="http://gnn.cam/news/sports/strike/strike-intro.html"> 
Balance of Power 
<lA> 
<A HREF=•http://gnn.cam/news/sports/draft/draft-94.html"> 
NBA Draft 
<lA> 
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<A HREF="http:/ /grm.com/news/sports/draft/index.html"> 
Usenet Mock NBA Draft 
</A> 
<A HREF="http: //www.nando . net!baseball/ bbserv.html"> 
The Nando X Baseball Server 
<!A> 

8. After you save your file, you can preview the results by using Mosaic's Open 
Local command and selecting the file. Figure 5-2 shows what our example file 
looks like in Mosaic. 

My Home Page 

Travel 

St.Peteubwg Web Woxld Tuvel Watch T>aveleu' RP.adingP..oom 

Space 

NASA Information SexvicP.svia Wolld Wide Web Johnson Space Cec.t~1 Image Sci~ncP.s Division Au.tomation 
and P.obotics Divisi•>n 

Sports 

Figure 5-2. Edited home page file 

9. Finally, choose Preferences from the Edit menu and type in the URL of your 
new home page file in the Home Page fi eld. For local files, the URL starts with 
File:!!/ followed by the pathname. The path includes the name of your hard 
disk, the relevant folders and the name of the fi le. For example, if your hard 
disk was named HardDisk and you saved your horlist file as hotlist.htm/ in the 
Enhanced NCSA Mosaic folder, the URL would be File:/1/HardDisk/Enhanced 
NCSA Mosaic/hotlist.html. 

Once you get into composing HTML, you can do quite a bit more with your home 
page, including adding graphics, writing lists, and incorporating multiple levels of 
headings. For instructions on writing HTML and a discussion of creating your own 
home page, see Chapter 7, Creating HTML Documents. 

Changing Preferences 
The basic configuration options available in Preferences allow you to change style 
sheets, set your home page, and specify whether images will be downloaded auto
matically. 
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The options available in Preferences are: 

• Load Images 

• Underline Anchors 

• Set Home Page 

• Proxy Server 

• Style Sheets 

Load/mages 
If you connect to the Internet by dialing in over a SLIP or PPP connection, even 
with a fast modem, Mosaic may run slower than you would like. The bottleneck is 
in downloading graphics, especially large ones. By unchecking the Load Images 
checkbox, you can tell Mosaic not to automatically download images. Instead, 
Mosaic will draw generic picture icons, as shown in Figure 5-3. 

[I 
Welcome to the Baseball Server 

And the season continues 
• The sb:etch dnve is on and The Baseball Sexvez is theze. Checkout ou:t full covezage of Bas~ball's 

Second Seas-on upclatecl daily. 
• Foz all the bzeakingdevelopments, hit the Baseball Sbike 1994access page. All the latest news and 

moze! upclatecl daily. 

Down on the farm 

Well, the big boys might be on shike, but the season continues elsewheze in pzofessional baseball. Get 
all the standings and sta ts fzom ou:t NEW minoz ~·~ pae! 

Leading off 

Theze1 s moze to baseball than the boHscozes and The Baseball Sezve11 s ovvn colwnnists, Bill Amold and 
MazkCamps. b1ingsyou the inside scoop with B!YVJld the Bo~escoze .. 
Fans org~Anir;e to pzotest stzike. 
What's net."n"'i th the Baseball Sezvez. 

The American League 

Figure 5-3. Generic picture icons, displayed when Load Images is off 
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This speeds things up considerably, but, as you can see from the example, it really 
detracts from the design of the page. (If you're working from an office with a ded
icated line, you won't need to worry too much about speed.) 

Since a lot of the enjoyment of using Mosaic comes from looking at the images on 
Web pages, you'll want to avoid turning images off. Still, there may be some 
graphics-laden pages that you use mostly for navigation purposes. Since you know 
what these pages look like, you can save quite a bit of time by turning images off. 

If you do turn the images off, you can get individual graphics by double-clicking 
on individual picture icons, or by choosing Load Missing Images from the Edit 
menu to load all the images on a page. Although it is more time consuming to 
download images this way, using this option gets you the text of the page fairly 
quickly, and you can then decide if you're even interested in the images. 

Some servers, like GNN, specify alternate text for Mosaic to use when graphics 
can't be displayed. In these cases, Mosaic will display the alternate text. If the 
graphics serve as hypertext, the alternate text will have a bounding box, as shown 
in Figure 5-4. 

Welcome to GNN, the Global Netwozk N aviga. to1. To find out what• s new and cool in GNN, look at Volhat: ~ U:f· in 
illll:~ .. U you' :renew to GNN and would like to knowmo:re about us, take a minute to checkout Welcome to GNN, 
And don1t fo:rget to become a subsczibez (it1s bee!). 

IWhat•s Up in GNN II welcome llsubsc:ribe I 

Navigating the Net 
Use GNN to hel pyou find yow way th:rough the lntemet. GNN1s Y.!.!b..~?}~!nl~m.!tl£At.&!!!gis yow best sowce of 
info:rma tion about lntemet :resowces; if you1:re looking fo:r businesses on the Net, check out GNN1 s .Business Pa~. 

lrhe Whole Intemet Catalod IGNN Business Pages I 
Continue yow eKplo:ration of Net :resowceswith GNN1s 'Best of the Net, ow pick of the best lntemet sites, and 
N eti::ens, ow compilation of pezsonal home pages, If you1:re new to the Net and need a little guidance, consult The 
Ir.te:met Help, Desk. 

Figure 5-4. Alternate text, displayed when available 
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To reset Mosaic so that images load automatically, go back to Preferences and 
click on the Load Images checkbox. The next time you connect to a server, you'll 
get all the images. 

Underline Anchors 

If you have a color monitor, Mosaic will display hypertext in color. If this option is 
checked in the Preferences dialog, links will also be underlined. You can turn off 
underlining by unchecking this option, which will improve performance slightly 
since it takes additional time to draw the underlines. If you have a black-and-white 
or grayscale monitor, however, you should leave Anchor Underline on, so you will 
be able to distinguish hypertext from regular text. 

Set Ho'IJ'Ze Page 
As described above, you can change your home page by entering a new URL in 
the Set Home Page field of the Preferences window. 

Proxy Server 

If you work at a site with a security firewall, you won't be able to access the Inter
net directly. The workaround is a proxy server located outside of the firewall. Your 
computer connects to this server, which is on the Internet. The Proxy Server field 
in the Preferences dialog lets you specify the address of this proxy server. If you're 
in this situation, ask your network administrator for help. 

Style Sheets 

Mosaic lets you control how documents will look by choosing a style sheet. Most 
word processing and page layout programs use "styles," which let you tag a para
graph of text with certain attributes. For instance, in Microsoft Word for Macintosh, 
you can select a paragraph of text, set up a style for it (for example, beading 1), 
and then define that style as, say, Times Roman, 36 points, single-spaced, no 
indent. In other words, you explicitly tell Word the values of the style and the 
program applies those values whenever you tag a paragraph with that style. 

HTML operates very differently. There's nothing in an HTML document that speci
fies font or point size or spacing. All of these style issues are handled by Mosaic. 
All HTML says is: "This paragraph is heading 1." Mosaic then looks up the settings 
for the beading 1 tag and displays the paragraph that way on your computer. 

Since you can edit these settings, you can change the way Mosaic displays docu
ments on your screen. Mosaic makes the process even easier by providing global 
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GNN Travel Resource Center Features & Columns 

.ruo World 
Big World is 81"1 experiment in online travel Wfiting. We 'vAll be publishing the travel dispatches of veteren 
travel \vTiterJeff Greenvaldas he mal<es hls'w'8.yaround the wort d. Jeft leftinJ81"1uary on a 
seven-month adventure using every mode of trensport but airpl81"1es. While he's a'w'8.y he'll be sending his 
dispatches from the road 'via the Internet 81"1d aHe\oAett-Packard OmniBook 300for his column Big 
Wolltl. This is aGNN TC exclusive you 'w'on't 'w'81"1t to miss. 

Travels on a Slig.M!Y.Tilted Planet-caJifomia PY.omies 
Join travel Wfiter81"1d naturalist Bill McMillon as he leads GNN TC readers on slightly oft~entertravels 
through the United States

1 
revealing the naturaJ 'w'onders that still abound. Bin 'will also be contributing 

updates from his book Yo unteer Vacations, no\</ in its fifth edition. Volunteer Vacations lists 
hundreds of opportunities for travelers to 'w'Ork on short-term projects such as en'vironmental81"1d 
architecturaJ restoration, 81"1thropological 81"1d archeological exploration, tree pl81"1ting, language courses, 
'wilderness studies, and much more. 

Lee Foster on London 
Travel 'w1'iter81"1d photographer Lee Foster is amonthlycontributorto the GNN Travelers' Center Features 
section. His cu~rent column is about England's most venerable city, london. 

Figure 5-5. Notes From the Road formatted with Sans Serif Small s~}·le sheet 

style sheets. Each style sheet has values for every HTML tag, and you can change 
the overall look of a document just by changing to a different style sheet. Here's 
how it works: 

1. As an example, go to "Notes From the Road" in the Travelers' Center. Figure 
5-5 shows this page formatted with the Sans Serif Small style sheet. 

2. Then choose Preferences from the Edit menu and click on the Style Sheets 
pop-up menu. This lets you choose a different style sheet from a list of avail
able choices. Choose Mixed Large. 

3. Mosaic immediately updates the display using the new style sheet, as shown in 
Figure 5-6. 
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r~:~~:~,~t:~~P;'., 
GNN Travel Resource Center Features 
& Columns 

llig World 
Big World is an experiment in online travel 
writing. We will be publishing the travel dispatches 
of veteran travel writer Jeff Greenwald as he 
makes his way around the world. Jeff left in J anuaty 
on a seven-month adventure using evety mode of 
transport but airplanes. While he's aw~y he'll be 

Figure 5-6. Notes From the Road formatted with Mixed Large style sheet 
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CHAPTER SIX 

USING MOSAIC FOR 
MULTIMEDIA 

What You 'II Need 

Installing a Viewer 

Getting the Big Picture 

Digital Drive-In 

Sound Waves 

M ultimedia on the Internet can be one of the most exciting uses of Mosaic. 
You can play movies and music, look at full-color images of space or 
great artwork, run scientific animations and models, display 3D graphics, 

and more. 

But Internet multimedia can sometimes be frustrating and is almost always time
consuming. The problem is that these files can be quite large. For instance, a one
minute MPEG movie can be a megabyte or more, a three-minute song might be 
four or five megabytes, and large full-color graphics are typically half a megabyte 
or so. 

How long it takes to download a file depends on the kind of network connection 
you have, how far away the server is, and how busy the network is. If you con
nect to the Internet over a modem, downloading large files will quietly drive you 
insane if you sit and stare at Mosaic's progress bar. So, when you start download
ing movie and sound files, be prepared to take a break or work in another appli
cation. 

Even so, using multimedia files on the Net can be worth the pain because the 
results can be stunning, perhaps even more so because it takes so long to get the 
files. When you bring up that full-screen version of the Mona Lisa, or sit back and 
play a four-minute track from an unsigned band, or fly through a computer
generated fractal environment ... in short, when you sit back, stare at your screen, 
and say, "Wow!" that's when you'll appreciate the full power of Mosaic. 

What You~zz Need 
While you don't need a Power PC to run Mosaic, the faster your computer, the 
happier you'll be. Speed becomes even more of an issue when you're working 
with multimedia files, but processor speed is not the only issue. For instance, how 
smoothly video plays is affected by processor speed, available memory, and disk 
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speed. 

Even with a fast machine and plenty of memory, you won't have much of a multi
media experience if you can't hear sounds or see color. So you '11 need a color Mac 
capable of displaying 256 colors. There is no need for 24-bit color, since most 
images on the Internet are only 8-bit. (If you're buying a new monitor, be sure to 
get a low-radiation model.) Most Macs come with built-in sound speakers, of 
course, but if you're planning to kick out the jams with your Mac by downloading 
loads of grunge rock, you might want to invest in external speakers. 

The hardware setup is just one part of the puzzle, though; you'll also need soft
ware programs capable of displaying various kinds of files. "Wait a minute," you 
may be saying, "I have Mosaic. What other software do I need?" 

Mosaic cannot directly display all the types of files you might want to use. Instead 
it relies on other, smaller, programs that are designed to handle specific kinds of 
files. There are different programs for graphics files, audio files, video files, and so 
on. When you download a file that Mosaic can't display by itself (basically, any
thing except HTML and text), it launches one of these programs (referred to as 
"external viewers" because they are external to Mosaic), which then displays the 
file. These viewers give Mosaic its power as a multimedia application; they make it 
possible for Mosaic to display the diversity of digital media on the Internet. 

In this chapter, we'll show you how to view full-color images, watch movies, and 
listen to sounds. We'll cover finding and downloading viewers, configuring Mosaic 
to use them properly, and getting and playing files. 

Installing a Viewer 
There's nothing special about viewer applications; you can use any Mac program 
as a viewer for the kinds of files that program handles. Since the main purpose of 
external viewers is simply to display files, rather than to do a lot of editing, it's 
best to use small programs that launch quickly and don't require a lot of memory. 

This version of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic is preconfigured to use specific programs 
as viewers for different types of files. Table 6-1 shows the viewer programs, 
appropriate file formats, and typical file extensions. Unfortunately, with the current 
version of Enhanced NCSA Mosaic, there is no easy way to configure other view
ers. You can configure viewers by using ResEdit. Instructions for editing Mosaic 
with ResEdit are online in the Mosaic Support Center. Enhanced NCSA Mosaic 2.0 
is expected to have interfaces for configuring viewers and other customization 
options. 
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Table 6-1: External Viewers and E:r:tensions 

Program File Types 
------1--

GIF images JPEGView 
)PEG image JPEGView 
MPEG video Sparkle 
QuickTime video Simple Player 
Sound files Sound Machine 

I Extensions 

.gif 

.jpeg, .jpg 

.mpeg, .mpg 

.qt, .moo, .mov 

.au, .snd, .aiff, .aifc 

The best repository of Macintosh software is the Macintosh Archive at the Univer
sity of Michigan. Because so many people access this server through ITP and 
Gopher, there are many mirror sites around the world. While Michigan does not 
offer a Web view of the archive, Martijn Koster of Nexor has created a Web se1ver 
with pointers ro all of the Michigan mirror sites. We' ll use his Macintosh Archive to 
download the external viewers that work with Mosaic. You can get there by click
ing on the link in the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist or by entering the URL 
http://www.nexor.co.uk/mac-archive/welcome.html. Figure 6-1 shows the Macin
tosh Archive home page. 

This document is pazl of The Web at NoNO! 

!rom 
• Macintosh Archive 

This i s a HypezleHtview of the Macintosh Azchive at Ui>iwrsi!Y.of Michiga...n.t' Merit: the l argest collection of 
public domain softwaze and infozma lion foz the Macintosh available on the Internet, New fil~ aze added 
zegularly. 

You can l>.~.!<..tl•• Azchi~ ozlet the sezvez seazch thzough filenames and demiptionsyouwith the [~st ~)glJ'_ 
~zd Seatch and the Mu.iliP.le .K.>ywozd Seazch, 

This sezvicenowzefezs to a ll knownminozs of the azchivewodwide; please usethemiuoz closest to you. 

Other Mac related sources 

The impzessiv ly detailed Miool...ib Mac Azchive (with lots of icons), Ba>•>M W •h si.t~wheze you can seazch the 
Umich/Mezi t indeN foz filenames only, the .SP.P.le WV.JIN $ezvez, the SUMEX Info-Mac azchive, Info-Mar. 
tlypezAzchiw CvP.hez a I MIT, and the Imp,ozial Colle~ Mac Minoxs. 

Figure 6-1 . Macintosh Archive home page 
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Getting the Big Picture 
Most of the files on the Web (aside from HTML files, of course) are graphics files. 
You may be thinking that Mosaic can already display graphics, since GNN contains 
graphics. In fact, as far as the Web is concerned, there are two kinds of graphics. 
Inline graphics are arranged on HTML pages, while linked graphics are stand
alone graphics files that require an external viewer like LVicw. There are several 
graphics formats, although GIF and )PEG are the most common on the Internet. 

GIF is an 8-bit indexed color file format, while )PEG is a compression standard for 
24-bit color. Quality depends on the level of compression, but )PEG images are 
generally better quality than GIF images. 

After you download JPEGView, you can view some of the great graphics on the 
Net. To try this, go to the Space Telescope Science Institute:-; page of recent Hubble 
Space Telescope images. The URL is http./lmarvel.stsci.edu/EPA!Recent.html. This 
page, shown in Figure 6-2, contains thumbnail images of photographs taken by 
the Hubble Space Telescope. Clicking on the image downloads a larger )PEG ver
sion of the image. There's an icon labeled GIF, which you can click on to see the 
GIF version of the image. There's also a caption icon, for seeing a text file about 
the photograph. 

Let's go ahead and get the )PEG version of the Orion Nebula. 

1. Click on the thumbnail photos. 

2. When the Save As dialog box appears, save the file to your hard disk. Make 
sure you use a jpeg extension. 

3. When the download is complete, JPEGView will launch and display the file, as 
shown in Figure 6-3. 
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Recent Observations 

The following are digital versions of pictures distributed publicly as 
press releases. The Images you see are thumbnails, small GIF 
versions of the (usually> larger images. Click on the image to see a full 

slm version In JPEG format. Click on the I to see a caption 

describing the image. Click on the 
version of the image in that format. 

or to see a full-size 

Different formats are available because they provide various 
capabilities. Note that these are prosentation pictures, not raw data 
appropriate for scientific analysis. They have been processed 

extensively, usually consist of composited multiple images and may 
have annotations su d. · 

Figure 6-2. Space Telescope Science Institute Recent Obseroations page 

JPEGView is not a full-image editing program; it is primarily designed to let you 
view )PEG and GIF images. It does offer the ability to display images as a slide 
show, and a few other neat tricks. 

Digital Drive-In 
Playing movies on your computer is one of the cooler ways to waste time at work. 
Actually, digital video has the potential to be quite useful, as well as fun. Imagine 
reading an entry from Nixon chief of staff H.R. Haldeman's diaries and being able 
to view a home movie he took on the day of the journal entry. Or learning a new 
software program and watching a movie that demonstrates a difficult function. Or 
reading an author's work and seeing an interview with him. 

These are all great uses of video on the network. There aren't many cases where 
video and text are integrated very tightly, however. Most video clips on the Inter
net are random dips of a minute or less. 
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Figure 6-3. Orion Nebula (Photo: CR. O'Dell (Rice University) and NASA) 

In Digital Drive-In, a GNN special publication, D.C. Denison explains the state of 
digital video: 

It's the Internet's final frontier: moving pictures. Every cyberspace news story, 
when they get to that inevitable 'future of the net' section, mentions the eventual 
delivery of digital video. So where is it? 

GNN decided to find out. This involved short bursts of net surfing followed by 
long stretches of downloading. (A tip for prospective Internet movie downloaclers: 
develop a time-consuming hobby, like rug weaving.) Fortunately all the searching, 
and waiting, led to a happy discovery: digital movies are already on the net in 
growing numbers. True, some of them look like animated postage stamps, but 
they have d1e spunky appeal of an embryonic art form. 

Installing Sparkle 
To play movies you get from the Net, you'll need a program that can play MPEG 
movies. Sparkle is a shareware program that p lays MPEG files and can save them 
to QuickTime format. It can't, however, play QuickTime movies. Mosaic is precon
figured to use Simple Player from Apple to play QuickTime movies. Simple Player 
is distributed with new Macintoshes and with most CO-ROMs. If you don't have 
it, you can download it from the Mac Archive, from NCSA's FTP site 
(ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu) and from Apple's FTP site (ftp.apple .com). 
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To download Sparkle, go the Mac Archive. There are three main ways to find soft
ware in the archive: you can browse a list of the entire holdings (this takes a long 
time to download); do a single-word search; or do a multiple-word search. To find 
Sparkle, click on the link for single-word search and enter "sparkle." In a little 
while, Mosaic will present a page of items that contain "sparkle" in their names. 
Figure 6-4 shows this page. 

Search Results for •sparkle· 

Directory graphics/graphicsutil 

You can browse the gG_.£2hks/.gGphicsu til di:redocy. for related files. 

spark/e21 

View files in MPEG format and save them as Quick time movies (or the reverse!); does not 
require Thread Manager, but works better if it is present; requires Quick Time 1.6. v2.1 fixes 
some memory problems and adds various other goodies. 

310 K BinHex4.0, Stufflt3.07 formats, an:hived on 7/19/94. 

Directory util/screensaver/aflerdark 

sparkler1. 0 

The screen erodes under the influence of a sparkler and its numerous sparks. Neat effect. 
Includes Pascal soun:e. 

5 K, BinHex4.0, Stufflt1.5.1 formats, archived on 12/6/92. 

mmmmmmmmmmmm• 
Figure 6-4. Sparkle search results 

You can download the program by clicking on one of the links to mirror sites of 
the Mac Archive. The first three are often busy, so click on the link for others, then 
choose the site that's physically closest to you. Under each site are three links: one 
the root directory of the FTP or Gopher site, one to the relevant directory, and one 
that directly downloads the file. In the case of Washington University in St. Louis, 
the links point to the FTP server wuarchive.wustl.edu, the directory sys
temslmadumicb .edu/grapbics/grapbicsutil, and the file sparkle2.1.sit.bqx. 

When you download the file, you '11 have a generic text file in BinHex format. 
You'll have to convert it to binary format using a utility like Stufflt or Compact Pro. 
The binary is actually a self-extracting Stufflt archive. Double-clicking on the icon 
expands the file. 
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You're not quite ready, however, because Sparkle requires the QuickTime exten
sion to be present in your system. If you already have it, great; if not you can 
download the most recent version from Apple's FfP site, ftp.apple.com, by click
ing on the appropriate link in the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist, or by entering this 
URL: ftp://ftp.apple.com/software/mac/sys.soft/quicktime. 

As of this writing, the most recent version was QuickTime 1.6.1. The file is quick
time-1-6-l.hqx. You may also want to get the technical note, quicktime-1-6-tecb
note.hqx. QuickTime, like Sparkle, is BinHexed, so you'll have to convert the file 
when you receive it. Then put the QuickTime extension into your System Folder's 
Extensions folder, and you're finally ready to start checking out MPEG movies on 
the Net. 

NOTE 

Since so many Mac files on the Internet are BinHexed, you may prefer to 
use Fetch, an FTP client for the Mac that automatically converts BinHex 
files. 

To visit the Digital Drive-In, click on the icon on the GMV Home page. Among the 
movies featured in the Digital Drive-In is some footage from the Raleigh, North 
Carolina, News and Observer's NandO.net, which integrates video with other infor
mation. The News and Observer runs a series of features called "Carolina Discover
ies," which profile different spots around the state. A story on North Carolina's 
waterfalls includes two MPEG movies of waterfalls. To see these movies, click on 
the GO button. 

This takes you to·a page with links to the two movies. This page tells you the for
mat, file size, and length of the clips. "Views of the cascading water" is a 640K 
MPEG movie that runs 28 seconds, while "The falling waters and the green forest 
create a tranquil scene" is a 480K MPEG movie that runs 24 seconds. 

As Denison notes, getting movies from the Net involves a lot of waiting, so it's 
usually better to start with smaller clips since they take less time to download. In 
this example, we'll get the "tranquil scene" video. 

When you click on the link, Mosaic asks you to save the movie on your hard disk. 
When you click OK, the download will start. 

When the download is complete, Sparkle will launch and play the movie. Figure 
6-5 shows Sparkle playing the waterfall movie. Sparkle features a very simple 
interface. MPEG movies-indeed, all movies-consist of a series of frames which 
give the illusion of motion when played quickly enough. A toolbar at the bottom 
of the window tells you how many frames are in the move and which frame 
you're currently viewing. You can start a movie by clicking on the Play icon at the 
left. The two icons on the right let you advance and go back one frame at a time. 
The slider in the middle gives a visual indication of the movie's progress. 
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V'"'·"" of the ta scadi»g~ (Mpeg 640k 28 sees) 
The f"llingw:ttets and th" gce•n fo!test create a tr""!l.uil """" (Mpeg480k24secs) 

Figure 6-5. Waterfall movie displayed in Sparkle 

Digital video is definitely not the big screen. In fact, it's the vety small screen. The 
News and Observer's Eric Harris says: "When it comes to digital video, we're sort 
of in the black-and-white TV age." 

Sound Waves 
There are all kinds of sounds available on the Internet, from music servers like the 
Internet Underground Music Archive, the U2 server and the Elvis server, to sound 
bytes from Internet Talk Radio and The Late Show with David Letterman. 

Downloading SoundMachine 
While there are many different sound file formats, the most common are Sun Ulaw 
files. Mosaic is preconfigured to use a shareware program called SoundMachine, 
which plays these files. SoundMachine 2.1 plays and records both Sun (.snd and 
.au) and Mac sound file formats (.aif.fand .aifc) . 

To get it, return to the Mac Archive and do a keyword search for "sounclmachine." 
Pick a nearby server and click o n the appropriate link to download the file. When 
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the Save As dialog box appears, choose a location on your hard disk for the file 
and click OK. This file is compressed in Compact Pro format, so you'll need Com
pact Pro to extract it. You can get Compact Pro from the Mac Archive. 

Listening to the Underground 
One of the most popular music servers on the Internet is the Internet Under
ground Music Archive, which was awarded a Best of the Net award from GNN. 
"The Net's first free hi-fi music archive," the IUMA is dedicated to promoting 
unknown and unavailable artists over the Internet. 

To use it, click on the Internet Underground Music Archive on the Mosaic Hand
book Hotlist or enter the IUMA's URL: 

http://sunsite.unc.edu/ianc/ 

When you get to the IUMA, you 'II see one of the hippest home page designs on 
the Internet, with options to check out bands by artist, label, location, song title, 
and interactively. You can also select the Fresh Catches option to listen to new 
tracks. Figure 6-6 shows the IUMA home page. 

The Fresh Catches page describes the music available and provides several links to 
various versions. There are stereo and mono versions of the whole cut, which typ
ically weigh in at 4 to 5 megabytes, as well as ·much smaller 15-second samples, 
which are .au files. 

Following the smaller-is-better rule of downloading, choose one of the smaller 
samples. Once again, Mosaic asks you to save the file and then start'i the down
load. 

When the file transfer is complete, SoundMachine launches and plays the sound 
file. Click on the Play button to play the sound. When it has finished, SoundMa
chine will quit and you can continue using Mosaic. There are other file formats 
that you may encounter on the Net that Mosaic is not configured to use. In these 
cases, you'll have to open the downloaded file directly in the application. Future 
versions of Mosaic will be easily configurable to launch various applications when 
you download files of different formats. 
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IR .. T.hemtemetJ:<apmf<JWI<e:rm>W" 
--San Funci sco Examine• 

Deth ~ Lf!iF.f!/@ SCO F omm- A!!gm. 1994 

fVlUSIG ARGHIVE , 
.. .. ' .......... ·· ....... .... ; , .. ·... .. . ..· . .. : 

I1IIJ nets Uttll 118e fii.H IRIIslc arelllve 

Wel came to IUMA. Fo• the la test infornation about us, checkout : 

Figure 6-6. Internet Underground music Archive home page 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CREATING HTML DOCUMENTS 
Tbe Power of Hypertext 

The Hypertext Theory of Relativity 

Getting Started 

Writing HTML 
Creating Your Own Home Page 

Using HTML Editor to Create Documents 

Resources 

So far in this book we've talked about viewing other people's World Wide 
Web pages. Now we're going to turn the tables and show you how to create 
your own Web pages. It's not something that requires programming experi

ence or any special skills. All you need is access to a Web server on the Internet 
(one that uses the HTIP protocol) and the ability to tag text files according to the 
HTML specification. 

Writing HTML documents is actually pretty easy. You can create them using any 
editor that can save files in plain ASCII text format. Most word processors can 
write ASCII files, and nearly every text editor writes ASCII files normally. 

Unfortunately, there are relatively few tools that help in the process. One of them 
is Mosaic itself, which lets you preview HTML pages located on your local system. 
Another is HTML Editor, an editor for writing HTML. We'll discuss both of these 
programs in this chapter. 

We'll also go through the standard HTML tags in some detail. While we won't 
cover every aspect of HTML, we will cover the most common and important tags. 
You may not be an expert by the time you finish with this chapter, but you will be 
able to write sophisticated documents for the Web. 

The Power of Hypertext 
The Web adds a new dimension to writing documents-building hypertext links 
that connect one document or topic to another. Hypertext is a powerful way to 
help users navigate through information. To understand just how powerful, think 
about the way we navigate through printed books. There's a table of contents that 
describes the content of each chapter; an index that tells you where specific refer
ences are located; footnotes and annotations that refer to other sections of the 
book or to other works; and finally there's the body of the book itself, which (with 
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the exception of mystery novels) people often flip through and scan for informa
tion that catches their eye. 

Hypertext incorporates all these modes of navigating and adds the instant gratifica
tion of seeing a referenced work or section immediately. Within the pages of a 
hypertext server, an author can point to other pages of general content, point to 
specific information, let users jump to other works, and let them move through a 
collection of information in either a linear or nonlinear way. 

In many cases, Web documents are multimedia documents with graphics, sound, 
and video files, as well as text. This presents the author with yet another 
question-how to combine and present all of these media in a unified document. 

Almost all servers have a home page, a front door to the server that provides links 
to other documents. A home page is a place where you can assert your identity, 
explain the purpose and scope of your server, and set up links to other docu
ments. Later in this chapter, we'll work on creating your own home page. 

The Hypertext Theory of Relativity 
HTML is the markup language for World Wide Web documents. A subset of SGML 
(Standard Generalized Markup Language), HTML is a standardized language for 
creating formatted hypertext documents. It lets you perform two main tasks: defin
ing hypertext anchors and links, and describing the format of the document. 

Formatting is defined only in rather general, often relative terms. HTML does not 
tell Mosaic, for example, "Make this line 36 point Palatino." It simply identifies the 
text as a heading, and Mosaic uses that description to format and display the text. 

The reason that HTML describes documents in general rather than specific terms is 
that there is no single World Wide Web browser that everyone uses. There are sev
eral different browsers, and more are likely to be developed in the future. What 
they have in common is that they are all able to display HTML documents. But 
they all do it differently. 

The differences between browsers tend to reflect the limitations of different com
puting environments. For instance, Mosaic runs in a graphical user interface, so it 
can display graphics, type styles, and point sizes. Lynx is for character-based envi
ronments, so it makes do with more limited formatting capabilities. Some future 
computer platform might translate all text into spoken words, and a browser for 
that system might read plain text in a calm voice and headings in hearty yells. 

In addition, not all users have the same set of fonts, so a document that specifies 
Palatino for headlines might use Courier on a system that doesn't include Palatino. 
That's a common problem when users try to share files, and it's one that HTML 
avoids by leaving the formatting to the browser. 
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The basic philosophy of HTML is that authors need not be concerned with the 
way the document will look; that's the job of the browser. If the file is tagged cor
rectly, each browser will display the document to the best of its abilities. 

Getting Started 
You already have the most important tool for writing HTML-Mosaic itself. You 
can use Mosaic to preview documents on your local system by using the Open 
Local command. This works just like the Open command in any Windows pro
gram: it launches a dialog box that lets you open a file on your computer. Since 
you're working on local files, this is one time you don't have to be on the network 
to use Mosaic. 

You can also access local files with the Open URL command. In this case, you 
need to use the following syntax: 

File:///c:/dir/subdir/filename 

Note that the URL uses slashes, not backslashes. 

As we go through examples in this chapter, you can try writing your own HTML 
documents and previewing them in Mosaic. Remember to save your work as text 
files and to use the extension .html. 

Let's take a look at a real-world document. Here is the HTML document that 
describes the What's Up in GNN page: 

<H'IML><HEAD> 
<TITLE>What Is Up in GNN</TITLE> 
<IHEAD><BODY> 
<A HREF="/gnn/wel/welcome.html"> 
<!MJ ALT= "Global Network Navigator--Charting the Internet" 
SRC=•fgnn/graphics/HOME.gif"></A> 
<P> 
<!MJ ALT="What's Up?" SRC="/gnn/graphics/wu.xl:Jn•> 
<UL> 
<LI>The 
<A HREF=" /gnn/meta/finance/index.htrnl ">Personal Finance Center</ A> 
brings readers 
<A HREF=•fgnn/meta/finance/feat/foreclosure.htrnl"><B>Real Estate 
Foreclosures</B></A>, 
a feature article from the Brookfield Economics Institute 
discussing the n ins and outs n of foreclosure for b.lyers and sellers 
alike. 
<P> 
</BODY></H'IML> 

If that looks discouraging, don't worry. It's really not that bad. In fact, once you 
get the vocabulary down, HTML is quite!! simple beast to master. As you can see 
from the GNN example above, you can create highly sophisticated documents 
using HTML. 
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There are three basic conventions of the HTML language, and once you under
stand them, writing HTML is a breeze. These conventions are tags, attributes, and 
URLs. 

Tags 
The most basic element in an HTML document is a tag, which is usually bracketed 
by the "less than" and "greater than" signs, <and>. Tags often come in pairs and 
surround text, much like quotation marks, with one tag starting the action and 
another tag ending it. Ending tags look just like starting tags except for a slash 
mark preceding the tag name within the brackets. For instance, <Hl> is the starting 
tag for a top-level headline and </Hl> is the ending tag. Here's a simple example 
of how tags are used in HTML: 

<TITLE>This is the title</TITLE> 
<Hl>This is a headline</Hl> 
This is plain text. 

Some tags work by themselves without ending tags. These tags usually identify 
special characters or tell the browser to insert something. For instance, the tag 
&amp; represents the ampersand (&). Often tags are nested inside one another. 
Some tags accept nesting while others do not. Nesting is often used with lists to 
create an outline format. 

Finally, tags are exclusive, not additive. Two tags can't be added together to create 
a hybrid effect. Each tag has its own formatting, completely independent of nearby 
tags. For instance, if you have a sentence in italic (using the <I> tag) and want to 
put a word or two in bold italic, you might think that just placing the bold tags 
( <B> and </B>) around the words would work: 

<I>An italic sentence with <B>bold-italic </B>type.</I> 

It doesn't. Each subsequent tag supersedes the previous tags, so you get regular 
bold, not bold-italic: 

An italic sentence with bold-italic type. 

Combining the tags (<BI>) doesn't work for the same reason. In fact, there really 
is no way to call out bold-italic type in HTML. 

Attributes 
With some tags, you need to use attributes to define exactly how the action will 
work. These attributes vary from tag to tag. They are like multiple-choice ques
tions; there are several possible answers, or values, for each attribute. The syntax 
for using attributes is: 

<TAG ATI'RIBUTE="VAUJE" > 
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In this chapter, we'll talk about the most important attributes for each of the tags, 
but we won't necessarily cover all of them. Refer to Appendix B, HTML Reference 
Guide, for more information about these attributes. 

URLs 

Attributes are often used to specify files as links. To specify a file, use the docu
ment's URL as the value of an attribute. For example, IMG, the tag used to include 
a graphic or figure, takes the attribute SRC (for "source") to indicate which file to 
use. In this case, the document's URL is the value of SRC: 

<IMG SRC="http://gnn.cam/graphics/HOME.gif•> 

For a more detailed discussion of URLs, see Chapter 2, Getting Started with Mosaic. 

Writing HTML 
There are two steps in creating a page for the Web-formatting the document and 
building links to other files. To get started, let's go through a simple HTML docu
ment. Below is the HTML document for the home page of a fictional server about 
the Marx Brothers comedy team. Figure 7-1 shows how the page appears in 
Mosaic. 

The Marx Brothers Web Server 

Welcome Matte :Bxothe:rs Fans! 

Get Iniom~ation About The :B:rotheu :By-Clicking On Thei:r Names: 

g!OUQIO 

HARm 

Figure 7-1. Marx Brothers home page 

<H'IML> 
<HEAD> 

<TITLE>The Marx Brothers Heme Page</TITLE></HFAD> 
<BODY> 
<Hl>The Marx Brothers Web Server</Hl> 
Welcane Marx Brothers Fans! 
<HR> 

Get Infonnation About The Brothers By Clicking On Their Names: 
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<P><A HREF="groucho. html•>GROOCHO</A> 
<P><A HREF="harpo.html ">HARPO</A> 
<P><A HREF::::"chico.html ">CHICO</ A> 
<P><A HREF::::"zeppo.html ">ZEPPO</A> 

</BODY></H'IML> 

Identification Tags 
An HTML document consists of several tags that give information to the browser 
but don't actually affect the content. These tags give the title of the document and 
tell the browser when the header starts and ends, when the body starts and ends, 
and so on. 

Document identifier tag 

<HTML> and </HTML> 

The Marx Brothers document opens with the <HIML> tag. <HTML> is the opening 
tag for all Web documents. It tells the Web browser that this is in fact an HTML 
document and not some other structured document. </HTML> marks the end of the 
document. Note that everything else in the document is nested inside these two 
tags. In fact, Mosaic and most other browsers do not insist on the use of these 
tags, but using them may prove to be more important in the future. 

Header 

<HEAD> and </HEAD> 

While there are actually several elements that can be included in the header, the 
only important one is the title. 

Title 

<TITLE> and </TITLE> 

The title is the name of the document as it appears in the browser's title window, 
history list, and hotlist. The title tag is part of the header, so it needs to be within 
the two header tags. 

There are a few technical rules worth mentioning here: 

• There may only be one title in any document. 

• The title cannot contain anchors (explained later), paragraph marks, or text for
matting. 

• The title is not normally displayed in the text of a document itself, although the 
opening heading could consist of the same text as the title. 
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• While there is technically no limit to the length of a title, it's a good idea to 
keep it less than 64 characters. This is because some browsers may truncate it 
in window titles, menus, and hotlists. 

• Each document within the collection of documents should have a unique title. 

• The title should describe the page out of context. That is, it should refer to the 
whole collection of documents, not just a specific document. You can imagine 
how confusing it would be if you followed a hypertext link only to arrive at a 
page labeled merely "Home Page." 

In the following example, the title is nested within the header tags, which in turn 
are nested within the document identifier tags. The ellipsis represents the body of 
the document, which is itself nested within the HTML tags. 

<HlML> 

<HEAD> 
<'l'ITLE>The Marx Brothers Hane Page 
</TITLE> 

</HEAD> 

</H'IML> 

Body identifier 

<BODY> and </PIJDY> 

We're almost ready to start writing the document, but there is one more technical 
item. The <BODY> tag indicates that we're ready to start the actual document. Now, 
you might think that since we explicitly ended the header, the Web browser would 
be able to tell where the body starts, but HTML calls for an explicit tag to start the 
body. In fact, Mosaic and other browsers don't insist on the use of the body tag, 
but again, it's a good practice and may be important to future browsers. 

Crafting the Page: Formatting Text 
HTML provides a number of ways to control the visual presentation of text on the 
screen. While it doesn't provide precise control over the placement of text and 
graphics, it does enable you to specify a great deal about the way your page is 
structured. 

Headings 

<Hl> and </Hl> . . . <H6> and </H6> 

There are six levels of headings, with <Hl> having the most emphasis and <H6> 
having the least. Exactly how these headings are displayed is up to the different 
browsers. Mosaic displays <Hl> in large bold text, while Lynx puts the header text 
in all caps and centers it. The other header elements, <H2> through <H6>, are of 
gradually reduced emphasis. 
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Don't use header elements below <H3>, because the d isplay of rhese minor levels 
is nororiously inconsistent between browsers; a small but readable header in one 
browser may be indecipherable in anorher. More importantly, if you feel the need 
to have more than three levels of info rmation, consider breaking the document up 
into several smaller documents and linking the documents ro each orher. Each 
document could then have its own <Hl> element. 

In the following example, we've added tl1e body tag, an <Hl> header, and some 
plain text. The text between the <Hl> tags is the first thing tl1e user will see. 
Viewed in Mns;~ ic, it wi ll be the biggest text on the page. <Hl> indicates the start 
of the heading text and </Hl> indicates the end of it. The next line of text has no 
fo rmatting codes, so it is presented as regular text. Figure 7-2 is a screen shor of 
this page in Mosaic. 

The Marx Brothers Web Server 

Welcome Matx Btotheu Fans! 

Figure 7- 2. Document with an <Hl> heading and p lain text viewed in Mosaic 

<H'IML> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>The Marx Brothers Heme Page 
</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<80DY> 

<Hl>The Marx Brothers Web Server 
</Hl> 
Welcane Marx Brothers fans! 

B-reaking paragraphs and lines 

As far as HTML is concerned, tl1e only rhing you can do with a keyboard is type 
text. It does not respond to even rudimentary formatting techniques, such as enter
ing carriage returns or extra spaces. To format text, even to indicate the beginning 
of a new paragraph, you must use tags. In this section, we'll discuss the tags that 
let you contro l the structure of text on the page. Note that these tags do not 
require ending tags. 
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Paragraphs <P> 
The paragraph tag starts a new paragraph. Since carriage returns are ignored, you 
could simply place paragraph tags at the appropriate place in a block of text, like 
this: 

Paragraph one. <P>Paragraph two. <P>Paragraph three. 

or you could insert returns to make it easier for you to visualize the page, like this: 

Paragraph one. 
<P> 
Paragraph two. 
<P> 
Paragraph three. 

The result would be the same-three separate paragraphs. Exactly how those 
paragraphs would be displayed would, of course, be up to the individual 
browsers. Most browsers insert space after a paragraph, so there's no need for 
more than one paragraph tag. In fact you'll want to keep an eye out for redundant 
paragraph tags, as some browsers (Lynx, for instance) will insert space for every 
paragraph tag. Mosaic, on the other hand, ignores extra paragraph tags. 

Line Breaks <BR> 
What do you do if you want to break a line but you don't want to start a new 
paragraph? Simple. Use <BR> for a line break. This tag starts a new line but doesn't 
format a new paragraph. It is commonly used to format a block of text, such as an 
address: 

Name<BR> 
Address<BR> 
Phone Number 
<P> 

Rules <HR> 
To make a horizontal rulel don't make the mistake of just typing a bunch of under
line characters. Because various browsers may be set up for different line widths, 
this may create unattractive effect'i for some users. Instead, use <HR>. It causes a 
paragraph break and draws a horizontal rule across the screen. 

In the following example, we've added paragraph tags, line break tags, and a hori
zontal rule to the Marx Brothers Home Page. Figure 7-3 shows the display of this 
document in Mosaic. There are three separate paragraphs on this page. Note that 
no paragraph tag is used before the horizontal rule because the <HR> tag automati
cally starts a new paragraph. 

<H'IML> 

<HEAD> 
<TITLE>The Marx Brothers Home Page</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<Hl>The Marx Brothers web Server</Hl> 
Welcome Marx Brothers fans! 
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<P>This server takes as its philosophy Groucho ' s opening song from 
"Horse Feathers• : 
<P>"vlhatever it is, I ' m against it<BR> 
No matter whose it is or who ccmnenced it,<BR> 
I ' m against it!" 
<HR> 

The Marx Brothers Web Server 

Welcome MatH Btotheu Faml 

This se:rvet takes a.s its philosophy G!oucho' s opening sang born "Hou e F ea. thm" o 

"Whatever it is, I'm against it 
Noma.ltet whose it is or who commenced it, 
I'm against i t!" 

Figure 7- 3. Document with paragraphs, line breaks, and horizontal tule viewed in Mosaic 

Lists and glossaries 

The list and glossary tags can be powerful because they allow for fairly sophisti
cated formatting through simple tags. Lists are a good illustration of the power of 
HTML because they let the author generally indicate the nature of the information, 
while the browsers take care of the exact format. 

Lists are simply paragraphs, sentences, phrases, or single words presented in an 
itemized format. The re are several kinds of lists. The most commonly used ones 
are ordered lists and unordered lists. Glossaries have a structure in which each 
item is a term followed by a definition. The terms are usually short items, while 
the definitions can be several paragraphs in length. Both glossaries and lists can be 
nested. 

Lists 
Entries in unordered lists are preceded by bullets. Entries in ordered lists are pre
ceded by numbers in ascending order. Lists start with an opening tag (<UL> for 
unordered lists, <OL> for ordered lists) and end with a closing tag. Each item in the 
list is preceded by the <LI> tag, which does not require a closing tag. The syntax 
for an unordered list is: 

<UL> 
<Ll>Text 
<Ll>Text 

</UL> 

This example shows an unordered list in HTML, and Figure 7-4 shows the list dis
played in Mosaic. 
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Here is a list of the Marx Brothers' Pararrount films: 
<UL> 
<LI>The Coconuts (1929) 
<LI>Animal Crackers (1930) 
<LI>Monkey Business (1931) 
<LI>Horse Feathers (1932) 
<LI>D.lck Soup (1933) 
</UL> 

He1e is a list of the Ma1K B1otheu' Paumount films: 
\ The Cocoanuts (1929) 

Animal C1acke1S (1930) 
Monkey Business (1931) 
Hom F ea thm (1932) 
Duck Soup (1933) 

Figure 7-4. An unordered list viewed in Mosaic 

Creating HTML Documents 

The syntax is very similar for ordered lists, with just the opening and closing tags 
changing: 

<OL> 
<LI>Text 
<LI>Text 

</OL> 

Figure 7-5 shows what the previous example looks like in Mosaic if we use an 
ordered list instead of an unorde red one. 

He1e is a list of the Ma1K B10theu' Puamount films: 
1 The Cocoanuts (1929) 
2 Animal C1ackeu (1930) 
3 Monkey Business (1931) 
4 Hom Featheu (1932) 
5 Duck Soup (1933) 

Figure 7-5. An ordered list viewed in Mosaic 

Both ordered and unordered lists can be nested to create an outline format, and 
both kinds of lists can be combined within a larger list. For instance, the follow
ing example gives a table of contents for a book about the Marx Brothers in which 
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unordered lists are nested within an ordered list. Figure 7-6 shows the list as 
viewed in Mosaic. 

<Hl>Table of Contents</H1> 
<OL> 
<LI>Vaudeville Days 

<UL> 
<LI>Fun in Hi Skule 
<LI>Mr. Green's Reception 
<LI>Hane Again 
</UL> 

<LI>On Broadway 
<UL> 
<LI>I'll Say She Is (1924) 
<LI>The Coconuts ( 1925) 
<LI>Animal Crackers ( 1928) 
</UL> 

<LI>The Pararrount Films 
<UL> 

</OL> 

<LI>The Coconuts (1929) 
<LI>Animal Crackers (1930) 
<LI>Monkey Business (1931) 
<LI>Horse Feathers ( 1932) 
<LI>Duck Soup (1933) 
</UL> 

Table of Contents 

Vaudeville Days 
Fun in Hi Skule 

• Ml. Gleen1s Reception 
Home Again 

OnBxoadway 
• I'll Say She Is (1924) 
• The Cocoanuts (1925) 
• Animal C:xacJ<exs (1928) 

3 The Pa:xamount Films 
• The Cocoanuts (1929) 

Animal C:xackeu (1930) 
• Mml<ey Business (1931) 
• Houe Featheu (1932) 
• Duck Soup (1933) 

Figure 7-6. Table of Contents with nested lists, viewed in Mosaic 
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Glossaries 
As mentioned earlier, glossaries consist of terms, which are usually shorr, and 
longer descriptions, which are indented in Mosaic. Glossaries use four tags: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

<DL> to starr the glossary 

<DI'> for the main entry or term 

<DD> for the descriptive paragraph, or definition 

</DL> to e nd the glossa1y 

The syntax is: 

<DL> 
<Dr>Term One 
<DD>Definition of Term One. 
<DI'>Term 'J\..u 

<DD>Definition of Term 'J\..u . 

</ DL> 

The following example gives the HTML for a two-item glossary. Figure 7-7 shows 
how the glossary is presented in Mosaic. 

<H2>Marx Brothers Film SUntnaries</H2> 
<DL> 
<DI'> ' The Coconuts" (1929) 
<DD>Their first film, for Paramount, puts the brothers in Florida during 
the land boan of the 1920s . I t features the famous 'Why a Duck? ' routine 
with Groucho and Chico. 
<DI'>' Animal Crackers• (1930) 
<DD>Like "The Coconuts, • based on a Broadway show of the sarre narre , 
• Animal Crackers • features Groucho as captain Spaulding, the African explorer . 
<P>It boasts the classic l ine: "One rooming I shot an elephant in my pajamas. 
How he got in my pajamas, I don't know. • 
</DL> 

Marx Brothers Film Summaries 

"The Cocoanuts (1929) 
Theiz fiut film, foz P:uamoi.O'I!, puts the bzotheu in Flozida dwingtheland boom of the 1920's. It 
featwes the famous "Why a Duck?" xoutinewith Gxoucho and Chico. 

11 Animal Cxackexs" (1930) 
Like "The Cocoanuts)' based on a Bxoadwayshow of th e same name, 11 Animal Czackexs" featwes 
Gxoucho as Captain Spaulding. the Ahican eHploJe%. 

It boasts the classic l ine: "One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How h e got in my 
pajamas, I don't know." 

Figure 7- 7. HT!\tfl glossary as viewed in Mosaic 
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Note that <P> can be used within definitions to create multiple paragraphs. Other 
formatting tags, except the heading tags, can also be used. You can nest ordered 
and unordered lists within a glossary. For example, you could include an outline 
(which could include many nested lists) within a glossary definition. 

Text attt"ibutes 

<EM> and </EM> 
<STRONG> and </STRONG> 
<B> and </B> 
<I > and </I> 
<U> and </U> 

The re are two kinds of tags for text attributes in HTML-physical styles (bold, 
italic, underline) and logical styles, which let the author format based on his inten
tions rather than having to specify the exact look of the text. The primary logical 
styles are <EM> (for emphasized text) and <STRONG> (for even more emphasized 
text). The idea is that emphasized text is visually louder than plain text and 
stronger text is louder still , as shown below: 

This is very inportant: <EM>Always l ock the door when you leave . </EM> 
<STRCN3>Always. </STRCN3> 

Figure 7-8 shows how this is presented in Mosaic. 

This isvexy impo>lanl : Alway:< l « k t.hn!twwlum J•W.I J~ar . .,., Always. 

Figure 7-8. EM and STRONG types viewed in Mosaic 

As a rule, you should use <EM> and <STROID> instead of the physical styles (<B>, 
<I>, and <U>). This is because every browser understands these tags and interprets 
them in a relative, rather than absolute, way. That is, while different browsers dis
play <EM> and <STRONG> differently, they will all display <EM> text as louder than 
plain text and <STRO.'K;> text as louder than <EM> text. 

In X Mosaic and Windows Mosaic, text tagged with <EM> displays in italic, and text 
tagged as <STRONG> displays in bold. Mac Mosaic underlines the emphasized te>..1: 
and puts strong text in bold . Lynx underl ines emphasized text and does the same 
for strong text. 

As for underlining- don't. Underlined text is too easily confused with hypertext 
links, which are often underlined. 
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Preformatted text 

<PRE> and </PRE> 

Sometimes you want to control exactly the way text will look. You can do that 
(within limitations) by using the <PRE> tag. Preformatted text always appears in a 
monospaced font like Courier, and unlike with other HTML text, carriage returns 
and extra spaces work. For these reasons, many people use preformatted text for 
tables, like this: 

<PRE> 
Title Date 
A Night at the Opera 1937 
A Day at the Races 1938 
At the Circus 1939 
Go West 1940 
The Big Store 1941 
</PRE> 

You can use most other tags, including hypertext links, within preformatted text. 

Address format 

<ADDRESS> and </ADDRESS> 

This tag was originally intended as a format for contact information at the bottom 
of a page, but you can use it whenever you want to set a paragraph such as a date 
apart from the rest of the page. Text appears in italics. 

Special characters 

What do you do when you want to use characters that have special meanings in 
HTML? There are four such characters: 

• < (the left angle bracket) 

• > (the right angle bracket) 

• & (ampersand) 

• " (quote marks) 

HTML includes character combinations, called escape sequences, to represent 
these characters in an HTML document. They are: 

• &lt; (the escape sequence for <) 

• &gt; (the escape sequence for>) 

• &amp; (the escape sequence for &) 

• &quat; (the escape sequence for ") 
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It is important to note that escape sequences are case-sensitive, unlike all other 
HTML tags. There are many more escape sequences for non-ASCII characters. 
Some of the more common ones are: 

• &ouml; (the escape sequence for a lowercase o with an umlaut) 

• &ntilde; (the escape sequence for a lowercase n with a tilde) 

• &Egrave; (the escape sequence for an uppercase E with a grave accent) 

Weaving Threads: Anchor Links 

<A> and </A> 

Now for the fun part-creating anchors and hypertext links. As discussed earlier, 
links are the way that users are guided through a body of hypertext information. 
In the parlance of HTML, an anchor is the hypertext itself-the element that the 
user selects in order to go to the linked document. An anchor can be a word, a 
phrase, a picture, an icon, or anything that can be displayed on an HTML page. 
The linked item, that is, the place the user goes after clicking on the anchor, can 
be any file-not just another HTML document, but also a Gopher menu, a WAIS 
database, an ITP site, etc. For the sake of simplicity, however, we'll talk primarily 
about linking HTML documents together. 

Linking to other documents 

By now you're quite familiar with how to recognize and use hypertext links. In 
this section, you'll learn how to create them. We'll start by discussing how to link 
to other documents on your computer; then we'll move on to linking to other doc
uments on the Internet. 

You'll probably start out writing your documents on your Mac, but at some point, 
you'll need to move your files over to an HTTP server to make them available on 
the Web. For that reason, it's a good idea to use only filenames in your links, not 
directory names, since your files will have a different path on the server than they 
do on your Mac. 

First, create an anchor using the anchor tag <A> and the HREF attribute. The 
anchor tag tells the browser, "Make the following text a hypertext anchor," and 
HREF tells it, "Link the anchor to this file." Here's the syntax: 

<A HREF'=" filename">HYPERTEXT</A> 

Consider the original Marx Brothers home page shown in Figure 7-9. The mouse 
is positioned over the word GROUCHO, which is displayed as a hypertext anchor. 
At the bottom of the screen Mosaic displays the name of the file that is linked to 
this anchor. Here is the HTML that causes Mosaic to display GROUCHO as a 
hypertext anchor. 
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<A HREF=•groucho.html">Groucho</A> 

Welcome Me. .. Brothers Fans! 

Get Information About The Brothers By Clicking On Their Names: 

GR..0UC~ 

HARro 

CHICO 

2EF'F'O 

Figure 7-9. Hypertext links displayed in status bar in Mosaic 

This line says: Make the word GROUCHO an anchor that links to the file grou
cho.html. In this case, the file is on the same computer and in the same d irectory 
as the active page, so we only gave the filename. But we could link to a file in 
another directory on the same computer, or to another computer on the Internet. 

Let's add to this page a hypertext anchor that links to a document on another 
server. To do this, we need to give the URL of the linked file. The hypertext will 
say, "Learn more about the 1930s," and will link to the home page of a collection 
of documents about the 1930s that exists on a computer called college.edu. Here's 
the HTML: 

<A HREF="http: //college .edu/USHistory/1930s/HamePage .html">Learn 
more about the 1930s</A> 

When users click on the anchor, they are connected to college.edu and the linked 
page is displayed. 

When creating links, remember that you can link to any file, not just an HTML 
page. You can create links to video, audio, graphic, or CAD files. The only proviso 
is that users need to have external viewers to handle these fi les, so you'll probably 
want to stick to the common formats. See Chapter 6, Using Mosaic for Multimedia 
for more on file formats. 

Naming anchors 

Another feature of the anchor tag is the ability to name anchors. This is a helpful 
navigation technique for large documents. By linking to a named anchor, you can 
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take the user right to a specific part of the page, as illustrated in Figure 7-10. 
While, in theory, you could link to a named anchor o n another server, it's much 
more common to use names within your own server or within a s ingle page . 

.---i • Sab)ect A 

---l • SubJect a 
1----i• Subject C 

• Sab)ectA 

• SUbJectS 

• Sab)ectC 

Figure 7-10. Hypertext used lo link lo le:xl wilhin a documenl 

Le t's say you want to set up an anchor to link GROUCHO to an essay late r in the 
same page. The first step is to set up a name for the linked text, using the NAME 
attribute with the <A> tag. The syntax is: 

<A NAME= •name • >TEXT</ A> 

Here's how we would name the essay about Groucho: 

<A NAME='grouchobio'><B>Groucho Marx: A Life</ B></A><P> 
Groucho Marx was famous for quick wit, a greasepaint mustache and 
eyebrows, and a big cigar. He and his brothers were the preeminent canedians 
of film in the 1930s. While Harpe and Chico made a legendacy slapstick duo, 
often quoting the vocal::ulary of vaudeville and burlesque in their routines, 
Groucho was without doubt the star of the show. The Marx Brothers started 
in burlesque and by the mid-20s were the t oast of New York in the Broadway 
shows 'The Coconuts" and "Animal Crackers ." Those plays were brought to the 
screen as very early talkies in 1929 and 1930. Their film career was 
effectively over by the early '40s but Groucho managed a comeback as host of 
the game show "You Bet Your Life" in the 1950s . 
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Note that we only named the title of the essay, but we could have named the 
entire essay, since it is fairly short. Since the hypertext anchor will take us to the 
beginning of the essay, there's really no point in naming the entire thing. 

Now that we've named the paragraph, we can link to it from earlier in the page: 

Welcome Mazx Brothers fans! 
<HR> 

Get infonnation about the brothers by clicking on their names: 
<P><A HREF=a#grouchobio•> Groucho</A> 

The last line of the above code now says: Make GROUCHO an anchor and, when 
the user clicks on it, link to the text named "grouchobio." 

Any text can be named, even another anchor. Remember that NAME is an attribute, 
just like HREF. Here's the syntax for naming text that is also a hypertext anchor: 

<A HREF="linked file" NAME="#narne">H;ypertext anchor</A> 

Inserting graphics 

<IM:;> 

The combination of graphics and text is one of the things that make the World 
Wide Web so interesting. In our Marx Brothers server, we could include photos of 
the brothers, stills from their films, and so on. 

There are two ways to present graphics in the World Wide Web-inline graphics 
(those that appear within the page) and linked graphics (stand-alone files reached 
by links). HTML only supports the XBM and GIF file formats for inline graphics; 
however, if you link to a graphics file, it\can be in any format-provided that 
users have the external viewers with which to view them. The most common file 
formats are ]PEG and GIF; it's probably a good idea to convert graphics to one of 
those formats. (Chapter 6 has more information about file formats and viewers.) 

The tag for inserting an inline graphic is <IMG>. Since the tag doesn't refer to text, 
there's no end tag involved. This tag always requires a source attribute (SRC), 
which defines the name of the file to insert. The value for the SRC attribute can be 
any URL. The URL can point to a GIF or XBM file on any computer on the Inter
net, although it's probably safer to maintain inline graphics files locally, just in case 
the other computer is inaccessible. 

There are two other attributes that can be included in the tag: 

• ALIGN specifies how graphics and/or text should align. The values are 'IDP, 
MIDDLE, and BOI'IQ.f. They tell the browser to align nearby text with the top, 
middle, or bottom of the graphic. 

• ALT defines some alternate text to be used in case a browser cannot display 
graphics. This is important for users of non-graphical browsers such as Lynx. 
If the graphic is an integral part of your content, you'll want to be sure to spec
ify some alternate text. 
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Let's say we want to insert a photo of Groucho before his name and have the 
accompanying text line up with the bottom of the image. For Lynx users, we'll dis
play the phrase "[Photo of Groucho Marx]." Here's the tag: 

<IM3 SRC="groucho.gifD ALIGN=EOI'KM ALT=" [Photo of Groucho Marx]"> 

Inserting graphics as anchors 

We can also insert a graphic and make it an anchor for a hypertext link. Here the 
photo of Groucho is an anchor to the specified file: 

<A HREF="marxbros.html "><IM3 SRC="groucho.gif" ALIGN=BOI"'KM></A> 

One common use of graphics as anchors is for custom bullets. Instead of using an 
unordered list, which uses bullets, you can put postage-stamp size graphics in 
front of text and have them do double duty as custom bullets and hypertext links. 
It's a good way to give your page some personality. If you wanted to use a picture 
of Groucho as a linked bullet, for instance, you might write: 

<P><A HREF="filel.html"><IMG SRC="groucho.gif" ALIGN=BOTTOM></A>Information 
about Groucho's life 
<P><A HREF=" file2 .html "><IM3 SRC="groucho.gif" ALIGN=BOTTOM></A>Information 
about Groucho's family 
<P><A HREF="file3 .html "><IM3 SRC="groucho.gif" ALIGN=BOTTOM></A>Information 
about Groucho's work 

Figure 7-11 shows how this list looks in Mosaic. 

Information about Gloucho1 s life 

Information about Gloucho's family 

Information about Gloucho1s vw1k 

Fip,u re 7-11. Custom bullets used as hypertext anchors 
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Creating Your Own Home Page 
If first impressions really are the most important, you'll want to pay particular 
attention to your home page. The home page is the first document users come to 
when they contact your server. It introduces users to your service, tells them what 
kind of information they'll find, and provides links to documents on your server or 
others. Beyond that there really are no rules for home pages. Companies, colleges, 
publications, scientists, students ... they all have Web servers on the Internet, with 
very different home pages. In this section, we'll take a look at some of the differ
ent home pages out there and discuss how you can make the right impression. 

A personal home page occupies a unique niche on the World Wide Web: it repre
sents the Web at its most basic and at its most eccentric. We can lay the blame for 
this multiple-personality disorder on evolution. From its simple text-based roots in 
CERN, the WWW home page has rapidly grown into a flexible self-publishing tool. 
It can now serve as anything from a conservative, professional-looking front door 
on the Net, to a medium of personal expression that intersects with autobiogra
phy, e-zines, and science fiction. 

What should you put in your home page? Here are a few thoughts about different 
approaches (with the linked servers shown in brackets), taken from GNN's Neti
zens feature, written by D.C. Denison: 

Be Professional: 
I graduated from Utah State University [USU) with a degree in Music [Internet 
Underground Music Archives], and now I work with the Global 
Network Navigator [GNN). 

Wax Literary: 
It was a dark and stormy night [weather server). Nancy Drew leaned back in 
her trusty '62 T-bird [rec.auto.classic) and turned the radio dial to KKSF [SF 
radio station Web site). 

Get Up Close and Personal: 
I live with an amazing standard poodle named Willie [picture of Willie], and 
love to ponder the meaning of life [philosophy gopher) while watching 
basketball [GNN Sports Page). 

Be an Information Kiosk: 
Here is a list of all the free Mac software on the Net [Internet Computer 
Index), all the online guides to cyberspace [GNN Gold Mine), and a list of all 
the Internet bicycle information [cycling gopher). 

The attitude you decide on will tell you a lot about the other aspects of designing 
your page. If you're creating a professional page, you'll want your photograph to 
be professional and your links to be clearly identified. If you're being more per
sonal, you can embed lots of links within text, make inside jokes, show off your 
homemade computer art, and so on. 
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To help you get started with that first home page, here are a couple of templates. 
All you need to do is fill in the blanks, and you're off and running. This template 
is the HTML for a generic personal home page. It uses an inline image, unordered 
lists, and some links, as well as the <ADDRESS> tag. 

<HIML><HF.AD> 
<TITLE>YourName's Home Page</TI'I'LE></HEAD><BODY> 
<Hl>YourName's Home Page</Hl> 
<IMG SRC="YourPicture.gif"> picture title 
<H2>Where I work/go to school</H2> 
I work at <A HREF="URL here">eOI'I'Q;)a!ly/school narne</A>. 
<H2>Hobbies</H2> 
<UL> 
<LI>description 
<LI>description 
<LI>description 
</UL> 
<H2>Personal Hot List</H2> 
<UL> 
<LI><A HREF="URL here•>description</A> 
<LI><A HREF="URL here•>description</A> 
<LI><A HREF="URL here•>description</A> 
</UL> 
<ADDRESS>YourNarne (YourEmailAddress@host. danain) </ADDRESS> 
</BODY></H'IML> 

You can fill this out and use it as your home page or customize it as you wish. 
Figure 7-12 shows a filled-out version of this page. The following template is a 
somewhat more complex form, featuring custom bullets in glossaries, as well as 
inline images and plenty of links. Try filling out this template and previewing the 
results in Mosaic. 

<H'IML><HEAD> 
<TITLE>M¥ Favorite Things</TITLE></HEAD> 
<BODY> 
<Hl>These Are a Few of My Favorite Things</Hl> 
This page is all about the things I like. 
<DL> 
<IJl'> 

<IMG ALIGN=BOTTOM SRC="picture.gif"> 
<A HREF="startrek.html ">Star Trek: The Next Generation</A> 
<DD> 
<I~ all time favorite TV show</!> 
<IJI'> 

<IMG ALIGN=BOTTOM SRC="picture.gif"> 
<A HREF="bogart.html">Casablanca</A> 
<DD> 
<I>My all time favorite movie</!> 
<IJI'> 

<IMG ALIGN=BOTTOM SRC="pics/whiteball.gif"> 
<A HREF= "ulysses .html" >Ulysses 1:¥ James Joyce</ A> 
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<DD> 
<I>My all time favorite book</I> 
<IDL> 
</OODY></H'IML> 

Szymon Sokol's home page 

This is me: 

I wotkat the Computet Centet of the Stani>lawStastic UniveJSi!y of Mining and lv':etalhugy:.in Ctacow, Poland,_ 
as thenetwotkmanaget . 

You can fu!go>_rme onmywotkstation noc. \>ei . ag~p_!and on ow main setve> .~h:<)' . ur..i . agh.e-du. tl 
to see if I am available fot intetactive chat (I am usually hete between SAM and 15AMGMT), ot to tead my 
. plan file (myPGP public key available thete!). 

Hete you can find S(lme ·.-.-.oxe infonna lion about m<. 

iDeal time is Fti Sep 9 00:27:01 MET DST 1994 . 

This is my e-mail ad.Uess: 
.'ii:J.mmSMfli<.<&J·~"t~ei..sp.Mu.pb 
(should teallybe "Sr:ymon Sok63" but youhave to have iso-8859-2 font to display it conectly). 

Figure 7-12. Personal home page 

Using HTML Editor to Create Documents 
While HTML is a relatively simple tagging language, it is easy to make mistakes. If 
you miss an end tag somewhere, your whole document may be d isplayed in bold 
or as <H3> text. Lf the mistake occurs in a large document, it may be rather difficu lt 
to find and correct. At the very least, your fingers will get tired from typing out all 
those tags. 

One solution is a shareware program called HTML Editor, written by Rick Giles of 
Acadia University in Canada. There is a $25 shareware fee for this program, so if 
you wind up using it frequently, you should send the fee to Rick Giles, Box 207, 
Acadia University, Wolfville, N. S. BOP lXO, CANADA. 

There is a link for downloading HTML Editor on the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist, or 
you can download it yourself using the URL http://dragon.acadiau.ca:J667F giles 
/HTML_Editor/Documentation.html. HTML Editor gives you a Macintosh interface 
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for creating HTML documents by offering pop-up me nus, clickable icons, and dia
log boxes for editing URLs. Figure 7-13 shows what HTML Editor looks like. 

~Iii Untitled Iii~ 
Heading; Lis~~ !mliJ[!IIZIJ.WWW~il Ill !:a I Hi<W TI9S 

Style Text 

<HTML> ~ 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>The Merx Brothers Home Pege<!TITLE> 
<iHEAD> 
<BODY> 
<H1 ,ane Nliri Brotliers WeoServeri</H1 , 

Welcome Merx Brothers Fens! 
<HR> 
Get i nf ormeti on ebout the Brothers by c 1 i cki ng on their nemes: 
<A HREF=''qr·ouch•:•.Mml"">GROUCHO</ A> 
<A HREF=''h;,rpo.htrnl"'>HARPO</A> 
<A HREF="chico.htrnl">CH I CO</ A> 
<A HREF="zeppo.html">ZEPPO</ A> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 0 
¢1 1¢ \iii 

Figure 7-13 HTML Editor.for the Macintosb 

Let's take a look at how we created the Marx Brothers Home Page using HTML 
Editor. To get started, just click on the first icon, Title. It inserts the <TITLE> and 
</TITLE> tags and put the cursor in between. Enter the title of the document, 
move to the end of the line and press Return. 

Next, enter the top-level heading. Click on the Heading pop-up menu and choose 
1. This inserts the <Hl> and </Hl> tags. Enter the text of the heading and press 
Hl. 

To create the anchor tag for the word "Groucho," highlight the word and click on 
the Anchor icon. An anchor dialog box, shown in Figure 7-14, will appear, with 
three radio buttons and a text field for e ntering the name of the link. The three 
buttons let you determine whethe r the highlighted text will be a link target, or will 
link to another file, or to another anchor in the same file. In the text field , type in 
the pathname or URL of the linked file. There's also a button marked Construct. If 
you click on this you'll see another dialog box that lets you generate a pathname 
by selecting a file on your Mac through the standard poim-and-click interface . 
The four pop-up menus contain the different kinds of tags-heading, style, list, 
and text. As described above, you can surround text with a pair of tags by high
lighting the text and selecting a t.ag from the pop-up menu. But if you select sev
eral paragraphs and select a list tag, HTML Editor will automatically insert <LI> 
tags in front of each paragraph. 
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Anchor 

Haae or Refere nce: ._l~_o_uc_ho_._h_tm_I ____ -J~=: 
0 Target 

@Link to another file l[EJJ 
0 Link In this fi I a 

(Construct J ( Cancel J 

Figure 7-14. Anchor dialog box 

For instance, if you enter the text from Figure 7-5 in HTML Editor, select it, and 
choose Ordered from the List pop-up menu, the whole list will be automatically 
formaned. You can nest additional lists by inserting text under one of the list 
entries and following the same procedure. 

Besides the pop-up menus, HTML Editor has icon buttons on the toolbar, which 
let you insert tags for the title, text formatting and inserting pictures and ancho rs. 
There's also a button to auto matica lly launch Mosaic and one to hide tags. 

HTML Editor also boasts an Edit URLs dialog that shows all the links in your docu
ment and lets you edit their names and URLs without having to go into the file. 

There are some drawbacks to the program, however. The pop-up menus don't 
show you the actual tags, so it's not always clear what tag you're using until you 
see it on tl1e page. (Fortunately, there's always Undo.) Some common tags like 
<BR> and <HR> are nor included in the inte rface. There is, however, a palette 
called User Tags, to which you can add any tags you want. 

While you're still not an HTML expert, you're well on your way now. We haven't 
covered every single thing you can do with HTML, but you know e nough now to 
create pages as sophisticated as most of what you see on the Web. 

Resources 
A Beginners Guide to HTML 
http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Generai/Internet/WWWIHTMLPrimer.htln! 

A Beginners Guide to URLs 
http://www. ncsa. uiuc.edu/demoweb!ttrl-primer.html 

HTML Quick Reference 
http://kuhttp.cc.ukans.edul lynx_help/H7ML_quick.html 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) 
http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WW\V/MarkUp/MarkUp.html 
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Style Guide 
http:llinfo.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW!Provider/Style!Overview.html 

WWW Names and Addresses 
http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Addressingl Addressing.html 

World Wide Web Initiative 
http://info:cern.ch/hypertext/WWW!TheProject.html 

ISO Latin characters 
http//info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/ISO/atl.html 
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
W30 

WWW Project Information 
VRML: Visualizing Web Space 

The Mosaic interface and the World Wide Web information architecture will con
tinue to evolve in new directions. In this chapter, we try to indicate what some of 
those directions might be and to describe how you can join in the discussions on 
the Net where the new developments are happening. 

We begin with a story from GNN NetNews on the W30 the organization created by 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the European Laboratory for 
Particle Physics (CERN) to shape the future of the WWW. We also include a GNN 
interview by D.C. Denison with Professor Michael Dertouzos of MIT, a key player 
in creating this international organization. He talks about the goal of creating a 
\Veb that includes online entertainment, commerce, and education, and what 
needs to be done to make this happen. 

Also in this chapter, we catalog the newsgroups, mailing lists, and Web servers 
where you can follow the most recent developments, such as the Virtual Reality 
Markup Language. 

W30 
Almost from the beginning of the World Wide Web initiative at CERN, project 
leader Tim Berners-Lee recognized the need for a separate organization that could 
help to develop \Y/WW standards, as well as much of the common code base. In 
the summer of 1994 that organization finally emerged, and it was named W30. 
The organizing sponsors of W30 consortium are MIT and CERN. Berners-Lee will 
move from CERN to MIT to serve as the director of W30. 

At MIT, the Web initiative will be based at the Laboratory for Computer Science. 
Professor Michael L. Dertouzos is the director of the Lab. Dertouzos said that 
W30 aspires to "enhance the Web by developing the 'bulldozers and backhoes' of 
the information age, that will work for us-not the other way around, as is often 
the case today. 

"\Ve envision an information market where information and information services 
can be purchased, sold, or exchanged freely so as to improve the economic well-
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being and the quality of life of people throughout the world, and as a medium for 
education and the nurturing and integrating of different cultures." 

W30 is expected to receive the enthusiastic support of the European Union. "It is 
of the utmost importance that these computer frameworks be worldwide frame
works," said Dr. Martin Bangemann, the Commissioner of the European Union in 
charge of industrial policy, information technologies and industries, and telecom
munications. "The European Union intends to support this cooperative activity as 
an important step toward the Global Information Society," he said. 

Dr. George Metakides, director of the European Strategic Program for Research 
and Development in Information Technologies (ESPRIT), which reports to Dr. 
Bangemann, commented, "Common information navigation tools will be essential 
for the development of the Global Information Infrastructure. This development of 
the World Wide Web provides a concrete example that will help us to understand 
better the transition to the information society." 

At the time of the W30 announcement, Tim Berners-Lee commented, "The Web 
was conceived as a representation of mankind's knowledge, society, and com
merce." It is becoming more secure, more interactive, and developing greater 
richness of meaning. An international base seemed essential to support its very 
rapid growth and its evolution, while also ensuring its stability. 

"Throughout the world, information and communications technologies are generat
ing a new industrial revolution already as significant and far-reaching as those of 
the past," according to the European Union's Bangemann. "A global information 
society is emerging which changes the way we work together and the way we live 
together. The engine driving the transition to the information society is the infor
mation infrastmcture, which enables us to process, retrieve, and communicate 
information in whatever form it may take-oral, written, or visual-unconstrained 
by distance, time or volume." 

As you might expect, you can follow the developments at W30 online. As of this 
writing, there are only a few pages on the Web about W30, but that should 
change quickly. 

The following URL will get you to the W30 server. (This server may be relocated 
to MIT.) 

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Organization/CansortiumiWJOSignature.html 

MIT's Michael L. Dertouzos on W30 
To get a better sense of what W30 might do, as well as what interesting directions 
the Web might move in, we have an interview with MIT's Professor Dertouzos. 
This interview was conducted by D.C. Denison and originally appeared in GNN 
NetNews in August of 1994, several weeks after the formation of W30 had been 
announced. 
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"He's the biggest man who will walk through the door," she says, pointing to the 
main entrance. 

Sure enough, Dertouzos, the director of the Lab and a professor of computer sci
ence and electrical engineering at MIT, is easy to spot. Tall and courtly, he sweeps 
into the office, gathers up a couple of mugs of coffee and some fresh faxes (from 
Vice President Albert Gore's office, it turns out), and settles down to discuss some 
big ideas. Like Dertouzos' idea of an "information marketplace," which he has 
been promoting for 15 years, and the W30, the brand new international initiative 
to develop and standardize the World Wide Web. 

How did you get interested in the World Wide Web? 

I was looking for a mechanism that would allow this Lab to concentrate its future 
research on the architecture of the global information infrastructure, with the 
emphasis on global. Second, I wanted something that already had millions of 
users, so it had the voice of reality, but was bendable. Then reality would bend us 
back, if we proposed stupid things, and we would bend it back, if we proposed 
clever or useful things. 

I really want this lab to be an architect of tomorrow's information infrastructure. 
There are going to be so many people out there doing interfaces: Time/Warner 
will have a movie interface and a news interface; Bill Gates will have his own 
Microsoft interface, so that if you're in Excel you can hook up with somebody on 
the other side of the ocean who is also using Excel; the telcos will have an inter
face, each with its own look and feel; the publishers, the Murdochs, will have their 
own spin on an interface. Everyone want'i to control that, because they see it as a 
very lucrative market. So there will be no shortage of me-toos, trying to plug you 
into the infrastructure. But no one's worried about the damn architecture. So I saw 
this as a fertile ground, for this Laboratory to focus on the architecture. And when 
I talk about architecture, I'm talking about how machines in one location will 
understand what the machines in another location want to do. Today, if you look 
at the Internet, they don't. It's human beings who have to understand. In fact the 
Web is human browsable. 

Is there a better way, in your opinion? 

Back in the industrial era, we invented machines, and they replaced our muscles. 
That was a simple thing to understand. We've also come up with ways to produce 
food by using only three percent of the population, instead of 50 percent. So what 
are we replacing in the information revolution? What would you say? 

The work of finding and accessing information. The "legwork" it takes to locate 
sources of information. How's that? 

The mundane mind work, if I may generalize from your words. You want to 
replace some of the mundane mind work. So in this lab, we're trying to work out 
schemes that will act as bulldozers and backhoes for the mind. That's a nice 
metaphor. The Web doesn't have bulldozers or backhoes; it has shovels. It wel
comes you with lots of shovels that you have to operate. All it is now is a Web 
that links home pages and other pages all over the world: you click, you cross the 
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ocean or the street, and then your brain has to go to work: you have to figure out, 
"What do I want to do?" and "What do I have to do?" It's like electronic mail: it 
does some wonderful things, but it has some terrible disadvantages. 

What are its disadvantages? 

It's another shovel in your hands. I can click my little finger and create a hundred 
copies of your message to me, and my response to you, and 100 minds have to at 
least read the message address to figure out what I'm telling them. Again, it's the 
human brain being overloaded. It is not evolution, in productivity terms, when 
you overload an ancient human brain. It's as if the Industrial Revolution came and 
you started telling people, "Now if you only start working harder with your mus
cles, we can offer you a lot of utopias." That's bull. It doesn't work. So viewed 
from that perspective, the current existing networks are nowhere near where we 
envision them. This is the vision that I have. 

So you want to make things simpler. 

Correct. But not only simpler. I see it as the human quest to increase productivity, 
to have others do his work. Technology is there to serve us. 

What are the first things we can expect to see on future versions of the World Wide 
Web? 

Recreation. There are 80 million households in the country, and a little over two 
TV sets in each household. That's more than 150 million TV sets. There are only 
30 or 40 million PCs. There is also a well-known, $14 billion market that views 
videos. So the first application is clearly that one. 

Do you think the Web can deliver that kind of entertainment? 

Not in its current form. But the Web, suitably modified, could. But we're talking 
about the infrastructure of the future here, and that infrastructure clearly has to 
have the architecture to support recreation. So the first things you're going to see 
will probably be recreation. The Web today goes through slower lines, but there's 
nothing prohibiting people from running the Web through television's coaxial 
cable. 

And after recreation? 

After recreation, I see shopping and mail-order coming right away, because that's 
natural, once people get used to browsing. Another thrust will come from the 
business sector, and commerce, by which I mean the whole set of transactions that 
start with looking for things, move on to negotiations, move on to contracting, and 
move on to delivery and post delivery. All these steps can be very important, 
depending on what you're buying or selling. Then there's education, which is the 
toughest, because although there's plenty of talk about education, there isn't much 
money. Whereas with entertainment and commerce, there's money and perceived 
need. So the possibilities for education are beautiful, but will it really happen? The 
whole area of travel will also be big. But the initial thrust will probably be recre
ation and commerce. Then I see health care coming in big. There's money there, 
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and the Web can help save both time and money. Financial services and group
work are other areas that show promise. 

This seems to be a long way from the current system. 

Things always look that way. If you ask people what they want, they generally 
want 20 percent more than they have-a few more features, smoother operation, 
etc. But we want to go 150 percent ahead. 

How many people will be working on W30? 

I don't differentiate between W30 and the rest of the Lab. We have about 500 
people working here, and about half of them will be working on the information 
infrastructure. But specific W30 people, working on the standard, and issuing new 
versions-probably around 12. 

Is part ofW3's appeal its scalability? 

W3 is very clean and unmolested by too many fixed ideas, so you can put some 
things on it. And it can expand. But our own idea, since day one, has been to 
build this information market. We're interested in a market, not a utility where 
someone has all the knowledge and sells it. We're not interested in any of these 
dictatorial models; we want a market where buyers and sellers come together and 
buy and sell information. It's decentralized. 

That's not what many corporations are building now. 

No, this is not what's happening today. The scenarios you see today will make it 
possible for you to watch a movie, but if you want to then sell a service, you 
won't be able to. So we don't have a market. We don't have an equal place where 
you and I can transact. We have a broadcast medium, and that's what everybody's 
after: control, which means broadcast. Never mind if they give you some iilterac
tion back, so you can choose what you can buy, it's still broadcast. I've given a 
name to these models: I call them spiders, because they have a hub, and there's 
one way out, and they don't let you come back in. There are all sorts of spiders. 
The European telephone company is a spider: they think that they are going to 
offer every service you're going to need. That's another spider that prohibits an 
information market. 

If you stop and think about it, it's not in the interest of any single capitalistic 
agency to promote a universal infmstructure. Any more than it's in the interest of 
any capitalistic agency to promote a highway system for cars. Who built the high
way system in this country? The government. I'm not a socialist, I'm a capitalist, 
but there are some things that the government has to stimulate. This is one of 
them. People left to their own devices are going to build spiders, and it will take 
us 20 years before people will realize, which they will, that there's more money in 
converting spiders to highways. But by then there may be a lot of things already 
frozen in place. 
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How will you head off all these spider-builders? 

That's why we're the architects. That's one of our noble duties-to say to people, 
"Yes guys, these spiders are great for sending movies to the home, and it's even 
great to sell L.L. Bean products. But you won't be able to buy, from that homed
weller, his ability to retouch photographs. You won't be able to buy, from that 
homedweller, his or her ability to work on insurance forms. The way you're going, 
all you'll be able to get from that homedweller are clicks that are going to say, 
'Buy this, sell that, do this, do that.' He cannot put any of his own stuff on. That's 
fine. We'll offer you an architecture where you can do all that. But our architecture 
has hooks. So later, when you see the light, and you see that there's some revenue 
there, we can tum on that hook, and that person can sell." And that person can 
get on the highway system. 

Did you see W3 as a place where a market structure was already working, on a small 
scale? 

W3 already has a great deal of this information market idea in it. It's got two 
beautiful things. The first is an obvious one, that anyone can produce something. 
You can create a home page that's as elaborate or as silly as you want. The second 
part of this is that there are 30 million of you doing this, and it is growing into a 
beautiful edifice. That's how it will continue to grow: if you do a great Web demo 
for a health center, then every health center and clinic is going to want to be 
Webbed. That's how it will work. 

It's already working like that. 

Yes, but what we have now is a chaotic evolution of servers with no order. The 
Internet, really, has no order. It's a mud field, and every ten kilometers of mud, 
you find a little diamond. That's a situation we will be working to improve. 

What were the negotiations like, with CERN, when you were trying to put W30 
together? 

The elements of the deal are really quite obvious. Tim Bemers-Lee invented the 
Web, at CERN, and they have a great understanding of the Web, and a great com
munity of people using the Web. On our part, at MIT, we have the experience 
with the X Consortium, and our systems work for the last 30 years. And we have 
architectural research in progress, on the information infrastructure, that is second 
to none worldwide. 

What's going to attract corporations to the W30 Consortium? 

Corporations are not stupid. They don't want to miss the next standard. So you 
offer them a reasonable entry, financially and otherwise, into a consortium, as we 
did with the X Consortium. You make sure they don't have any spider controls, 
but you be sure to listen to them, so that they evolve the standard with what they 
wam to see changed, without constraining others from using it. If you get the right 
balance between openness and response to your users-that is one of the most 
accepted methods of evolving a standard. It's much faster than an international 
committee. 
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Why? 

Because you have a standard czar, in this case Tim Berners-Lee, who will be in 
charge of the consortium. And you have a team of elders, 12 people who will con
stitute his council. At least half of them will come from the consortium; the other 
half will be knowledgeable technologist-; and others whom he will consult. All 
year long people will be saying, "Gee, Tim, wouldn't it be nice if we had X or Y 
or Z in there?" Or they're saying, "Tim, that thing that you put in last year-that's a 
piece of junk." Or they're saying, "That feature you put in, that's fantastic.'' So he 
listens to all this, he talks to his elders, then come january 1 he drops the sword 
and he says, "The next version, number 9, of the W3 standard is this." And the 
minute he issues that, everybody-and I mean everybody-says "Thank God, we 
have one place where these decisions are made." That honeymoon lasts precisely 
one day. The very next day they're back bitching and saying, "Let's make this 
change, that change ... " That's how the standard works. 

So any company that knows about this process-and they all do-is going to say 
to themselves, "Hey look, there are some pretty good people at W30, like the 
inventor, and CERN, and MIT. Maybe there's just a chance that they're going to do 
something. Can I afford not to be there?" And we need these people. Because 
without the manufacturers, who are going to build this stuff, and without the 
users, and without the technologist-;, who we represent, we don't have anything. 
You've got to have all three components: users, makers, and researchers. 

How much of a role are you going to play? 

This subject happens to be a rather serious interest of mine, the information infras
tntcture. I'm writing a book on it. So I'll stop in and ask questions, but I'm not 
going to interfere. This is really better left to other people. But I'll be watching, 
making sure that we carve a path that is going to open the usage of these things 
to the world, and create an infrastmcture, rather than create a spider. 

How will you roll out advances to WWW? 

By a system of what I call protocol grafts. You know the way you graft a branch 
on a tree and it either takes or it doesn't? We are going to be declaring, in a given 
standard version, that "Here is the standard, and here is the graft region that has 
the six new things in it. They are not part of the standard; they are for people who 
want to play. But please send your comments." In the next version, based on the 
comments, two of these six grafts might make it into the standard, three might 
drop off, and one might stay for another year of observation. And three new grafts 
might be added. That's how I plan to resolve these tensions in an orderly way. 
Otherwise, the Web is going to remain a human-browsable network, which is not 
very useful. And my people's great ideas will remain unsorted, as to which ones 
are bull or great. 

What would be an example of a graft? 

Let's say an automated vocabulary, with 100 nouns and 100 verbs, which every 
server on the \Veb that implements that standard can now understand. The verbs 
could be of the form, "Have you?" or be declarative, of the form, "I sent you," or "I 
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ask you to send me" or "I ask, do you have?" or "Can you show me how?" And 
there may be one hundred nouns, having to do with "a file named _" or "a pic
ture named _" or statements of the form "I don't understand." So maybe we 
announce, "\Ve're putting in this graft extension, a litde language that augments 
the Web, and if you install this software, then you'll be able to not only finger
click, but do some things automatically." So we'll try it as a graft. Nobody is com
pelled to use it. In fact, if you want simplicity, ask for the version without this. 
Then, whenever somebody hits you with it, they wHl get back the message, ''Sorry, 
this node does not understand graft #16." But people being as adventurous as they 
are, they'll go for the grafts. 

The Internet doesn't lack for adventurous people. 

That's right. You have 15 million adventurous people. Even if half of them say 
"screw it," that still leaves enough for me to know if a given graft will take or not. 
And I'm not just talking about the techies. I want to get the regular human beings. 
So look for deals with some of the entertainment companies. 

When will we see the first new version of WWW coming out of W30? 

I expect nothing before a year and a half. Tim Berners-Lee will start in September 
0994). If we assume version 1.0 was what happened in Geneva, the very earliest 
you can expect to see version 2.0 will be january '96. Maybe. 

WWW Project Information 
The largest repository of the information about the WWW is online, and organized 
at CERN. The URL for the WWW Project is: 

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.htrnl 

You will find various lists of resources, as well as pointers to technical information 
about the Web. We have summarized the key information resources below. 

WWW Newsgroups 
If you're interested in following, or taking part in, the development of the Web, 
you can participate in several newsgroups. Here is a list of Web-related news
groups. 

comp. infosystems. www. users 

This newsgroup is the best starting place for learning about using the Web. It is a 
fomm for the discussion of Web browsers and their use with various Internet infor
mation sources. Among the topics covered in this group: new user questions, 
client setup questions, client bug reports, questions on how to locate information 
on the \Veb, and comparisons between various client packages. · 
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comp. injosystems. www.providers 

This newsgroup is a forum for the discussion of Web server software and present
ing information to users. Topics covered include: general server design, setup 
questions, server bug rep01ts, security issues, HTML page design, and other con
cerns of information providers. 

comp.injosystems. www.misc 

A forum for general discussion of Web-related topics that are not covered by the 
other newsgroups in the hierarchy. According to CERN, "This will likely include 
discussions of the Web's future, politicking regarding changes in the structure and 
protocols of the Web that affect both clients and servers, etc.'' 

Mailing Lists 
To join any of the CERN mailing lists, send email to listserv@info.cern.ch with the 
following message: 

subscribe list-name your-name 

in the body of the message. For example, I can subscribe to www-announce by 
sending mail with the following message: 

subscribe WWW'-announce "Dale Dougherty" 

If you need more information about CERN's mailing lists, use the following URL: 

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Administration/Mailing/Overview.htrnl 

The CERN mailing lists are described in the sections that follow. Many are avail
able in archive form. If the archive is organized by a program called Hypermail, 
the messages can be viewed sorted by date, subject, or author. 

www-announce 

A mailing list for anyone interested in WWW, its progress, new data sources, or 
new software releases. There is also an archive of the list, which is accessible 
through Mosaic. The URL for the archive is: 

http://info.cern.ch/nY.Pertext~N/Archive/www-announce 

www-html 

Technical discussions of HTML and HTMLPlus. This is a technical mailing list con
sisting of design discussions only. This is not the place to ask basic questions 
about writing HTML, but if you're interested in following the nitty-gritty of the 
HTML language, you may want to subscribe to this list. 
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There is also a hypertext-based archive for this mailing list at: 

http: 1 !info. cern. ch/hypertext/\'MW/Archi ve/WWt~-html 

www-proxy 

This mailing list is for a technical discussion about WWW proxies, caching, and 
future directions. 

www-talk 

Technical discussion for those developing WWW software or with a deep interest 
in WWW. (Please keep this to WWW technical design only, not general questions 
from non-developers.) See the hypertext archive at: 

http://gummo.stanford.edu/htrnl/hypermail/archives.htrnl 

VRML: Visualizing Web Space 
The idea behind the Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML) is to create a non
proprietary, platform-independent language, much like HTML, that would allow 
authors to create virtual reality "scenes." Users of virtual reality servers would be 
able to walk around a space and push open doors to other parts of the Web. 
While, as of this writing, VRML is still very much in the "talking about" phase, 
there is a working specification for VRML, developed by Mark Pesce and Anthony 
Parisi of the Labyrinth Group in San Francisco. 

VRML Resources 

The VRML Web site contains papers, specifications, and links to other VR-related 
projects. The URL is: 

http:/ /WWt~.wired.can/vnnl/ 

You can subscribe to the www-vrml mailing list by sending email to: 

majordaoo@wired. can 

with the following in the body of the message: 

subscribe www-vrml your-email-address 
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APPENDIX A 

MOSAIC REFERENCE GUIDE 
The Too/bar 

The Menus 

W;ile using Mosaic is a fairly intuitive experience, the program includes 
everal features that are quite helpful in managing your Mosaic session. 

This appendix provides a comprehensive guide to Mosaic's toolbar and 
menu commands. The interface is described in Chapter 2, Getting Started with 
Mosaic. 

The Toolbar 
The toolbar contains icons and displays information that helps you understand 
where you are and how to get to your next destination. 

Back and Forward Arrows 
On the left side of the toolbar is the Back arrow, which points to the left. You use 
this button to display the page you were last viewing. Next to it, pointing to the 
right, is the Forward arrow. It works the same way, only in reverse. Normally the 
Forward arrow is dimmed; if you use the Back arrow, the Forward arrow becomes 
active, allowing you to return to your most recently downloaded page. 

It's kind of like adding pages to a book. Every time you download a new page, 
you are adding that page to the back of your book; that page then becomes the 
last page of the book. Flipping back brings you to pages that were downloaded 
earlier; flipping forward takes you to pages added later. 

This navigation process works well while moving through documents held in the 
cache. It gets a bit confusing, however, if you move too far back. When you move 
to a document that is not in the cache, Mosaic will download that document; that 
file will then become the most recent document. The solution is to use Back and 
Forward only to move in small increments; use History or Hotlist to take larger 
steps. 

URLDisplay 
On the left side of the toolbar, you will see a field labeled URL. This field tells you 
the URL of your current document. For instance, when you're looking at the GNN 
Home page, this field reads http:l/g11n.com/GNNhome.html. This text can be 
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copied to the clipboard with the CfRL-C command, just like any other text. This is 
a handy feature if you want to ·email a URL to your friends or just keep a list of 
favorite URLs handy. 

The Menus 
There are five menus in Mosaic: File, Edit, Navigate, GNN, and Windows. These 
menus lets you manage files, change display characteristics, navigate the Web, 
manage windows, and display online help. 

The File Menu 
The File menu has commands for file management operations like opening, sav
ing, closing, and printing files. 

New Window 

Mosaic lets you open numerous windows, so you can keep many different docu
ments open on your screen at the same time. This can save quite a bit of time in 
going back and forth to your most frequently used documents. For instance, you 
could keep GNN open in one window and explore other Web offerings in another 
window. Then, instead of having to find your way back to GNN, just switch to the 
GNNwindow. 

Open URL 

As described in Chapter 2, Open URL lets you enter a URL in this field. Mosaic 
will then contact the server and get the file for you. Because you have to enter 
the whole string by hand, it's quite easy to make a mistake. If you get an error 
message, such as "The program couldn't find the document" or "The program 
couldn't find the server," check to make sure you enter the URL correctly. Some 
directories and filenames are case-sensitive, so make sure you entered the URL 
exactly. 

Open local 

When you're writing HTML documents, it's quite helpful to preview them in 
Mosaic. To view HTML documents on your Mac, use the Open Local command. It 
opens a standard Macintosh dialog box showing disks and directories. Open Local 
is handy when writing HTML documents because mistakes are sometimes hard to 
catch when looking at ASCII text, but they become glaringly obvious when dis
played in Mosaic. Remember, you must give your HTML documents a name with 
the extension .btml. If you don't, Mosaic will display the file as plain text. You can 
also use Open Local to view non-HTML files on your hard disk. 
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Save As 

This conunand let" you save the current document to your hard disk as either an 
HTML document or as plain text with the HTML codes stripped out. This comes in 
handy if there's a long, particularly useful document that you want to read offline. 
Just save it as HTML and use the Open Local command to view it in Mosaic. Sav
ing as text is better if you plan to put the document in a document of your own, 
for instance, a memo that you create in a word processing or page layout pro
gram. 

Close and Close All 

These are used to close windows. Close only closes the active window, while 
Close All closes all open windows. 

Page Setup 

Page Setup lets you set the margins and header and footer information for The 
default margins are . 75-inch on all sides. The headers in the example are set to 
display the document title in the upper left, the page number in the upper right, 
the date in the lower left, and the time in the lower right. 

Print 

Selecting the Print option prints all pages in the current document. When you 
print from Mosaic, it prints the document with the margins and header and footer 
information specified in the Page Setup dialog. 

Quit 

Quit exits the program. 

The Edit menu 
The Edit menu contains commands that deal with the text of a document. 

Cut, Copy, and Paste 

You can copy text from documents in Mosaic by just clicking and dragging your 
mouse to select text. Then choose Copy or press Command-C. You can paste this 
text into other files like email messages or word processing documents, but you 
can't cut from or paste to the document in Mosaic. You can cut, copy and paste 
text into the URL field or into the Open URL field. 
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Find and Find Again 

The Find command lets you search the current document for a text string, which is 
highlighted in the document when found. The dialog box includes two check
boxes, one for matching case and one for starting from the top of the document. 
Find Again repeats the search without opening the Find dialog box. Find Again 
saves you the step of having to click OK within the dialog box. 

View Source 

This command lets you see the HTML version of the document. It's useful for 
people who are previewing their HTML documents in Mosaic or who want to see 
how somebody else achieved a certain result. You cannot select, copy, cut, or 
paste from the View Source window, however; you can only view and save. 

Preferences 

The Preferences dialog box lets you control certain aspects of the way Mosaic dis
plays documents to you. Preferences is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, 
Customizing Mosaic. 

Load Images Automatically 
Checking this option sets Mosaic to download inline graphics when downloading 
an HTML document. Unchecking it downloads only the HTML page, with images 
replaced by generic picture icons or alternative text, if specified. 

Underline links 
When this option is checked, Mosaic underlines links. 

Proxy Server 
If your organization uses a proxy server, you need to specify the server name in 
this field. 

Style Sheets 
You can change the way Mosaic formats documents by selecting a different style 
sheet from this pop-up menu. 

Home Page 
You can set your home page by entering the URL in this field. 

The Navigate Menu 

The Navigate menu contains the options that you will use most often as you tra
verse the Web. 
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Back and Forward 

These menu items correspond to the Back and Forward buttons on the toolbar. 

History 

The History window contains a list of all the documents you have visited since 
you first ran the program; it doesn't clear when you quit the program. History also 
contains several buttons that let you manage the list. 

Delete 
To delete entries from the History list, select a document title and click Delete. 
Mosaic doesn't ask you to confirm the action. 

Edit 
Selecting a document title and clicking on Edit opens a window that lets you 
change the title and URL of the document. 

Scan Current 
Scan Current extracts all of the links in your current page and adds them to the 
list. 

Go To 
Go To is the equivalent of OK in Macintosh dialog boxes. Selecting a document 
title and clicking Go To downloads that document. 

Close 
Close exits the History window. 

Hotlist 

When you find servers you want to be able to get to quickly, you can add them to 
your hotlist. The Hotlist window has several commands for managing your hotlist. 

Add Current 
Clicking on this button adds the current document to your hotlist. When you add 
Web documents, their titles are displayed in the list. When you add non-Web doc
uments, their URLs are displayed. 

Delete 
To delete a document from your hotlist, select the document title and click on the 
Delete button. 

Edit 
To change the document title displayed in the hotlist, select the title and click on 
Edit. This brings up a window that lets you change the title and URL of the 
selected document. This is especially handy for non-Web documents, for which 
Mosaic displays URLs as titles. You may want to change the URLs of documents 
that have changed location, but it's safer to go to the new location, add that docu
ment to your hotlist, and then delete the old one. 
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Scan Current 
Scan Current extracts all the URLs of the current document and adds them to your 
hotlist. 

Export 
Export creates an HTML document consisting of all of the document titles and 
URLs in your hotlist. Each title in the document is an active link. When you click 
on Export, Mosaic asks you to name the document, which it then creates and 
immediately displays. 

Go To 
Selecting a title and clicking on Go To downloads the selected document. 

Close 
Close closes the Hotlist window. 

Add Current to Hotlist 

This option adds the current document to your hotlist, the same as the Add Cur
rent button in the Hotlist window. 

Load Missing Images 

If you set Mosaic not to automatically download inline graphics, it will draw 
generic picture icons where the pictures would be. To download the images man
ually, you can double-dick on each icon. If you want to see all the images on the 
page, however, just choose the Load Missing Images command and Mosaic will 
download them for you. 

Reload 

This command simply downloads the same page over again. It is useful when 
Mosaic has a problem displaying an image on your screen. It is often used when 
writing HTML documents and previewing them in Mosaic. When you edit an 
HTML document, you can just choose Reload to preview the new version. 

TheGNNMenu 
The GNN menu lets you move directly to several centers and special-interest pub
lications in GNN. 

Windows 
The Windows menu lists all of your open windows. You can switch windows by 
selecting the appropriate document title from the window. This menu also con
tains two commands to organize windows-Tile and Cascade. Tile redraws your 
screen so each window takes up the same amount of space. Cascade arranges 
open windows so that the title bar of each window is visible. 
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HTML REFERENCE GUIDE 

Table B-1: Tags 

Tag 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 

-----i-

<TITLE> 
<BODY> 
<Hl>,<H2>,etc. 
<P> 
<BR> 
<HR> 
<EM> 
<STRONG> 
<B> 
<I> 
<U> 
<ADDRESS> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<PRE> 
<DL> 
<DT> 
<DO> 
<UL> 
<OL> 
<LI> 
<A> 

<IMG> 

End Tag 

</HTML> 
</HEAD> 
</TITLE> 

~cription 

i Starts/ ends document 
Starts/ends header 

</BODY> 
</Hl>,</H2>,etc. 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
</EM> 
</STRONG> 
</B> 
</1> 
</U> 
</ADDRESS> 
</BLOCK QUOTE> 
</PRE> 
</DL> 
N/A 
N/A 
</UL> 
</OL> 
N/A 
</A> 

N/A 

Starts/ ends title 
Starts/ ends body 
Starts/ ends headline text 
Starts new paragraph 
Inserts line break 
Inserts horizontal mle 
Surrounds emphasized text 
Surrounds stronger text 
Surrounds bold text 
Surrounds italic text 
Surrounds underlined text 
Surrounds text in "address" format 
Surrounds text in "blockquote" format 
Surrounds preformatted text 
Starts/ends glossary 
Precedes term entry for glossary 
Precedes term definition in glossary 
Starts/ ends unordered list 
Starts/ ends ordered list 
Precedes paragraphs in list 
Surrounds anchor; start tag requires 
attributes 
Inserts inline graphic 
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Tag End Tag Attribute Description 

<A> </A> 

<IMG> N!A 
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HREF 
NAME 

SOURCE 
ALIGN 
ALT 

Defines link destination 
Gives symbolic name to anchor 

Defmes image source file 
Specifies alignment 
Specifies alternate text 

Values 

filename or anchor name 
any one-word name 

I 

filename 
TOP,MIDDLE,BOITOM 
any text 



GLOSSARY 

access provider 
See "Internet Service Provider." 

anchor 
The location of a hypertext link in a document; it can be used to describe the 
link as it appears in text or graphics as well as the place that the link refer
ences. 

Archie 
A program used to locate files that are publicly available by anonymous FTP. 

ARPAnet 
An experimental network established in the 1970's that served as a test envi
ronment for the software on which the Internet is based. No longer in exis
tence. 

attributes 
(a) SGML (and HTML) tags may accept attributes that further define their 
usage, much as parameters are used with command-line options. A tag may 
be followed by an attribute, which in turn is assigned a particular value. 

(b) Configurable characteristics of Mosaic that determine how the program 
functions and how it displays elements on your screen. 

baud 
When transmitting data, the number of times the medium's "state" changes per 
second. For example: a 14.4K baud modem changes the signal it sends on the 
phone line 14,400 times per second. Since each change in state can corre
spond to multiple bits of data, the actual bit rate of data transfer may exceed 
the baud rate. See also "bits per second." 

bits per second (bps) 
The speed at which bits are transmitted over a communication medium. 

browser 
A program that interprets and displays HTML documents. 

cache 
Generically speaking, a location in memory where data is stored for easy 
retrieval, or the process of storing them. Some versions of Mosaic cache the 
document previously viewed so you can return to it easily. You can configure 
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Mosaic to hold an additional number of documents and images in the cache. 
If a document or image is not available in the cache, Mosaic has to return to 
the Internet to retrieve it. 

CERN 
The European Particle Physics Laboratory (CERN) in Geneva, Switzerland; 
hypertext technologies developed at CERN to allow physicists to share infor
mation provided the basis for the World Wide Web. 

client 
A software application that works on your behalf to extract some service from 
a server somewhere on the network. 

dialup 
(a) To connect to a computer by calling it up on the telephone. Often, 
"dialup" only refers to the kind of connection you make when using a termi
nal emulator and a regular modem. For the technoids: switched character
oriented asynchronous communication. 

(b) A port that accepts dialup connections. ("How many dialup ports on your 
computer?") 

dialup account 
A type of Internet connection that operates over standard phone lines. Dialup 
accounts are of two types: shell accounts and PPP /SLIP accounts. 

To use a shell account, you typically use a telecommunications program to 
dial the Internet host and log in. This is a cheap and easy method, but has 
many limitations; for example, you can't use Mosaic. 

A PPP /SLIP account, which requires a high-speed modem, actually puts your 
computer on the network and allows you to use Mosaic. 

See also "Mosaic," "shell," "PPP," "SLIP," and "dedicated line." 

download 
To transfer data from a remote server to your local system. The FTP program 
is often used to download files. 

DNS 
The Domain Name System; a distributed database system for translating com
puter names (like ruby.ora.com) into numeric Internet addresses (like 
194.56.78.2), and vice-versa. DNS allows you to use the Internet without 
remembering long lists of numbers. 

dedicated line 
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A permanently connected private telephone line between two locations. Ded
icated lines are typically used to connect a moderate-sized local network to an 
Internet service provider. If your Internet connection is provided by a dedi
cated line, you should be able to use Mosaic. See also "Mosaic" and "dialup 
account." 
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Ethernet 

FAQ 

A kind of "local area network" (or LAN). It's difficult to define an Ethernet 
because there are several different kinds of wiring, which support different 
communication speeds, ranging from 2 to 10 million bits per second. What 
makes an Ethernet an Ethernet is the way the computers on the network 
decide whose turn it is to talk. Computers using TCP /IP are frequently con
nected to the Internet over an Ethernet. (Say that three times fast.) 

An acronym that generally refers to a list of frequently asked questions and 
their answers, or a question from the list. Many USENET newsgroups and 
some non-USENET mailing lists maintain FAQ lists (FAQs) so that participants 
don't spend a lot of time answering the same set of questions. 

frrewall 

FTP 

See "security firewall." 

(a) The File Transfer Protocol; a protocol that defines how to transfer files 
from one computer to another. 

(b) An application program that moves files using the File Transfer Protocol. 

gateway 

GIF 

A computer system that transfers data between normally incompatible applica
tions or networks. It reformats the data so that it is acceptable for the new net
work (or application) before passing it on. A gateway may connect two 
dissimilar networks, like DECnet and the Internet; or it might allow two 
incompatible applications to communicate over the same network (like mail 
systems with different message formats). 

GIF refers to the Graphics Interchange Format, a graphics file format devel
oped by CompuServe, Inc., which is used on a variety of platforms and sys
tems. GIF is one of the most widely used formats for storing complex 
graphics, and one of only two formats in which inline images can appear in 
an HTML document. See also "XBM." 

Gopher 
A menu-based system for exploring Internet resources; the items are arranged 
in a hierarchy and each item represents either a file or a directory. 

History 
A function of the Mosaic browser that keeps track of all the documents you 
visit and allows you to call them up again. 

home page 
(a) The graphical door to the information a server provides. The home page is 
generally a screen or window full of information in which links to related 
information are included. 

(b) A document that you specify for Mosaic to display when you launch the 
program and that acts as a "safe port" as you navigate the Web. 
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host 
(a) Generically, a computer. 

(b) Sometimes, a computer that provides resources to the Internet; also called 
an Internet host computer. 

Hotlist 
A function of the Mosaic browser that allows you to keep a list of the docu
ments you're most interested in and to call them up again. 

HoTMetaL 
A program from SoftQuad that assists you in formatting documents using 
HTML codes; available both as freeware and as a commercial product. 

HTML 
The HyperText Markup Language, a subset of SGML, provides codes used to 
format hypertext documents. Individual codes are used to define the hierarchy 
and nature of the various components of the document, as well as to specify 
hypertext links. 

IITfP 
The HyperText Transfer Protocol, a fixed set of messages and replies whereby 
a client and server communicate during a hypertext link. 

hyper link 
See "link." 

hypermedia 
See "hypertext." 

hypertext 

lAB 

Any document that contains links to other documents; selecting a link auto
matically displays the second document. 

See the "Internet Architecture Board." 

IETF 
See the "Internet Engineering Task Force." 

ISP 
See "Internet Service Provider." 

inline image 
An inline image is a graphic image that appears within the current hypertext 
page. See also "linked image." 

Internet 
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(a) Generally (not capitalized), any collection of distinct networks working 
together as one. 

(b) Specifically (capitalized), the world-wide "network of networks," which are 
connected to each other using the Internet protocol and other similar proto
cols. The Internet provides file transfer, remote login, electronic mail, news, 
and other services. 
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Internet Architecture Board (lAB) 

The group that makes decisions about standards and other important issues. 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 
A volunteer group that investigates and solves technical problems and makes 
recommendations to the Internet Architecture Board (lAB). 

Internet resources 
Public information available via the Internet. 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

ISO 

An organization that provides connections to a part of the Internet. If you 
want to connect your company's network, or even your personal computer, to 
the Internet, you have to. talk to a "service provider." 

The International Standards Organization (or International Organization for 
Standardization); an organization that has defined a different set of network 
protocols, called the ISO/OSI protocols. In theory, the ISO/OSI protocols will 
eventually replace the Internet protocols. When and if this will actually hap
pen is a hotly debated topic. 

}PEG 
]PEG (pronounced "jay-peg"), which is an acronym for the Joint Photographic 
Experts Group, refers to a standards committee, a method of file compression, 
and a graphics file format. The committee originated from within the Interna
tional Standards Organization (ISO) to research and develop standards for the 
transmission of image data over networks. The results were a highly successful 
method of data compression and several closely associated file formats to 
store the data. ]PEG files typically contain photographs, video stills, or other 
complex images. Since Mosaic cannot display ]PEG format files as "inline 
images," it launches a special viewer window in which the images are dis
played. 

LAN 
See "Local Area Network." 

leased line 

link 

See "dedicated line." 

In hypertext documents, the connection from one document to another. See 
also "anchor." 

linked image 
A linked image is a graphic image that appears in a file separate from the cur
rent hypertext page; it is displayed by selecting a link. See also "inline 
image." 

Local Area Network (LAN) 
A grouping of computers that are physically connected within a fairly limited 
location. 
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Lynx 
A character-based browsing program developed at the University of Kansas. 

MIME 
The Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions protocol (MIME), that defines a 
number of content types and subtypes, which allow programs like Mosaic to 
recognize different kinds of files and deal with them appropriately. The MIME 
type specifies what kind of file it is, such as image, audio, or video, and the 
subtype gives the precise file format. 

modem 
A piece of equipment that connects a computer to a data transmission line 
(typically a telephone line). Most people use modems that transfer data at 
speeds ranging from 1200 bits per second (bps) to 19.2 Kbps. There are also 
modems providing higher speeds and supporting other media. These are used 
for special purposes-for example, to connect a large local network to its net
work provider over a leased line. 

Mosaic 
A graphical browser for the World Wide Web that supports hypermedia. 
Mosaic is often used incorrecdy as a synonym for the World Wide Web. 

MPEG 
An acronym (pronounced "em-peg") for the Motion Picture Experts Group. 
MPEG denotes a standards committee, a method of file compression, and a 
graphics file format. The main application for MPEG is the storage of audio 
and video data on CD-ROMs for use in multimedia systems. Since Mosaic can
not display MPEG format files as inline images, it launches a special viewer 
window in which the images are displayed. 

MUD/MOO 
MUD refers to Multi-User Dungeon, a group of role-playing games modelled 
on the original "Dungeons and Dragons" games. MUDs have also been used 
as conferencing tools and educational aids. A MOO is an object-oriented 
MUD. Some experimental Web servers are set up with interactive MUD/MOO 
interfaces. 

multimedia 
Documents that include different kinds of data, for example, text, audio, and 
video. 

NCSA 

NFS 
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The National Center for Supercomputing Applications; NCSA produces a pub
lic domain version of the Mosaic browsing program and licenses the technol
ogy to developers. 

The Network File System; a set of protocols that allows you to use files on 
other network machines as if they were local. So, rather than using FTP to 
transfer a file to your local computer, you can read it, write it, or edit it on the 
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remote computer-using the same commands that you would use locally. NFS 
was originally developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc., and is widely used. 

NSFNET 

OSI 

The National Science Foundation Network; the NSFNET is not the Internet. It's 
just one of the networks that make up the Internet. 

Open Systems Interconnect; another set of network protocols. See "ISO." 

packet 
A bundle of data. On the Internet, data is broken up into small chunks, ~alled 
"packets"; each packet traverses the network independently. Packet sizes can 
vary from roughly 40 to 32,000 bytes, depending on network hardware and 
media, but packets are normally less than 1500 bytes long. 

port 

ppp 

(a) A number that identifies a particular Internet application. When your com
puter sends a packet to another computer, that packet contains information 
about what protocol it's using (e.g., TCP), and what application it's trying to 
communicate with. The "port number" identifies the application. 

(b) One of a computer's physical input/output channels (i.e., a plug on the 
back). 

Unfortunately, these two meanings are completely unrelated. The first is more 
common when you're talking about the Internet (as in "telnet to port 1000"); 
the second is more common when you're talking about hardware ("connect 
your modem to the serial port on the back of your computer"). 

Point-to-Point Protocol; a protocol that allows a computer to use the TCP/IP 
(Internet) protocols (and become a full-fledged Internet member) with a stan
dard telephone line and a high-speed modem. Although PPP is less common 
than SLIP, it's quickly increasing in popularity. 

PPP/SUP account 
See "dialup account." 

protocol 
Simply, a definition of how computers will act when talking to each other. 
Protocol definitions range from how bits are placed on a wire to the format of 
an electronic mail message. Standard protocols allow computers from different 
manufacturers to communicate; the computers can use completely different 
software, providing that the programs running on both ends agree on what 
the data means. 

proxy server 
A server on the Internet that provides indirect Internet access to systems 
excluded from a direct connection by a security firewall. 
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RFC 
A Request For Comments; a set of papers in which the Internet's standards, 
proposed standards, and generally agreed-upon ideas are documented and 
published. 

router 
A system that transfers data between two networks that use the same proto
cols. The networks may differ in physical characteristics (e.g., a router may 
transfer data between an Ethernet and a leased telephone line). 

security firewall 
A system that isolates an organization's computers from external access, as 
through the Internet. The organization sometimes provides some Internet 
access through use of a proxy system. The firewall is intended to protect other 
machines at the site from potential tampering from the Net. 

server 
(a) Software that allows a computer to offer a service to another computer. 
Other computers contact the server program by means of matching client soft
ware. 

(b) The computer on which the server software runs. 

service provider 
See "Internet Service Provider." 

SGML 
Standard Generalized Markup Language; a set of codes used to format docu
ments. Individual codes are used to define the hierarchy and nature of the var
ious components of a document; for example, as headers, options, variables, 
etc. 

shell 
On a UNIX system, software that accepts and processes command lines from 
your terminal. UNIX has multiple shells available (e.g., C shell, Bourne shell, 
Korn shell), each with slightly different command formats and facilities. 

shell account 
See "dialup account." 

SUP 

tags 

Serial Line IP (Internet Protocol); a protocol that allows a computer to use the 
Internet protocols (and become a full-fledged Internet member) with a stan
dard telephone line and a high-speed modem. SLIP is being superseded by 
PPP, but still in common use. 

In HTML, tags are the codes that determine both the structure of information 
within a document and its presentation. 

TCP/IP 
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Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol; the most important of the 
protocols on which the Internet is based. TCP is a reliable connection-oriented 
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protocol; IP allows a packet to traverse multiple networks on the way to its 
final destination. 

TELNET 
(a) A "terminal emulation" protocol that allows you to log in to other com
puter systems on the Internet. 

(b) An application program that allows you to log in to another computer sys
tem using the TELNET protocol. 

TIFF 
The Tag Image File Format, a graphics file format developed by Aldus Corpo
ration, which has become a standard format found in most paint, imaging, and 
desktop publishing programs. TIFF is both powerful and flexible, and allows 
for storage of grayscale and color images. 

URL 
Uniform Resource Locator; the address of a document on the World Wide 
Web. The address is contained in a link, which a client interprets in order to 
connect with the proper server. 

USENET 
An informal, rather anarchic, group of systems that exchange "news." News is 
essentially similar to "bulletin boards" on other networks. USENET actually 
predates the Internet, but these days, the Internet is used to transfer much of 
the USENET's traffic. 

Veronica 
A service that allows you to search all Gopher sites for menu items (files, 
directories, and other resources). 

viewer 

visit 

A program Mosaic launches as needed to display a file in a format it cannot 
handle internally. For instance, Mosaic launches an MPEG player program to 
display an MPEG video file in a separate window because it cannot interpret 
this format. 

You access a World Wide Web document via a hypertext link. The anchor of a 
document that has been visited has a different appearance than the anchor of 
a link you haven't accessed. 

W30 
An organization created by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
and CERN to direct the development of the World Wide Web. 

WAIS 
See "Wide-Area Information Servers." 

WAN 
See "Wide Area Network." 
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Wide-Area Information Servers (WAIS) 
A very powerful search-and-retrieval system for information in databases (or 
libraries) across the Internet. WAIS databases are gradually being adopted for 
general information storage and retrieval by the Internet community. 

Wide Area Network (WAN) 
A grouping of computers that are connected over communication lines, usu
ally in a wide geographic area such as a state, country, or continent. 

World Wide Web (WWW) 
A hypertext -based system for finding and accessing Internet resources. 

www 
See "World Wide Web." 

XBM 
XBM refers to the X Bitmap graphics file format, which is the standard for 
bitmap image files in the X Window System. XBM files contain simple, two
tone images. XBM is one of only two formats in which inline images can 
appear in an HTML document. See also "GIF." 

X Window System 
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A network-based windowing system, originally developed at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT); X is most frequently run in combination with 
the UNIX operating system. 



"(quote) character in HTML, 121 
& (ampersand) character in HTML tag, 

110 
I (slash) in HTML tag, 110 
< (left angle bracket) character in HTML, 

110 
escape sequence for, 121 

> (right angle bracket) character in 
HTML, 110 

escape sequence for, 121 
@ (ampersand) character in HTML 

escape sequence for, 121 
o (umlaut) character in HTML 

escape sequence for, 122 
E (accent grave) character in HTML 

escape sequence for, 122 
ii (tilde) character in HTML 

escape sequence for, 122 

accent grave on uppercase E in HTML 
escape sequence for, 122 

access provider (see Internet Service 
Provider) 

accessing GNN, 41 
accessing non-Web servers, 65-83 
adding documents to hotlist, 26-29 
addresses (HTML) 

guide to, 132 
tags for, 121 

advertising, 53 
Mrican National Congress Gopher 

(server), 68 
aligning text and graphics in hypertext 

document, 125 
ALIWEB, 62 

and CUI W3 Catalog, 62 

INDEX 

All Catalog Entries 
link for listing servers in Catalog, 49 

alternate text 
in GNN, 91 
tag for, 125 

ampersand character in HTML 
escape sequence for, 121 

Anchor Underline option in Preferences 
dialog, 92 

anchors (hypertext), 151 
controlling underlining of, 92 
creating, 122-127 
definition, 122 
inserting graphics as, 126 
naming, 123-125 
tags for, 122 

AND operator, 72 
Andreessen, Marc, 12 
anonymous FTP (service), 75 
AppleTalk Remote Access, 19 
Arcade icon on Home Page, 21 
Archie, 151 
Archie-Like Indexing for Web, 62 
ARPAnet, 151 
art exhibits, 44, 53 

California Museum of Photography, 
68 

Palace of Diodetian at Split, 44-47 
Vatican exhibit, 54 

ASCII 
common ASCII files (table), 80 
transfer mode in FfP, 74 
using BinHex to produce, 80 
using files to write HTML, 107 

attributes (HTML), 110, 151 
for aligning text and graphics, 125 
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attributes (HTML) (cont'd) 
for displaying alternate text, 125 
for specifying files, 125 
table of, 150 

audio ftles, 8-9, 103-104 
file extensions for, 97 
installing external viewer for, 8, 103 

automating entry of HTML tags, 129-131 

Back (arrow) button on Toolbar, 25 
baud, 151 
Beginners Guide to HTML (online docu

ment), 131 
Beginners Guide to URLs (online docu

ment), 131 
Bemers-Lee, Tim, 9, 133, 138 

statement regarding W30, 134 
Best of the Net, 104 

in 1994, xviii, 9, 39 
Bible (Gopher server), 68 
binary 

common binary files (table), 80 
converting to ASCII format, 80 
transfer mode in FrP, 74 

BinHex format, 80 
converting to binary, 81 

using Fetch, 102 
using Stufflt, 1 01 

bits per second (bps), 151 
body identifier tag (HTML), 113 
bold face 

setting via HTML tags, 120 
bookmarks (see History option; hotlists) 
Boolean operators accepted by Veronica, 

72 
breaking lines, 115 
breaking paragmphs, 114 

in glossaries, 120 
browsers. 151 

development of. 11-12 
discussion of World Wide Web, 140 
line-mode, 11 
Lynx, 12 

bullets (inserting gmphics as), 126 
Bureau of the Census (information 

server), xviii 

caching, 151 
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California Museum of Photography, 68 
CERN, 9, 152 

General Overview of the Web, 58-60 
list of servers, 58 

changing 
appearance of documents, 92, 113 
personal home page, 85-86 
preferences, 89-93 

characters 
escape sequences for special, 121 
guide to Latin, 132 

CIA World Factbook, 68 
client, 152 
client/server, 4 
commercial applications of future ver-

sions of World Wide Web, 136 
Commercial Sites on the Web (server), 53 
commercialization of Mosaic, 13 
components of URL (table), 35 
compression progmms (table), 82 
Computer-Mediated Communication 

Information Sources and Internet 
Tools Summary, 62 

connecting to GNN, 21, 41 
countries 

finding out about, 56 
list of servers for, 58 

creating 
documents via HTML Editor, 129-131 
links to documents, 122-127 
own home page, 86-89, 127-129 

CUI W3 Catalog, 62 
CUSI, 62 
customizing Mosaic, 85-93 
CyberSight, 60 

databases (for searching World Wide 
Web), 61-64 

ALIWEB. 62 
CUI W3 Catalqg, 62 
CUSI, 62 
EINet Galaxy, 63 
The Wanderer, 61 
WebCrawler, 63 
World Wide Web Worm, 63 

Dead Sea Scrolls (exhibit), 54 
decompression progmms (table), 82 
dedicated line, 18, 152 



Denison, D.C. 
ideas on home page, 127 
interview with Michael Dertouzos, 

134 
on digital video, 6, 99 

Department of Education, 47 
Dertouzos, Michael L. (MIT professor), 

133 
interview with, 134-140 

dialup, 152 
dialup account, 152 
Dialup Shell Account, 18 
Digital Drive-In (feature of GNN Maga

zine), 6, 99 
accessing, 7, 102 

Digital Relief Map of United States, 57 
DNS (Domain Name Server), 152 
document identifier tag (HTML), 112 
documents 

caching (see caching) 
changing appeamnce of, 92 
creating personal, 107-132 
finding visited, 29 
names of in HTML, 36 
previewing, 31 
printing, 31 
resources for creating hypertext, 131 
saving, 31 
searching GNN documents, 32 
using HTML Editor to create, 129-131 

Domain Name Server (DNS), 152 
downloading, 152 

external viewers, 2-4 
flles with FTP, 75 
JPEGView progmm, 80 
programs via hypertext, 80 
Simple Player, 100 
SoundMachine, 103 

education documents, 47 
EINet Galaxy, 63 
EMOSAIC.INI (initialization file) 

external viewers 
configuring, 4-5, 8 

emphasis (HTML tag for), 120 
Enhanced NCSA Mosaic, 14 

improvements over original, xx 
entering URLs, 30 

Index 

Envirogopher (server), 68 
escape sequences for special chamcters 

in HTML, 121 
Ethernet, 153 
European Union (interest in World Wide 

Web), 134 
exhibits, 53 

Artserve, 53 
California Museum of Photography, 

68 
Dead Sea Scrolls, 54 
Hubble Space Telescope, 55 
Vatican exhibit, 54 

Exploratorium (interactive media center), 
57 

Export option on Hotlist dialog, 28, 86 
extension for HTML file, 109 
external viewers 

file formats and (table), 97 
freeware and shareware for, 2 
installing, 2, 96 
installing MPEGPlay (video), 6 
installing Sparkle, 100-101 
installing WHAM (audio), 8 
NCSA-approved (locating), 3 
need for, 2, 96 

FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions), 153 
directory, SO 

Fetch, 102 
file extensions 

for compression and decompression 
programs, 82 

for external viewers (table), 97 
file formats 

associated MIME types/subtypes, 9 
BinHex, 80 
for external viewers (table), 97 
Sun Ulaw files (audio), 103 
TIFF, 159 
types and modes (table), 80 
XBM, 125, 160 

file transfer protocol (see FTP) 
files 

printing, 31 
saving, 31 

filling out GNN Registration Form, 34 
Find option, 30 
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finding files 
opening local files in Mosaic, 109 
via FTP, 74-81 
via Gopher, 66-72 
via Jughead, 72 
via Veronica, 69 
via World Wide Web, 60-64 

finding previously visited documents, 29 
fmding text, 30 
firewall (see security firewall) 
formatting graphics, 125 
formatting HTML documents, 111-121 
formatting text 

via HTML, 108, 113-121 
via style sheets, 92 

Forward (arrow) button on Toolbar, 25 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), 50, 

153 
Fresh Catches page (music), 9, 104 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 5-6, 153 

accessing via Mosaic, 74-81 
Apple site, 102 
downloading files with, 75 
server for Washington University, 101 
transfer modes, 74 

future of World Wide Web, 133-142 

gateway, 153 
General Overview of the Web (resource 

guide), 58 
generic picture icons, 90 

clicking on, 91 
Geometry Center (interactive media cen

ter), 57 
Germany information server, 57 
GIF files, 5, 79, 98, 153 

installing external viewer for, 4 
Global Network Navigator (GNN) 

as navigation tool, 40 
Business Listings, 53 
connecting to, 21, 41 
history of developmem, 14-15 
Mosaic Handbook 

Hotlist, 49 
Netizens, 52 
NetNews icon, 21 
registration form, 34 
searching all documents in, 32 
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special-interest magazines, 55 
glossaries (HTML), 116 

tags for, 119 
GNN (see Global Network Navigator) 
GO links, 42, 44 
Gopher, 6-7, 153 

accessing via hotlists, 68 
accessing via URLs, 68 
limitations of, 67 
using Mosaic to access, 66-72 
using to access WAIS, 73 

graphics files, 5-8, 98-103 
aligning display of in document, 125 
as anchors, 126 
configuring external viewer for, 4-5 
installing external viewer for, 3 
tags for inserting, 125 
(see also inline images; linked 

images) 
Graphics Interchange Format (see GIF 

files) 
grave accent on uppercase E in HTML 

escape sequence for, 122 
guides for creating hypertext documents, 

131 

header tag (HTML), 112 
heading (inserting tags for), 113 
help for writing HTML documents, 

129-131 
History option, 153 

using, 29 
versus Back and Fotward bunons, 25 
versus Hotlist option, 25 

home page, 21, 153 
changing, 85-86 
creating, 86-89 

own, 127-129 
GNN 

illustration of, 21 
retrieving, 41 
screen elements of, 21 
URL for, 30 

markup language for, 109 
Mosaic Handbook, xxi 
recommended characteristics of, 127 
templates for creating, 128-129 
using another document as, 86 



horizontal rule tag (HTML), 115 
host, 154 
Hotlist option 

versus Back and Forward buttons, 25 
versus History option, 25 

hotlists, 26-29, 154 
adding documents to, 26 
editing, 28 
in Mosaic Handbook, 49 
maintaining multiple, 28 
using to manage Gopher, 68 

HREF attribute for creating links, 122 
HTML (HyperText Markup Language), 10, 

108, 154 
attributes, 110, 151 
creating documents via, 107-132 
document names in, 36 
guides to, 131 
HTML Editor as help, 129-131 
Hyper Text Markup Language 

(HTML) (online document), 131 
identification tags, 112-113 
mailing list for, 141 
Mosaic for previewing, 109 
previewing documents, 31 
reasons for general formatting speci

fications, 108 
tags, 110 

(see also tags) 
URLs and, 111 

HTML Editor program, 129-131 
pop-up menus, 130 
shareware fee for, 129 
using to edit URLs, 131 

HTML Quick Reference (online docu
ment), 131 

HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), 10, 
154 

Hubble Space Telescope 
exhibit, 55 
viewing images from, 5, 98 

hyperlink, 154 
Hypermail program, 141 
hypermedia, 154 
hypertext, 9, 154 

advantages of (over books), 107 
downloading programs via, 80 
how it works, 23-24 

Index 

power of, 107 
Xanadu, as example of, 9 

hypertext anchors (see anchors) 
hypertext links (see links) 
HyperText Markup Language (see HTML) 
HyperText Transfer Protocol (see HTTP) 

lAB (Internet Architecture Board), 155 
Iceland information server, 57 
identification tags (HTML), 112-113 
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), 

155 
image caching (see caching) 
image files 

controlling loading of via Preferences 
dialog, 90-92 

downloading via FTP, 79 
inline (see inline images) 
loading missing, 91 
viewing, 80 

information servers, 5, 6-8 
accessing non-Web servers, 65-83 
FTP, 5 
Gopher, 6 
list by country, 58 
list of in Whole Internet Catalog, 49 
listing of on What's New page, 49 
WAIS, 7-8 

information services 
alphabetical list of, 60 
inter&ctive media centers, 57 
international kiosks, 56 
on World Wide Web 

exhibits, 53 
magazines, 55 
overview of, 53-57 

initialization file (see EMOSAIC.INI) 
inline images, 154 

aligning in document, 125 
contrasted with linked images, 5, 98 
controlling display of 

via Preferences dialog, 90 
tag for inserting, 125 

inserting graphics in hypertext docu
ments, 125 

installing 
external viewer, 2, 96 
Mosaic, 19 
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installing (cont'd) 
MPEGPlay player program, 6 
Sparkle program, 100 
WHAM (\Vaveform Hold and Modify) 

program, 8 
interactive media centers, 57 
interface to Mosaic, 20 
international kiosks, 56 
International Teletimes 

information server, xviii 
magazine, 55 

Internet, 154 
description, 1-4 
layers, 3 
resources, 155 

list of, 43 
service providers, 18 
services 

list of, 60 
online, 3-8 

types of connections to, 18-19 
Internet Access Provider list, 18 
Internet Architecture Board (lAB), 155 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 

155 
Internet Protocol (IP), 3 
Internet Service Provider (ISP), 18, 155 
Internet Services List, 60, 62 
Internet Underground Music Archive 

(IU.MA), 9, 104 
interview with Professor Michael Der

touzos, 134-140 
IP (Internet Protocol), 3 
ISO (International Standards Organiza

tion), 155 
Latin Characters (online document), 

132 

Japan Information server, 56 
]PEG files, 5, 98, 155 

installing external viewer for, 4 
JPEGView program, 80 

downloading. 80 
used to view images, 99 
viewing Hubble Space Telescope via, 

5, 98 
viewing Orion Nebula, 5, 98 

Jughead server, 72 
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LAN (Local Area Network), 155 
problems with, 20 

Latin characters (guide to), 132 
leased line (see dedicated line) 
left angle bracket (HTML) 

escape sequence for, 121 
line break tag (HTML), 115 
linked images, 155 

aligning in document, 125 
contrasted with inline images, 5, 98 
tag for inserting, 125 

links, 155 
creating, 122-127 
definition, 122 
tag for, 122 
underlining of 

lists 

controlling, 92 
meaning, 47 

ordered, 116-119 
tags for, 116-119 
unordered, 116-119 

Load Images option in Preferences dialog, 
90 

Load Missing Images option on Edit 
menu, 91 

Local Area Network (LAN), 155 
logical text styles, 120 
LView program, 3-5 

configuring, 4 
downloading and installing, 3 
used to edit images, 6 

Lynx, 156 
contrasted with Mosaic, 108 

Macintosh Archive (Nexor), 97 
finding software in, 101 
using to access SoundMachine, 103 
using to access Sparkle, 101 

Macintosh Archive (University of Michi
gan), 81, 97 

magazines, 55-56 
mailing lists for World Wide Web initia

tive, 141 
maps, 57 
MapViewer, xix 



Marx Brothers home page 
example of writing HTML, 111 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Commercial Web (server), 53 
site of W30, 134 
X Windows and, 160 

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Exten
sions) protocol, 156 

specifying LView configuration via, 4 
types and file format (table), 9 

modem, 156 
modes and associated file types (table), 

80 
MOO (Multi-user dungeon, Object

Oriented), 156 
Mosaic, xvii, 156 

as client software, 5 
commercialization, 13 
customizing, 85-93 
example of use, 12 
FfP accessed via, 74-81 
Gopher accessed via, 66-72 
history of development, 12-13 
installation, 19 
interface description, 20 
learning about updates to, xxi 
navigation tools, 21, 24-30 
performance factors, 19 
requirements for multimedia, 2, 95-96 
starting, 19 
style sheet in, 92 
Support Center ResEdit, 96 
Web development and, 9-12 
window elements, 19 
writing hypertext documents in, 

107-129 
Mosaic Handbook 

Home Page, xxi, 19 
Hotlist, 49 

Mother jones (magazine), 56 
moving around Mosaic (see navigating 

the Internet) 
moving files via FfP, 75 
MPEG, 100, 156 

movies on waterfalls, 7, 102 
MPEGPlay player program 

installing, 6 
using to watch movie, 7 

Index 

MUD/MOO (Multi-User Dungeon/MUD, 
Object-Oriented), 156 

multimedia, 156 
Mosaic requirements for, 95-96 

Multimedia Information Services, 62 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions 

protocol (see MIME) 
music server, 9, 104 

Names and Addresses (online document), 
132 

names in HTML (guide to), 132 
naming anchors, 123-125 
National Center for Supercomputing 

Applications (see NCSA) 
National Science Foundation (NSF), 2 
nations 

finding out about, 56 
list of servers for, 58 

navigating the Internet 
importance of, 40 
importance of icons for, 42 
Mosaic tools for, 21, 24-30 

navigating The Whole Internet Catalog, 
43-49 

NCSA (National Center for Supercomput
ing Applications), 12, 156 

nesting of lists and glossaries, 116, 118 
Netizens, 52 

recommended characteristics of 
home page, 127 

NetNews (GNN), 21 
article on W30, 134 

New Zealand Information server, xviii, 56 
newsgroups for World Wide Web Project, 

140 
NFS (Network File System), 156 
NOT operator, 72 
NSFNET, 2, 157 

online guides for creating hypertext doc-
uments, 131 

Open Local option, 109 
OR operator, 72 
ordered lists (see lists) 
Orion Nebula (viewing), 5, 98 
OSI, 157 
outlining a document's contents, 47 
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packet, 157 
Palace of Diocletian at Split (art exhibit), 

44-47 
paleontology exhibits, 47 
paragraph tag (HTML), 114 

using in glossary, 120 
performance 

factors affecting Mosaic, 19 
photography 

available on Gopher server, 68 
physical text styles, 120 
PKUNZIP (DOS decompression utility) 

using to decompress LView, 3 
port, 157 
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 157 
PPP/SUP Account, 18, 157 
Preferences dialog 

choosing style sheet, 92 
editing, 89-93 
loading images, 90-92 
setting home page, 92 
specifying proxy server, 92 
underlining anchors, 92 

preformatted text 
tags for, 121 

previewing HTML documents, 31 
printing files, 31 
problems 

in finding documents, 36 
starting Mosaic, 20 

Project Gutenberg, 68 
protocol, 157 

grafts, 139 
protocol type in URL, 36 
proxy server, 157 
Proxy Server option in Preferences dia

log, 92 
Public Dialup Internet Access List, 18 

Questions (Frequently Asked), 153 
directory, 50 

QuickTime 
file extensions for, 97 
loading extension, 102 

quote marks in HTML 
escape sequence for, 121 
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recreational uses for future versions of 
World Wide Web, 136 

ResEdit, 96 
resources 

for creating hypertext documents, 
131 

retrieving the Home Page, 41 
RFC, 158 
right angle bracket in HTML 

escape sequence for, 121 
robot programs, 61 

WebCrawler, 63 
router, 158 

Save As option, 31 
saving files, 31 
Scan Current option, 27 
science exhibit, 57 
searchable index, 32 
searching 

for text string, 30, 47 
GNN documents, 32 

limitations of, 49 
Gopher, 69-72 

via Jughead, 72 
via Veronica, 69 

the World Wide Web, 60-64 
security firewall, 158 

workaround for, 92 
separator character in URL, 36 
server, 4, 158 

(see also information servers) 
server name in URL, 36 
service provider (see Internet Service 

Provider) 
SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Lan

guage), 158 
attributes, 151 

shell, 158 
shell account, 158 
Simple Player, 97 

downloading, 100 
slash character (in HTML tag), 110 
SUP, 158 
SoundMachine, 97 

downloading, 103 



Sparkle player program 
extensions for file type, 97 
installing, 100 
using to watch movie, 102 

special characters 
escape sequences for, 121 

spider programs, 61 
Spyglass, Inc. (Mosaic licensing agent), 

XX, 14 
start-up page (see home page) 
starting Mosaic, 19 
Starting Points (NCSA) 

and CUI W3 Catalog, 62 
Stufflt program, 81, 101 
Style Guide (online document), 132 
style sheets 

choosing in Preferences dialog, 92 
Subscribe to GNN icon, 22 
Support Center, xxi 

ResEdit, 96 
syntax 

for opening local files, 109 
glossary, 119 
HTML attributes, 110 
links, 122 
MIME file type specification, 4 
ordered list, 117 
unordered list, 116 
Web URL, 35 

System Folder's Extensions folder, 102 

tables (creating in HTML), 121 
tags (HTML), 112-113, 158 

description, 110 
for document appearance 

bold face, 120 
line break, 115 
text attributes, 120 
underlining, 120 

for document parts 
address, 121 
anchors, 122 
body identifier, 113 
document identifier, 112 
glossary, 119 
graphics, 125 
header, 112 
headings, 113 

horizontal rule, 115 
lists, 116-119 
paragraph, 114 
preformatted text, 121 
tables, 121 
title, 112 

table of, 149 
TCP/IP, 1, 3, 158 
TELNET, 159 
templates for generic home page, 

128-129 
text 

aligning, 125 
attributes (HTML), 120 
formatting 

changing via style sheets, 92 
via HTML, 113-121 

in lieu of graphics, 91 
searching for, 30 
string search in Veronica, 70 

TIFF (fag Image File Format), 159 
tilde in IITML 

escape sequence for, 122 
title search on Veronica server, 70 
title tag (HTML), 112 

Index 

titles of HTML documents (rules about), 
112 

transfer modes in FTP, 74 

umlaut on lowercase o in HTML 
escape sequence for, 122 

underlining of text 
setting via HTML tags, 120 

Uniform Resource Locators (see URLs) 
University of Michigan's Macintosh 

Archive (see Macintosh Archive) 
UNIX,4 

command for Gopher, 7 
unordered lists (see lists) 
updates to The Whole Internet Catalog, 

49 
URLs (Uniform Resource Locators), 10, 

34-36, 159 
beginners guide to, 131 
description (table), 35 
editing via HTML Editor, 131 
for AUWEB, 62 
for Artserve, 53 
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URLs (Uniform Resource Locators) 
(cont'd) 

for CERN's mailing lists, 141 
for Commercial Sites on the Web, 53 
for CUI W3 Catalog, 62 
for CUSI, 62 
for CyberSight, 60 
for Dead Sea Scrolls, 54 
for EINet Galaxy, 63 
for Exploratorium, 57 
for external viewers, 2 
for Geometry Center, 57 
for Germany information server, 57 
for GNN Home page, 41 
for GNN Travelers' Center, 35 
for HTML Editor, 129 
for Hubble Space Telescope, 5, 55, 

98 
for Iceland information server, 57 
for International Teletimes, 55 
for Internet Services list, 60 
for Japan information server, 56 
for JPEGView, 80 
for library of Congress Gopher, 68 
for LView, 3 
for Mac Archive, 81 
for Mother jones, 56 
for Netizens, 52 
for NetNews, 24 
for New Zealand information server, 

56 
for online guides to hypertext, 131 
for PKUNZIP, 3 
for QuickTime, 102 
for robot programs, 61 
for sample home page, 89 
for Smithsonian image server, 76 
for spider programs, 61 
for the Wanderer, 61 
for Underground .\1usic Archive, 9, 

104 
for United States Map, 57 
for University of Texas Gopher 
server, 69 

for USENET FAQ list, 50 
for Vatican exhibit, 54 
for W30 server, 134 
for WebCrawler, 63 
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for What's New (NCSA Mosaic), 49 
for Wired, 56 
for World \Vide Web Worm, 63 
for WWW project, 132, 140 
for Xerox PARC Map Viewer, 57 
for Zines, 55 
how to find, 86 
how to use, 30 
Macintosh Archive (Nexor), 97 
opening in Gopher, 68 
problems entering, 36 
syntax, 35 
using to write HTML, 111 

USENET, 159 
FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions), 

50 

Vatican library (exhibit), 54 
Veronica server, 69-72, 159 

contrasted with Jughead, 72 
types of searches, 70 

video clips, 6, 99 
video files 

installing external viewer for, 6, 100 
View Source option, 31 
viewers, 159 

(see also external viewers) 
Viewers section of initialization ftle 

editing to configure 
LView, 4-5 
MPEGPlay, 6 
WHAM,8 

viewing image ftles, 80 
visiting documents via links, 159 

W30 (organization), 133-142, 159 
accessing server, 134 
project information, 140 

WAIS (Wide Area Information Servers), 
7-8, 159 

accessing via Gopher, 73 
WAN (Wide Area Network), 160 
the Wanderer, 61 
watching movies, 6, 99 
waterfalls (MPEG movies about), 7, 102 
Web (see World Wide Web) 
WebCrawler, 63 



WHAM (Waveform Hold and Modify) pro
gram (installing), 8 

What's New page 
in NCSA Mosaic, 49 
in Whole Internet Catalog, 49 
NCSA Mosaic 

and CUI W3 Catalog, 62 
What's Up in GNN page, 21-22, 42 
The Whole Internet Catalog 

description, 43-49 
GO links to other servers, 42, 44 
icon on Home Page, 21 
pointers to Gopher, 68 
Top SO list, 49 
What's New (document), 49 

Wide Area Information Servers (see 
WAIS) 

Wide Area Network (WAN), 160 
Wired (magazine), 56 
World Wide Web (WWW), xvii, 160 

CERN's General Overview of the 
Web, 58 

characteristics, 10 
future of, 133-142 
histoty of development, 9-12 
hypertext development and, 9 
mailing lists, 141 
newsgroups, 140 
searching, 60-64 
specifications, 10 
Virtual Libraty, 58 

and CUI W3 Catalog, 62 
Worm, 63 

World Wide Web Initiative (online docu-
ment), 132 

Worm (World Wide Web), 63 
writing HTML documents, 107-132 
WWW (see World Wide Web) 

X Window System, 160 
Xanadu,9 
XBM, 160 
Xerox PARC Map Viewer, xix 

Zines (magazine list), 55 

Index 
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INTERN 
Books from O'Reilly & As 
FALL /W INTER 1994 - 95 

The Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog 
By Ed Krol 
2nd Edition April 1994 
574 pages, ISBN 1-56592-063-5 

The best book about the Internet just got 
better! This is the second edition of our 
comprehensive-and bestselling
introduction to the Internet, the interna
tional network that includes virtually 
every major computer site in the world. 
In addition to email, me transfer, remote 
login, and network news, this book pays 
special attention to some new tools for 

helping you find information. Useful to beginners and veterans 
alike, this book will help you explore what's possible on the Net. 
Also includes a puU-out quick-reference card. 

"An ongoing classic." 
-Rocbester Business journal 

"Tile book against which aU subsequent Internet guides are 
measured, Krol's work ha~ emerged as an indispensable 
reference to beginners and seasoned travelers alike as they 
venture out oo the data highway." 
-Microtimes 

"Tbe Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog \viU probably 
become the Internet user's bible because it provides compre
hensive, easy instructions for those who want to get the most 
from this valuable electronic tool." 
-David]. Buerger, Editor, Commtmicatiolls IVeek 

"Krol's work is comprehensive and lucid, an overview 
which presents network basics in clear and understandable 
language. I consider it essential." 
- Paul Gilster, Triad Business News 

!%@::A Directory of Electronic Mail 
Addressing & Networks 
By Dom/(//yn l-l"ey & Rick Adams 
4/b Edition june 1994 
662 pages, ISBN 1-56592-046-5 

This is the only up-to-date directory that 
charts the networks that make up the 
Internet, provides contact names and 
addresses, and describes the services 
each network provides. It includes all 
of the major Internet-based networks, 
as weU as various commercial networks 
such as CompuSe.rve, Delphi, and 
America Online that are "gatcwayed" to 

the Internet for transfer of electronic mail and other services. 
If you are someone who wants to connect to the Internet, 
or someone who already is connected but wants concise, 
up-to-date information on many of the world's networks, 
check out this book. 

Tllis is the fourth edition of tllis directory, now in a simplified 
format designed to allow more frequent updates. 

"The hook remains the bible of electronic messaging today. 
One could ea~ily borrow the American Express slogan with the 
quip 'don't do messaging witlwut it.· The book introduces you 
to electronic mall in all its many forms :md flavors, teUs you 
about the networks throughout t11e world ... with an up-to-date 
summary of information on each, plus handy references such 
as all the world's subdomains. The husband-wife tean1 autlwrs 
are among the most knowledgeable people in the Internet 
world. This is one of those publications for wllich you just 
enter a lifetime subscription." 
-Book Review, !SOC News 

FOR INFORMATION: 800·998·9938, 107-829-05 15; NUTS@ORA.COM 



The Mosaic Handbooks 

Mosaic is an important application that is becoming instru
mental in the growth of the Internet. These books, one for 
Microsoft Windows, one for the X Window System, and one 
for the Macintosh, introduce you to Mosaic and its use in 
navigating and finding information on the World Wide Web. 
They show you how to use Mosaic to replace some of the 
traditional Internet functions like ITP, Gopher, Archie, 
Veronica, and W AIS. For more advanced users, the books 
describe how to add ex1ernal viewers to Mosaic (allowing it 
to display many additional file types) and how to customize 
the Mosaic interface, such as screen elements, colors, and 
fonts. l11e Microsoft and Macintosh versions come with a 
copy of Mosaic on a floppy disk; the X Window version comes 
\vitl1 a CD-ROM. All three books come witl1 a subscription to 
The Global Network Navigator (GNN)™ , the leading WWW
based information service on the Internet. 

The Mosaic Handbook for 
Microsoft Windows 
By Dale Dougberly & Rid;ard Koman 
lsi Edition Oclober 1994 
234 pages (est.}, ISBN 1-56592·094-5 
(Foppy disk included) 

The Mosaic Handbook for 
the X Window System 
By Dale Dougberly, Ridwd Koma11 & 
Paula Ferguso11 
I sf Edz'lion Oclober I 994 
220 pages (est.), ISBN 1-56592-095·3 
(CD·ROM included) 

The Mosaic Handbook tor 
the Macintosh 
By Dale Dougberly & Richard Koman 
I sf Edition October 1994 
220pages(esl.}, ISBN 1·56592·096·1 
(Floppy disk included) 

Internet In A Box 
Produced by Spry, Inc. 
Ami/able /ale September 1994 
UPC 799364 Of 100 
(sold only in/be US and Canada) 

'~c----- Internet InA Bo.vTM is the fi rst shrink
wrapped package to provide a total 
solution for PC users to get on tl1e 
Internet. Internet In A Box provides 

instant connectivity, a multimedia Windows interface, a 
full suite of applications, and a complete online guide to 
the Internet. The box contains: 

• Two ways to connect to the Internet: five-minute automated 
connection via SprintLink or manual connection to any PPP 
provider in the US and Canada. 

• A subscription to the Global Network Navigator (GNN)Thl 
an online interactive guide to the Internet. 

• Software: The Air Series applications, including Mosaic, 
electronic mail, Usenet news reader, drag-and-drop file 
transfer, gopher, and telnet. 

• Three books that clearly describe how to use these 
resources: a spedal edition of Ed Krol's bestselling 
The IVhofe Internet User's Guide & Catalog, 
a Getting Started guide, and an Install guide. 

Connecting to the Internet 
By Susan Estrada 
Is/ EdilionAugus/1993 
188pages, ISBN 1-56592·061-9 

This book provides practical advice 
on how to get an Internet connection. 
It describes how to assess your needs to 
determine the kind of Internet service 
that is best for you and how to find a 
local access provider and evaluate the 
services they offer. 

Knowing how to purchase the right kind 
of Internet access can help you save money and avoid a lot of 
frustration. This book is the fastest way for you to Jearn how 
to get on the Internet. Then you can begin exploring one of 
tl1e world's most valuable resources. 

''A much needed 'how to do it' for anyone interested in 
getting Internet connectivity and using it as part of their 
organization or enterprise. The sections are sinlple and 
straightforward .... If you want to know how to connect your 
organization, get this book." 
-Book Review, /SOC News 

TO ORDER: 800·889·8969 (CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY); ORDER@oRA.COM 



Learning the UNIX Operating System 
By Grace Todino, john Strang & jerry Peek 
3rd &/ilion Augus/1993 
lOB pages, ISBN 1-56592-060-0 

H you are new to UNIX, this concise 
introduction will tell you just what you need 
to get started and no more. Why wade 
through a 600-page book when you can 
begin working productively in a matter of 
minutes? It's an ideal primer for Mac and PC 
users of the Internet who need to know a 
little bit about UNIX on the systems they visit. 

This book is the most effective introduction 
to UNIX in print. The third edition has been updated and 
expanded to provide increased coverage of window systems 
and networking. It's a handy book for someone just starting 
with UNIX, as well as someone who encounters a UNIX system 
as a "visitor" via remote login over the Internet. 

"If you have someone on your site who has never worked on 
a UNIX system and who needs a quick how-to, Nutshell~ has 
the right booklet. Learning the UNIX Operating System can 
get a newcomer rolling in a single session. It covers logging in 
and out; files and directories; mail; pipes; filters; background
ing; and a large number of other topics. It's clear, cheap, and 
can render a newcomer productive in a few hours." 
-;login 

Smileys 
By David W. Sanderson 
lsi Edition March 1993 
93 pages, ISBN 1-56592-041-4 

,,11111\1 
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From the people who put an armadillo on the 
cover of a system administrator book comes this 
collection of the computer underground hiero
glyphs called "smileys." Originally inserted into 
email messages to denote "said with a cynical 
smile" :-), smileys now run rampant throughout 
the electronic mail culture. 

"For a quick grin at an odd moment, this is a nice pocket 
book to carry around :-) H you keep this book near your 
terminal, you could express many heretofore hidden feelings 
in your email ;-) Then again, such things may be frowned 
upon at your company :-( No matter, this is a fun book to 
have around." 
-Gregory M. Amov, News & Review 

TCP/IP Network Administration 
By Craig Hunt 
lsi Edition Augusl 1992 
502 pages, ISBN 0-937175-82-X 

~ li . _ ..... 

TCPIIP Network Administration is a 
complete guide to setting up and running 
a TCPIIP network for administrators of 
networks of systems or lone home systems 
that access the Internet. It starts with the 
fundamentals: what the protocols do and 
how they work, how to request a network 
address and a name (the forms needed 
are included in an appendix), and how 
to set up your network. 

Beyond basic setup, the book discusses how to configure 
important network applications, including sendmail, the r* 
commands, and some simple setups for NIS and NFS. There 
are also chapters on troubleshooting and security. In addition, 
this book covers several important packages that are available 
from the Net (such as gated). Covers BSD and System V 
TCPIIP implementations. 

"TCPIIP Network Administration provides a great service 
to network managers. Any network manager responsible for 
TCPIIP networking should keep a copy of this inexpensive 
reference nearby." 
-Network Computing 

Managing Internet Information Services 
By Cricket Liu, jerry Peek, Russ jones, Bryan Buus & Adrian NJ'l! 
lsi Edition Winter 1994195 (est.) 
400 pages (est.), ISBN 1-56592-062-7 

·~·~·- ·-·---- This comprehensive guide describes how to 
set up information services to make them 
available over the Internet Providing com
plete coverage of all popular services, it 
discusses why a company would want to 
offer Internet services and how to select 
which ones to provide. Most of the book 

o describes how to set up email services and 
FTP, Gopher, and World Wide Web senrers. 

"Managing Internet Information Services has long been 
needed in the Internet community, as well as in many organi
zations with IP-based networks. Although many on the Internet 
are quite savvy when it comes to administering these types of 
tools, MilS will allow a much larger community to join in and 
perhaps provide more diverse information. This book will be 
a welcome addition to my Internet shelf." 
-Robert H'obbes' Zakon, MITRE Corporation 

FOR INFORMATION: 800.998-9938, 707-829-0515; NUTS@oRA.COAf 



sendmail 
By 81J'Illl Cos/(1/es, 111ilb EricAI/111(111 & Neil Rickert 
Is/ Edition Nor~ember 1993 
830 pages, ISBN 1-56592-056-2 

i 
Although sendmail is used on almost every 
UNIX system, it's one of !he last great 
uncharted territories-and most difficult 
utilities to learn-in UNIX system adminis
tration. This book provides a complete 
sendmail tutorial, plus extensive reference 
material. It covers !he BSD, UIUC IDA, and 
V8 versions of sendmail. 

"The program and its rule description file, sendmail.cf, have 
long been regarded as !he pit of coals !hat separated !he mild 
Unix system administrators from !he real fire walkers. Now, 
sendmail syntax, testing, hidden rules, and other mysteries are 
revealed. Costales, Allman, and Rickert are !he indisputable 
authorities to do !he text." 
-Ben Smilh, Byte 

ONSandBINO 
By Cricket liu & f(lu/ Albitz 
lsi Edition Oclober 1992 
418/Xlges, ISBN 1-56592-010-4 

-"·~--- DNS and BIND contains all you need to 
know about !he Internet's Domain Name 
System (DNS) and !he Berkeley Internet 
Name Domain (BIND), its UNIX implemen
tation. The Domain Name System is the 
Internet's "phone book"; it's a database 
!hat tracks important information (in 
particular, names and addresses) for 
every computer on the Internet. If you're 

a system administrator, !his book will show you how to set up 
and maintain !he DNS software on your network. 

"At380 pages it blows away easily any vendor supplied infor
mation, and because it has an extensive troubleshooting section 
(using nslookup) it should never be far from your desk
especially when things on your network start to go awry :-)" 
- Ian Hoyle, BHP Research, Melbourne Laboratories 

MH & xmh: E-mail for Users & Programmers 
By jerry Peek 
2nd EdiliOII September 1992 
728pages, ISBN 1-56592-027-9 

Customizing your email environment 
can save time and make communicating 
more enjoyable. MH & xmh: E-Mail for 
Users & Programmers explains how to 
use, customize, and program witl1 !he MH 
electronic mail commands available on 
virtually any UNIX system. The handbook 
also covers xmh, an X Window System 
client that nms MH programs. 

The second edition added a chapter on mhook, sections 
explaining under-appreciated small commands and features, 
and more examples shO\ving how to usc MH to handle 
common situations. 

''The MH bible is irrefutably Jerry Peek's MH & xmh: E-mail 
for Users & Programmers. Titis book covers just about every
thing that is known about MH and xmb (!he X Windows front 
end to MH), presented in a clear and easy-to-read forntat. 
I strongly recommend !hat anybody serious about MH get a copy." 
-James Hamilton, UnixiVor/d 

Practical UNIX Security 
By Sill/SOil Gm:fiukel & Gene Spafford 
lsi Ed11ionjrme 1991 
512pages, 1SBN0-937175-72-2 

PRACTICAL 
UNIX 

tr 
Practical UNIX Security teUs system 
administrators how to make their UNIX 
system-either System V or BSD-as 
secure as it possibly can be without going 
to trusted system technology. The book 
describes UNIX concepts and how !hey 
enforce security, teUs how to defend 
against and handle security breaches, 
and explains network security (including 

UUCP, NFS, Kcrberos, and firewall machines) in detaiL If 
you arc a UNIX system administrator or user who deals \viUJ 
security, you need !his book. 

'Timely, accuriue, written by recognized experts ... covers eve!')' 
imaginable topic relating to Unix securi ty. An excellent book 
and I recommend it as a valuable addition to any system 
administrator's or computer site manager's coUection." 
- jon Wright, Informatics(Australia) 

TO ORDER: 800·889·8969 (CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY); ORDER@oRA.COM 



O)Reilly & Associates-
GLOBAL NETWORK NAVIGATOR 
The Global Network Navigator (GNN)™ is a unique kind of information service that makes the Internet easy and enjoyable 

to use. We organize access to the vast information resources of the Internet so that you can find what you want. We also help 

you understand the Internet and the many ways you can explore it. 

In GNN you'll find: 

Navigating the Net with GNN 
The IVbole lntemet Catalog contains a 
descriptive listing of the most useful Net 

resources and services \\1th live links to those resources. 

l!i}(;~l The GNN Business Pages are where 
- - ~ - - c - you'lllearn about companies who have 
established a presence on the Internet and use its worldwide 
reach to help educate consumers. 

-===..,.. The Internet Help Desk helps folks who 
=:r!:O=.,.. are new to the Net orient themselves and 

gets them started on the road to Internet exploration. 

News 
lii]e~ 1\'etNews is a weekly publication that . 
- * - reports on the news of the Internet, wtth 
weekly feature articles that focus on Internet trends and 
special events. The Sports, Weather, and Comix Pages round 
out the news. 

Special Interest Publications 

I<'I'R - R-~-1 Whether you're planning a trip or are just 
~'ll.f-~fii;. ~ interested in reading about the journeys 

of others, you'll find that the Travelers' Center contains a 
rich collection of feature articles and ongoing columns about 
travel. In the Travelers' Center, you c:mlink to many helpful 
and informative travel-related Internet resources. 

The Personal Finance Center is the place 
to go for information about money manage

ment and investment on the Internet. Whether you're an old 
pro at pla~1ng the market or are thinking about investing for the 
first time, you'll read articles and discover Internet resources 
that will help you to tl1ink of the Internet as a persom~ finance 
information tool. 

All in all, GIVN belps you gel more mluefor /be 
time you spend on I be lntemel. 

~~~~ The Best of the Web 

The O'Rei/!)1 Resource Center was voted 
"Best Commercial Site'' by users participating 
in "Best of the Web '94." 

GNN received "Honorable Mention" for 
"Best Overall Site," "Best Entertainment Service," 
and "Most Important Service Concept.'' 

The GNN Ne/News received "Honorable Mention" 
for "Best Document Design." 

Subscribe Today 
GNN is available over the Internet as a subscription service. 
To get complete information about subscribing to GNN, 
send email to info@gnn.com. If you have access to a World 
Wide Web browser such as Mosaic or Lynx, you can use the 
following URI. to register online: http: / /gnn.com/ 

If you usc a browser that does not support online forms, 
you can retrieve an email version of the registration form 
automatically by sending email to forrn@gnn.com. 
Fill this form out and send it back to us by email, and 
we will confirm your registration. 

FOR INFORMATION: 800·998·9938, 707-829-0515; HUTS@oRA.COM 



AUDIOTAPES 
O'Reilly now offers audiotapes based on interviews with people who are making a profound impact in the world of the Internet. 
Here we give you a quick overview of what's available. For details on our audiotape collection, send email to audio@ora.com. 

"Ez1er listen to one of tbose five-minute-long news pieces being broadcast on National Public Radio's 'All '/bings Considered' 

and wish they were doing an in-deptb story on new /ecbnology? Well, your wishes are answered. "-Byte 

Global Network Operations 
Carl Malamud inlm'iett'S Brian Carpenter, Bembard Stockman, 
Mike O'Dell & Geoff Huston 
Duration: 2 hours, ISBN 1-56592-993-4 

What does it take to actually run a network? In these four 
interviews, cart Malamud explores some of the technical and 
operational issues faced by Internet service providers around 
the world. 

Brian carpenter is the director for networking at CERN, the 
high-energy physics laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. 
Physicists are some of the world's most active Internet users, 
and its global user base makes CERN one of the world's most 
network-intensive sites. Carpenter discusses how he deals \vith 
issues such as the OSI and DECnet Phase V protocols and his 
views on the future of the Internet. 

Bernhard Stockman is one of the founders and the technical 
manager of the European Backbone (EBONE). EBONE has 
proven to be the first effective transit backbone for Europe 
and has been a leader in the deployment of CIDR, BGP-4, 
and other key technologies. 

Mike O'Dell is vice president of research at UUNET 
Technologies. O'Dell has a long record of involvement in 
data communications, ranging from his service as a telco lab 
employee, an engineer on several key projects, and a member 
of the USENIX board to now helping define new services for 
one of the largest commercial IP service providers. 

Geoff Huston is the director of the Australian Academic 
Research Network (AARNET). AARNET is known as one of 
the most progressive regional networks, rapidly adopting new 
services for its users. Huston talks about how networking in 
Australia has flourished despite astronomically high rates for 
long-distance lines. 

The Future of the lntemet Protocol 
Carl Alalamud inlm'iett'S Slez:e Deering. Bob Brade11, 
Christian Huilema, Bob Hinden, Peter Ford, Slet:e Casner, 
Bembard Slockman & Noel Chiappa 
Dura/ion: 4/JOu~~ J.mN 1-56592-996-9 

The explosion of interest in the Internet is stressing what was 
originally designed as a research and education network. 
The sheer number of users is requiring new strategies for 
Internet address allocation; multimedia applications are 
requiring greater bandwidth and strategies such as "resource 
reservation" to provide synchronous end-to-end service. 

In this series of eight interviews, carl Malamud talks to 
some of the researchers who are working to define how the 
underlying technology of the Internet will need to evolve in 
order to meet the demands of the next five to ten years. 

Give these tapes a try if you're intrigued by such topics as 
Internet "multicasting" of audio and video, or think your 
job might one day depend on understanding some of the 
following buzzwords: 

• IPNG (Internet Protocol Next Generation) 
• SIP (Simple Internet Protocol) 
• TUBA (TCP and UDP \vith Big Addresses) 
• CLNP ( Connectionless Network Protocol) 
• CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing) 

or if you are just interested in getting to know more about 
the people who are shaping the future. 

TO ORDER: 800-889·8969 (CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY); ORDER@oRA.COM 



Mobile IP Networking 
Carl Malamud inlerrieu'S Phil Kam & jun Murai 
Released spring 1994 
Dura/ion: 1 hour, ISBN 1-56592-994-2 

Phil Karn is the father of the KA9Q publicly available imple
mentation ofTCPIIP for DOS (which has also been used as the 
basis for the software in many commercial Internet routers). 
KA9Q was originally developed to allow "packet radio," that is, 
TCPIIP over ham radio bands. Phil's current research focus is 
on commercial applications of wireless data communications. 

Jun Murai is one of the most distinguished researchers in the 
Internet community. Murai is a professor at Keio University 
and the founder of the Japanese WIDE Internet. Murai talks 
about his research projects, which range from satellite-based 
IP multicasting to a massive testbed for mobile computing at 
the Fujisawa campus of Keio University. 

Networked Information and Online Libraries 
Carl Malamud inlentieu'S Peter Deutsch & Cliff Lynch 
Released September 1993 
Duration: I bour, ISBN 1-56592-998-5 

Peter Deutsch, president of Bunyip Information Services, was 
one of the co-developers of Archie. In this interview Peter 
talks about his philosophy for services and compares Archie 
to X.SOO. He also talks about what kind of standards we need 
for networked information retrieval. 

Cliff Lynch is currently the director of library automation for 
the University of California. He discusses issues behind online 
publishing, such as SGML and the democratization of publish
ing on the Internet. 

European Networking 
Carl Malamud inlentiews Glenn Kowack & Rob Blokzijl 
Released September 1993 
Dura/ion: 1 hour, ISBN 1-56592-999-3 

Glenn Kowack is chief executive of EUnet, the network that's 
bringing the Internet to the people of Europe. Glenn talks 
about EUnet's populist business model and the politics of 
European networking. 

Rob Blokzijl is the network manager for NIKHEF, the Dutch 
Institute of High Energy Physics. Rob talks about RIPE, the IP 
user's group for Europe, and the nuts and bolts of European 
network coordination. 

Security and Networks 
Carl Malamud inlert'ieuw jeff SciJiller & john Romkey 
Released September 1993 
Duration: I hour, ISBN 1-56592-997-7 

Jeff Schiller is the manager of MIT's campus network and is 
one of the Internet's leading security experts. Here, he talks 
about Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), the difficulty of policing 
the Internet, and whether horses or computers are more 
useful to criminals. 

john Romkey has been a long-time TCPIIP developer and was 
recently named to the Internet Architecture Board. In this 
wide-ranging interview,John talks about the famous 
"ToasterNet" demo at InterOp, what kind of Internet security 
he'd like to see put in place, and what Internet applications 
of the future might look like. 

John Perry Barlow 
Notable Speeches of the Information Age 
USEJVIX Conference Keynote Address 
San Fraucisro, Gil; jamJary• 17. 1994 
Duration: 1.5 hours, ISBN 1-56592-992-6 

john Perry Barlow-retired Wyoming cattle rancher, a 
lyricist for the Grateful Dead since 1971- holds a degree 
in comparative religion from Wesleyan University. He also 
happens to be a recognized authority on computer security, 
virtual reality, digitized intellectual property, and the social 
and legal conditions arising in the global network of computers. 

In 1990 Barlow co-founded the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation \vith Mitch Kapor and currently serves as chair 
of its executive committee. He writes and lectures on subjects 
relating to digital technology and society and is a contributing 
editor to Communications of the ACM, NeXTWorld, 
Microtimes, Mondo 2000, Wired, and other publications. 

In his keynote address to the Winter 1994 USENIX 
Conference, Barlow talks of recent developments in 
the national information infrastructure, telecom
munications regulation, cryptography, globalization of 
the Internet, intellectual property, and the settlement of 
Cyberspace. The talk explores the premise that "architecture 
is politics": that the technology adopted for the coming 
"information superhighway" will help to determine what is 
carried on it, and that if the electronic frontier of the Internet 
is not to be replaced by electronic strip malls, we need to 
make sure tltat our technological choices favor bi-directional 
communication and open platforms. 

Side A contains the keynote; 
Side B contains a question and answer period. 

FOR INFORMATION: 800.998·9938, 707-829-0515; NUTs@oRA.COM 



O'Reilly on the Net-
ONLINE PROGRAM GUIDE 
O'Reilly & Associates offers extensive infonnation through our online resources. If you've got Internet access, we invite you to 
come and explore our little neck-of-the-woods. 

Online Resource Center 
Most comprehensive among our online offerings is the 
O'Reilly Resource Center. Here, you'll find detailed informa
tion and descriptions on all O'ReiUy products: titles, prices, 
tables of contents, indexes, author bios, CD-ROM directory 
listings, reviews ... you can even view images of the products 
themselves. We also supply helpful ordering information: 
how to contact us, how to order online, distributors and 
bookstores around the world, discounts, upgrades, etc. 
In addition, we provide informative literature in the field, 
featuring articles, interviews, bibliographies, and columns 
that help you stay informed and abreast. 

To access ORA's Online Resource Center: 

Pointyour\Veb browser (e.g., mosaic or lynx) to: 

http://gnn.com/ora/ 

For the plaintext version, telnet or gopher to: 

gopher. ora. com 

Ora-news 
An easy way to stay informed of the latest projects and 
products from O'Reilly & Associates is to subscribe to 
"ora-news," our electronic news service. Subscribers 
receive email as soon as the information breaks. 

To subscribe to "ora-news": 

Send email to: 
listproc@online.ora.com 

and put the following infonnation on the first line of your message 
(not in "Subject"): 
subscribe ora-news "your name" of "your company'' 

For example: 
subscribe ora-news Jim Dandy of Mighty Fine Enterprises 

FTP 
The example files and programs in many of our books are 
available electronically via Fl'P. 

To obtain example files and programs 
from O'Reilly texts: 

ftpto: 

ftp.uu.net 
cd published/oreilly 

or 
ftp.ora.com 

Email 
Many other helpful customer services are provided via email. 
Here's a few of the most popular and useful. 

Useful email addresses 

nuts@ora.com 
For general questions and infonnation. 

bookquestions@ora.com 
For technical questions, or corrections, concerning 
book contents. 

order@ ora. com 
To order books online and for ordering questions. 

catalog@ora.com 
To receive a free copy of our magazine/catalog, "ora.com" 
(please include a snailmail address). 

Snailma/1 and phones 

O'Reilly & Associates, Inc. 
103A Morris Street, Sebastopol, CA 95472 
Inquiries: 707-829-0515, 800-998-9938 
Credit card orders: 800-889-8969 
FAX: 707-829·0104 

TO ORDER: 800-889-8969 (CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY); ORDER@ORA.COM 



O'Reilly & Associates-
LISTING OF TITLES 
INTERNET 
!%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail 

Addressing & Networks 
Connecting to the Internet An O'Reilly Buyer's Guide 
Internet In A Box 
Mil & xmh: E-mail for Users & Programmers 
The Mosaic Handbook for Microsoft Windows 
The Mosaic Handbook for the Macintosh 
The Mosaic Handbook for the X Window System 
Smii~'S 

The Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog 

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION 
Computer Security Basics 
DNSandBIND 
Essential System Administration 
Unux Network Administrator's Guide {Fall94 &) 

Managing Internet Information SeiVires (Fall')i &) 

Managing NFS and NIS 
Managing UUCP and Usenet 
sendmail 
Practical UNIX Security 
PGP: Pretty Good Pri\'acy (Winter 94J9S est.) 

System Performance Tuning 
TCPIIP Network Administration 
tenncap & tenninfo 
X Window System Administrator's Guide: Volwne8 
X Window S}'Stem ,R6, Companion CD (Fall94&) 

USING UNIX AND X 
BASICS 

Learning GNU Emacs 
Learning the Korn Shell 
Learning the UNIX Operating System 
Learning the vi Editor 
SCO UNIX in a Nutshell 
The USENET Handbook (Winter 94195 &) 

Using UUCP and Usenet 
UNIX in a Nutshell: System V Edition 
The X Window System in a Nutshell 
X Window S}'Stem User's Guide: Volume 3 
X WindO\\' S}'Stem User's Guide, Motif Ed.: \'ol. 3~1 
X User Tools (I0/94est.) 

ADVANCED 

Exploring Expect (Winter 94195 est.) 

The Frame Handbook (10/94 est.) 

Making TeX Work 
Learning Perl 
Programming perl 
sed&awk 
UNIX Power Tools (with CD-ROM) 

PROGRAMMING UNIX, 
C, AND MULTI-PlATFORM 
FORTRAN/SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING 
High Performance Computing 
Migrating to Fortran 90 
UNIX for FORTRAN Programmers 

C PROGRAMMING LIBRARIES 

Practical C Programming 
POSJX Programmer's Guide 
POSIX. 4: Programming for the Real \l'orld 

(Fall')i est.) 

Programming with curses 
Understanding and Using COFF 
Using Con the UNIX System 

C PROGRAMMING TOOLS 

Checking C Programs with lint 
lex&yacc 
Managing Projects with make 
Power Programming with RPC 
Software Portability with imake 

MULTI·PLATFORM PROGRAMMING 

Encyclopedia of Graphics File Formats 
Distributing Applications Across DCE and 

Windows NT 
Guide to Writing DCE Applications 
Multi-Platform Code Management 
Understanding DCE 
Understandingjapanese Information Processing 
ORACLE Performance Tuning 

BERKELEY 4.4 SOFTWARE 
DISTRIBUTION 
4.4BSD S}'Stem Manager's .Manual 
4.4BSD User's Reference Manual 
4.4BSD User's Supplementary Documents 
4.4BSD Programmer's Reference Manual 
4. 4BSD Programmer's Supplementary Documents 
4.4BSD-Lite CD Companion 
4. 4BSD-Ute CD Companion: International Version 

X PROGRAMMING 
Motif Programming Manual: Volume 6A 
Motif Reference Manual: Volume 6B 
~lotifTools 

PEXlib Programming Manual 
PEXlib Reference Manual 
PHIGS Progr.unming Manual (soft or hard cover) 
PHIGS Reference Manual 
Programmer's Supplement for R6 (Winter 94195 est.) 

Xlib Programming Manual: Volume I 
Xlib Reference Manual: Volume 2 
X Protocol Reference Manual, R5: Volume 0 
X Protocol Reference Manual, R6: Volume 0 01194 est.) 

X Toolkit lntrinsics Programming Manual: Vol. 4 
X Toolkit Intrinsics Programming Manual, 

Motif F.dition: Volume 4M 
XToolkitlntrinsics Reference Manual: Volume 5 
XView Programming Manual: Volume 7A 
XView Reference Manual: Volume 78 

THE X REsOURCE 
A QUARTERLY WORKING JOURNAL FOR 

X PROGRAMMERS 

The X Resource: Issues 0 through 12 
(Issue 12 available 10/94) 

BUSINESS/CAREER 
Building a Sucressful Software Business 
Lo\-e Your Job! 

TRAVEL 
Travelers' Tales Titailand 
Travelers' Tales Mexico 
Tra\-elers' Tales India (Winter9419Sest.) 

AUDIOTAPES 
INTERNET TALK RADIO'S 

"GEEK OF THE WEEK" INTERVIEWS 

The Future of the Internet Protocol, 4 hours 
Global Network Operations, 2 hours 
Mobile IP Networking. I hour 
Networked Information and 

Online Libraries, I hour 
Security and Networks, I hour 
Europerut Networking, I hour 

NOTABLE SPEECHES OF THE INFORMATION AGE 

John Perry Barlow,l.5 hours 

FOR INFORMATION: 800·998·9938, 707-829-0515; NUTS@oRA.COM 



O'Reilly & Associates-
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS 
Customers outside North America can now order O'Reilly & Associates books through the following distributors. They offer our 

international customers faster order processing, more bookstores, increased representation at tradeshows worldwide, and the high 

quality, responsive service our customers have come to expect. 

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAsT, AND AFRICA 
(except Germany, Switzerland, and Austria) 
INQUIRIES 
International Thomson Publishing Europe 
Berkshire House 
168-173 High Holborn 
London WC1V7M 
United Kingdom 
Telephone: 44-71-497-1422 
Fax: 44-71-497-1426 
Email: danni.dolbear@itpuk.co.uk 

ORDERS 
International Thomson Publishing Services, Ltd. 
Cheriton House, North Way 
Andover, Hampshire SP 10 5BE 
United Kingdom 
Telephone: 44-264-342-832 (UK orders) 
Telephone: 44-264-342-806 (outside UK) 
Fax: 44-264-364418 (UK orders) 
Fax: 44-264-342761 (outside UK) 

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, AND AUSTRIA 
International Thomson Publishing GmbH 
O'Reilly-International Thomson Verlag 
Attn: Mr. G. Miske 
Konigswinterer Strasse 418 
53227 Bonn 
Gennany 
Telephone: 49-228-970240 
Fax: 49-228-441342 
Email: ora_de@ora.com 

THE AMERICAS, JAPAN, AND OCEANIA 
O'Reilly & A§ociates, Inc. 
103A Morris Street 
Sebastopol, CA 95472 U.S.A. 
Telephone: 707-829-051 5 
Telephone: 800-998-9938 (U.S. & Canada) 
Fax: 707-829-0104 
Email: order@ora.com 

AsiA 
(except Japan) 
INQUIRIES 
International Thomson Publishing Asia 
221 Henderson Road 
#05 10 Henderson Building 
Singapore 0315 
Telephone: 65-272-6496 
Fax: 65-272-6498 

ORDERS 
Telephone: 65-268-7867 
Fax: 65-268-6727 

AUSTRALIA 
WoodsLane Pty. Ltd. 
Unit 8, 101 Darley Street (P.O. Box 935) 
Mona Vale NSW 2103 
Australia 
Telephone: 61-2-9795944 
Fax: 61-2-9973348 

NEW ZEALAND 
WoodsLane New Zealand Ltd. 
21 Cooks Street (P.O. Box 575) 
Wanganui, New Zealand 
Telephone: 64-6-3476543 
Fax: 64-6-3454840 
Email: woods@tmx.mhs.oz.au 

TO ORDER: 800•889·8969 (CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY); ORDER@ORA.COM 



O'Reilly 61 Associates, Inc. 
·End-User License Agreement 

NOTICE! CAREFUI.Il' READ ALL OF TilE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF TinS AGREEMENT PRIOR TO OPENING THIS PACKAGE. 
REMOVING TilE DISK FROM ITS PlASTIC CONTAINER INDICt\lm YOUR ACCEPI'ANCE OF TilE FOllOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO TIIESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, RETURN TilE UNOPENED DISK PACKAGE AND ANY OTIIER COMPONENTS 
OF THIS PRODUCT TO O'REILil' & ASSOCIATES, INC. ("O'REillY'') FOR A FULL REFUND. NO REFUND Will BE GIVEN IF TinS PACKAGE 
HAS BEEN OPENED OR COMPONENTS OF THE PRODUCT ARE MISSING. 

1. License: This license Agreement (the "Agreement") pennits you to use one copy of the computer program contained on the disk 
in object code form only (the "Program") on any single computer for your own internal business purposes (the "Ucense"). If you have 
multiple Ucenses for multiple copies of the Program, then the number of copies of the Program in use must never exceed the number of 
Ucenses held; If the antidpated number of users of the Program will exceed the number of Ucenses held, then you must have in place a 
reasonable mechanism or procedure to ensure that the number of persons using the Program concurrently does not exceed the number 
of Ucenses held. For purposes of this Agreement, the Program Is "In use" when it is loaded into temporary memory (e.g., RAM) or 
installed into the permanent memory (e.g., hard disk, CD-ROM, or any other storage device) of any computer. 

2. Copying of Program: You may make one copy of the Program solely for back-up or archival purposes provided that such copy 
contains the notices described in paragraph 4 below. Any other copying of the Program or the accompanying documentation is in 
violation of this Agreement and appUcable intellectual property laws. You may not decompile, disassemble or otherwise reverse
engineer the Program. 

3. Transfer of Program: The Program may not be transferred, assigned, or subUcensed to any third party. 

4. Copyright: The Program and the accompanying documentation is protected by United Sates and international copyright laws and 
international trade provisions. You may not remove, obscure, or alter any notice of patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret or other 
proprietary right contained in the Program or the accompanying documentation. The licensee acknowledges that it has no right, title, 
or interest in or to the Program or the accompanying documentation including without limitation, patent, copyright, trademark, trade 
secret or any other proprietary right, except for the Ucense specifically granted herein. 

5. Tenn: The Ucense granted hereunder shall be effective until terminated. The Ucense shall tenninate automatically should you 
violate any part of this agreement; in the event of such termination you will no longer be entitled to use the Program and must destroy 
all copies of the Program or return them to O'Reilly. You may also elect to terminate this Agreement and the Ucense by destroying all 
copies of the Program or returning such copies to O'Reilly. 

6. Limited Warranty; Disclaimer and Limitation of Liability: TilE PROGRAM IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRAN'IY 
OF ANY KIND AND O'REILil' HEREBY DISCLAIMS AIL W.wtANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPUED, ORAL OR WRITTEN, WITH 
RESPECT TO TilE PROGRAM INCUJDING WITHOUf UMITATION, IMPUED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABWTY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARI'ICUIAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL O'REILLY JJE UABLE FOR INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUf 
UMITATION, LOSS OF INCOME OR PROFITS; NOR SHAll O'REIIJX'S UABll.ITY IN ANY CASE EXCEED TilE AMOUNT PAID FOR TilE 
PROGRAM UCENSE. THIS LIMITED WARRAN'IY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS; YOU MAY HAVE OTIIERS WHICH VARY FROM 
STATE TO STATE. 

7. General: This agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between you and O'Reilly and supercedes any prior written or oral 
agreements concerning the Program, the accompanying documentation, or any other contents of the product package. This Agreement 
may not be modified except by a writing signed by both parties. O'Reilly shall not be bound by any provision of any purchase order, 
receipt, acceptance, confirmation, correspondence or other similar document unless O'Reilly specifically indicates its acceptance in 
writing. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California. 

8. U.S. Government Restricted RJgbts: Use, duplication or disclosure of the Program by any unit or agency of the United States 
Government (the "Government") is subject to the restrictions set forth in FAR 52.227-19 (c) (2), the Rights in Technical Data and 
Computer Software clause ofDFARS 252.227-7013 (c) (1) (ii), and any similar or successor clauses in the FAR, DFARS, or the DoD 
or NASA FAR Supplement, whichever are appUcable. In addition to the foregoing, the Government agrees to be bound and abide by 
the terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. All rights reserved under the copyright laws of the United States. Contractor/ 
manufacturer is O'Reilly & Assodates, Inc., 103A Morris Street, Sebastopol, CA 95472. 



Here's a page we encourage readers to tear out ... 

REGISTER YOUR COPY OF MOSAIC 

To be eligible for support as well as software upgrades, 
please fill out this registration card-or use the registration form online, 

accessible through The Mosak Handbook Home Page. 

Where did you buy this book? 
OBookstore 
0 Direct from O'Reilly 
0 Bundled with hardware/software 
0 Class/seminar 
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ENHANCED NCSA MOSAIC 
The Mosaic H andbook j01· the Macintosh includes Enhanced NCSA Mosaic, a 
commercial version of the NCSA Mosaic browser available on the Internet. 
Developed by Spyglass, Inc., under arrangement with NCSA, Enhanced NCSA 
Mosaic maintains a consistent feature set across Windows, Macintosh, and X 
Window System platforms, a first fo r the Mosaic world . As a commercial 
version, Enhanced NCSA Mosa ic is more re liable and faster, the result of 
improvements made to the original NCSA Mosaic code. This version of 
Enhanced NCSA Mosaic has been customized with the addition of a GNN 
Menu that offers easy access to GNN's publications. 

Enhanced NCSA Mosaic for the Macintosh features a number of improvements 
over the original NCSA version, including: 

• Much improved reliability 

• Dramatically faster performance 

• Reduced memory requirements-one-half to one-third the memory 
previously required 

• Easier installation 

• Support for printing 

• Simplified interface for easier browsing 

• Support for forms , allowing two-way communication between users and 
Web servers 

• Proxy gateway support for security in networked environments 

• Online help system 

The Mosaic Handbook Home Page, also included on the accompanying d isk , 
makes using Mosaic even easier. just point and click to go to the Global 
Network Navigator, the Mosaic Handbook Hotlist (an online guide to all the 
servers mentioned in this book) , and Mosaic Support (an online support 
center for technical support and software updates.) 

The enclosed disk contains native Power Macintosh software, which also runs 
on 68K-based Macs. To install, insert the disk in your floppy drive and drag 
the Mosaic folder to your hard drive. Do not place the Mosaic folder inside 
any other folders. 



Internet 

THE MOSAIC HANDBOOK 
for the Macintosh 

Mosaic is changing the face of the Internet. Forget about the Net being hard to use. 
Forget about command-line inte rfaces. De velo ped at the Na tiona l Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) , Mosaic brings hypertext, graph ics, formatted 
text, and multimedia together in one easy-to-use application. 

Using Mosaic, you are about the enter the World Wiele Web-a strange and fascinating 
land of hypertext, color graphics, digital video, interactive maps, and o ther cool stuff. 
Follow its strands and you'll wind a path through undergrou nd music archives, online 
art exhibits, online newspape rs and magazines, movie servers, a warehouse of 
scientific knowledge, up-to-the-minute weather maps and traffic reports, interactive 
servers, and much more. 

Global Nstwork Navigator 
Cb;utinc the Inter net 

Mdac:enters : 

The GNN Home Page 

The Mosaic Handbook for the Macintosh is your 
guidebook to this world. We not only show you 
how to use Mosaic, we take you on a tour of some 
of the varied sites on the Web, focusing on the 
Global Network Navigator, O'Reilly & Associates' 
pioneering Internet publications center. 

In addition, The Mosaic Handbook explains how to 
use Mosaic instead of traditional Internet tools and 
how to view multimedia docume nts , suc h as 
digital video, audio, and full-color graphics. 

You'll learn how to compose HTML (the format for 
World Wiele Web documents) and create a home 
page complete with links to other servers. We also 
show you a glimpse of the future of the World 
Wide Web. 

Best of all , The Mosaic Handbook comes with Enhanced NCSA Mosaic on disk a 
' commercial version of NCSA Mosaic that improves upon what's available on the 

Internet. The disk also contains the Mosaic Handbook Home Page, with links to a ll of 
the servers mentioned in the book. 

I SBN 1-56592 - 096- 1 ~ 

~29.95 

Printed on Recy cled Pap er 

9 781565 920965 
ISBN 1-56592-096-1 


